Pre-Holiday
Lambs Steady
To Higher
In the last sales before the
Christmas holiday break, all
lambs trading were steady to
higher. San Angelo slaughter
lamb prices were firm. Fredericksburg wool lambs were
called higher, Dorper lambs
$5 higher. Goldthwaite wool
lambs were steady, Dorper
and Barbado lambs steady to
$10 higher. Hamilton’s lamb
market was quoted $10 higher.
Lamb and mutton meat
production for the week ending December 15 totaled 2.9
million pounds on a slaughter
count of 43,000 head compared to the previous week’s
totals of 2.9 million pounds
and 43,000 head.
Imported lamb and mutton
for the week ending December
9 totaled 2328 metric tons or
approximately 5.13 million
pounds, equal to 177 percent
of domestic production for the
same period.
Lamb carcass prices for last
week went unreported, yet
again, due to confidentiality.
Hamilton Dorper and Dorper cross feeder lambs weighing 20-40 pounds brought
$190-275. Fredericksburg No.
1 wool lambs weighing 40-60
pounds sold for $200-280 and
60-80 pounds $195-280. Billings medium and large 1-2
lambs weighing 53 pounds
were $200, 60-70 pounds
$198-204, 70-80 pounds $177192, 80-90 pounds $155-182,
90-100 pounds $145-157,
100-110 pounds $144-152,
110-120 pounds $140-148,
and 122 pounds $125.50.
There was no reported direct
trade on feeder lambs last week.
San Angelo choice 2-3
slaughter lambs weighing
100-155 pounds brought
$130-144, choice and prime
1-2 40-60 pounds $260-288,
60-70 pounds $230-258, 7080 pounds $198-220, 80-90
pounds $182-202, 90-110
pounds $166-186, choice 1-2
40-60 pounds $220-260, 6070 pounds $200-228, 7080 pounds $170-196, 80-90
pounds $170-182, and 90-110
pounds $148-160. Goldthwaite wool lambs weighing
50-70 pounds were $180-230,
70-90 pounds $140-190, 90110 pounds $125-165, Dorper and Dorper cross lambs
40-60 pounds $210-265, 6075 pounds $180-245, 75-90
pounds $140-200, Barbado
and Barbado cross lambs 3550 pounds $200-280, 50-70
pounds $170-240, and 70-90
pounds $130-200. Fredericksburg slaughter lambs weighing
45-80 pounds sold for $160315, 90-140 pounds $105-200,
Barbado lambs 40-60 pounds
$180-265, Dorper cross lambs
40-60 pounds $180-315, and
60-80 pounds $160-295.
Hamilton Dorper and Dorper
cross lambs weighing 40-70
pounds made $185-275, over
70 pounds $150-220, wool
lambs 40-70 pounds $170-225,
over 70 pounds $125-185, and
Barbado lambs $190-240.
Slaughter lambs selling
direct included 5700 head
weighing 138-170 pounds that
brought $122-152.41.
San Angelo good 2-3
slaughter ewes made $80,
utility and good 1-3 $80-96,
utility 1-2 $70-82, cull and
utility 1-2 $50-62, and cull 1
$46. Fredericksburg slaughter
ewes brought $30-120. Hamilton slaughter ewes sold for
$75-100, and Goldthwaite
ewes were $70-115.
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Range Sales
Mid-Tex Cattle Co., Seguin,
sold to Texas Panhandle buyers two loads of No. 1 heifers weighing 442 pounds at
$145.30 delivered; one load of
No. 1-1½ Okie and crossbred
steers and bulls weighing 266
at $177 delivered and a load
of heifer mates weighing 277

at $165 delivered; a load of
similar heifers weighing 352 at
$150.74 delivered; and a load
of thin grazing cows weighing
1025 at $49 f.o.b.
Cattle For Sale By David, San
Angelo, sold out of the Sonora,
Texas area to a Cyril, Okla.
buyer 50 Ultrablack spring

Slaughter Meat Goats Steady
To Higher In Recent Trading
Slaughter meat goat prices
were largely steady to higher
in most recent trading. San
Angelo was weak but Goldthwaite and Hamilton were
steady, Fredericksburg steady
to higher, and New Holland,
Pennsylvania mostly $10-15
higher per head.
Goat slaughter under federal
inspection the week ending
December 2 totaled 8969
head. Goat meat imports for
the week ending December
9 totaled 148 metric tons,
147 from Australia and two
from New Zealand (rounding
accounts for the numerical
discrepancy).
At Goldthwaite on Thursday, selection 1 kids weighing
30-45 pounds brought $240325, 45-60 pounds $230-300,
60-70 pounds $210-260, and
70-90 pounds $180-235. Lightweight nannies were $115-170,
heavy $100-150 and thin $6090, lightweight billies $170-230
and heavy $180-225.
New Holland, Penn., selling by the head Monday,
quoted selection 1 kids of 4060 pounds $150-175, 60-80
pounds $170-210 and 80-100
pounds $185-225, selection 2
20-40 pounds $100-115, 4060 pounds $130-155, 60-80
pounds $155-180, and 80-100

pounds $170-185. Selection
1 nannies 130-180 pounds
brought $200-245, selection 2
80-130 pounds $150-182, selection 1 billies 100-150 pounds
$260-325 and selection 2 100150 pounds $200-255.
Also on Monday, Hamilton kids weighing 20-40
pounds earned $190-280,
40-70 pounds $190-280 and
over 70 pounds $185-235.
Thin nannies were $50-70
per head, medium $75-120
and fleshy $125-200, billies
$150-220.
Fredericksburg on Tuesday
reported selection 1 20-40
pound kids at $250-385, 40-60
pounds $240-310 and 60-80
pounds $200-275, muttons
$200-275. Nannies were $60150, billies $140-235.
At San Angelo Tuesday,
selection 1 kids weighing 4060 pounds brought $266-288,
60-80 pounds $250-268 and
87 pounds $220, selection
1-2 40-60 pounds $240-266,
60-80 pounds $230-248, 80100 pounds $194-214, and
125-130 pounds $210-222.
Selection 1-2 nannies 80-130
pounds made $116-130, thin
70-120 pounds $100-116,
selection 1-2 billies 70-100
pounds $150-194 and 100150 pounds $174-216.

calving heifers at $1385; out
of the Floyd, Ark. area to a
Churchpoint, La. buyer seven
registered Red Brahman pairs
and heavy bred cows at $3100;
out of the Sinton, Texas area to
an Elgin, Texas buyer 14 F-1
first-calf pairs and heavy bred
cows at $2650; from the Somerset, Texas area to a Gorman,
Texas buyer 45 babytooth two
and three stripe crossbred
cows at $875; and from the
El Campo, Texas area to a
Sandia, Texas buyer 30 shortbred babytooth Brangus cows
at $1300.
USDA reports 1759 head
of feeder cattle selling direct
off Colorado range, all delivered basis for current delivery,
including 183 medium and
large No. 1 steers weighing 825
pounds at $142, 104 similar
steers weighing 930 at $145.35,
148 heifers weighing 670 at
$143, 769 heifers weighing
7078-740 at $139.25-147.20,
280 heifers weighing 750 at
$137, and 210 heifers weighing
800 at $140.50.
Kansas direct feeder cattle
trade as confirmed by USDA
totaled 1019 head, all f.o.b. for
current delivery, including 523
medium and large No. 1 steers
weighing 800-825 pounds at
$140-146, 350 similar heifers
weighing 650 at $150, and 146
heifers weighing 750 at $142.

Plains Fed Cattle Sitting Still;
FCE Sells Two Lots At $120
Panhandle fed cattle trade
was quiet as usual at midweek,
DTN reporting a few $117 bids
against asking prices of $122123 or better. Last week’s going rate was up $3 at $120.
Wednesday’s Fed Cattle
Exchange offered only 466
head in four lots and sold one
each in Texas and Kansas at
$120. Another Texas lot failed
to receive a bid at $120, and
sellers passed on a $118 bid
in Kansas.
The Texas Cattle Feeders Association counted 9112 head on
area showlists, down 759 head
from last week. Formulas were
down 7846 head at 40,029.
Direct trade was quiet elsewhere as well, DTN reporting $117 live bids in Kansas
and $189-190 dressed bids in
Nebraska; cattle are said to
be priced $6 or more above
both of those levels. In scanty
reporting, Midwest fed cattle
auctions paid $112-117.50,
strictly choice to $119.50.
Stocker and feeder cattle
price trends were uneven in
early-week sales.
At Joplin, Mo., steer calves
were steady to $5 lower on
receipts of 5753 head, yearling
steers steady to $3 lower, heifer
calves steady to $3 higher, and
yearling heifers steady. La Junta,
Colo. sold 1189 head a dollar to
as much as $8 lower on steer
calves and steady to $2-3 lower
on heifer calves; yearlings were
poorly tested. Tulsa, Okla. was
steady on 2240 head.

In Texas, Graham was
steady to $5 higher on 1782
head, and Gonzales on Saturday was steady on 1413 head,
as was Amarillo on 929 head.
Three Rivers counted 880 head
steady on light calves and $2-6
lower on heavy calves and
yearlings. Crockett called no
trend on 1543 head.
Oklahoma City offered 5947
head and found feeder steers
and heifers unevenly steady,
lightweight steer calves mostly
steady to $1 lower, 500-600
pounds $1-3 higher, and all
heifer calves steady to $3
lower. Best 304 pound steer
calves brought $208; 400-500
pounds $182.50-192; 500-600
pounds $164-180; 600-700
pounds $151.50-162; 700-800
pounds $146-159; 800-900
pounds $142-151; 900-1000
pounds $137.25-141.75; and
1017 pounds $136.75.

FUTURES TRADE
CHICAGO — (CME) —
Beef futures trading on the
Chicago Board of Trade at the
close on Tuesday and at press
time on Wednesday.
Live Cattle
Wed.
Tue.
Dec.
120.08 120.00
Feb.
120.65 120.46
Apr.
121.93 121.48
June
113.90 113.58
Aug.
110.53 110.05
Oct.
111.28 110.65
Dec.
113.18 112.62
Feb.
112.60 113.70
April
112.90 113.60
Feeder Cattle
Jan.
145.20 145.20
Mar.
143.30 143.30
Apr.
143.68 143.68
May
143.33 143.33
Aug.
146.15 146.15
Sept.
145.63 145.63
Oct.
145.30 145.30
Nov.
144.65 144.65
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December 21, 2017 2-3 $80, utility and good 1-3
$80-96, utility 1-2 $70-82, cull
and utility 1-2 $50-62, cull 1
Angelo Lambs Firm,
bucks $85-100.
Kid Goat Trend Weak $46;
Replacement goats: kids,
SAN ANGELO — (USDA) selection 1 30-40 pounds
— Slaughter lambs and slaugh- $292-304; selection 1-2 25ter ewes were firm Tuesday, 40 pounds $260-286; selection
kid goats weak, nannies firm. 2 25-40 pounds $220-250;
Sheep and goat receipts totaled nannies, selection 1-2 60-115
3478 head.
pounds $136-190, 120-135
Steer and heifer calves under pounds $136-156.
600 pounds were $1-3 higher
Slaughter goats: kids, selecThursday, heavier calves and tion 1 40-60 pounds $266-288,
yearlings firm, slaughter cows 60-80 pounds $250-268, 87
$1-2 higher, slaughter bulls pounds $220; selection 1-2
firm to $1 higher, stock cows 40-60 pounds $240-266, 60and pairs steady. Cattle re- 80 pounds $230-248, 80-100
ceipts totaled 1709 head.
pounds $194-214, 125-130
Replacement sheep: ewes, pounds $210-222; selection 2
medium and large 1-2 hair 40-60 pounds $214-232, 60ewe lambs 92 pounds $186, 80 pounds $198-230, 80-100
mixed age hair ewes 80-130 pounds $162-188; nannies,
pounds $90-150.
selection 1-2 80-130 pounds
Slaughter sheep: lambs, $116-130, thin 70-120 pounds
choice 2-3 100-155 pounds $100-116; billies, selection 1-2
$130-144; choice and prime 70-100 pounds $150-194, 1001-2 40-60 pounds $260-288, 150 pounds $174-216.
60-70 pounds $230-258, 70- Steers: medium and large
80 pounds $198-220, 80-90 No. 1 500-600 pounds $161pounds $182-202, 90-110 174, 600-700 pounds $140pounds $166-186; choice 1-2 144, 700-800 pounds $13240-60 pounds $220-260, 60- 137.50, 841 pounds $132;
70 pounds $200-228, 70- medium and large No. 1-2 294
80 pounds $170-196, 80-90 pounds $180, 300-350 pounds
pounds $170-182, 90-110 $178-179, 400-500 pounds
pounds $148-160; ewes, good $166-177, 500-600 pounds $148-

PRODUCERS
LIVESTOCK AUCTION COMPANY
Over 60 Years Serving The Nation’s Livestock Sellers And Buyers
A Full Service Market 24 Hours — 365 Days A Year
1131 North Bell Street • San Angelo, Texas 76903

325/653-3371

— CLOSED —
DECEMBER 22 Through JANUARY 2
The Last Sale Of 2017 Thursday, DECEMBER 21
First Cattle Sale Of 2018 — Thursday, JANUARY 4
First Sheep Sale Of 2018 — Tuesday, JANUARY 9

SPECIAL SHEEP and GOAT
REPLACEMENT SALE

159, 600-700 pounds $130-139,
700-800 pounds $121-126, 800900 pounds $120.
Heifers: medium and large
No. 1 500-600 pounds $136137, 600-700 pounds $132133, 700-750 pounds $121123; medium and large No.
1-2 300-400 pounds $159-160,
400-500 pounds $142-154,
500-600 pounds $123-134,
600-700 pounds $122-127,
700-825 pounds $112-119.
Slaughter cows: breakers
1200-1625 pounds $51-56,
boners 950-1400 pounds $5360, high dressing $62, lean
850-1400 pounds $53-60,
low dressing $47-53, 600-900
pounds low dressing $42-48;
bulls, yield grade 1 1500-2000
pounds $76-80, low dressing
1150-1750 pounds $66-72.
Replacement cows: bred
cows, medium and large No. 2
$925-1075 per head; cow-calf
pairs, all with calves 150-350
pounds, medium and large No.
2 $1150-1200 per pair; stocker
and feeder cows, medium and
large No. 1-2 young cows 8001075 pounds $91-93 cwt., young
and middleaged cows 800-1075
pounds $80-91, middleaged
cows 900-1450 pounds $60-76,
thin and/or aged cows 800-1300
pounds $50.50-60.
Representative sales:
Sheep: Doug Little, Ballinger, 29 wooled lambs, 82
pounds $188; Felix River
Ranch, New Mexico, 35
wooled lambs, 68 pounds
$216; 16 wooled lambs, 92
pounds $176; Victor Dominguez, San Angelo, seven
hair lambs, 51 pounds $288;
George Weiber, Brownfield,
17 hair lambs, 48 pounds
$286; Allen Turner, Voss, 10
hair lambs, 65 pounds $258;
Michael Box, Mereta, 14 hair
lambs, 52 pounds $276.
Goats: Claire Jones, Sonora,
52 kid goats, 42 pounds $284;
David Gonzales, Eden, seven
kid goats, 44 pounds $322;
Rick Decker, New Mexico,
14 kid goats, 61 pounds $268;
Fields Ranch, Sonora, 20
kid goats, 53 pounds $270;
Finklea Bros., Sonora, 22 kid
goats, 60 pounds $252; Tye
Jones, Benjamin, eight kid
goats, 47 pounds $286.
Cattle: 4K Ranch, Brady, 26
steers, 543 pounds $180; 20
steers, 621 pounds $149.50;

“It ain’t nice to make fun of a feller jist
because he ain’t wintered well!”
3R Ranch, Paint Rock, seven steers, 515 pounds $173;
George Bunger, Ozona, 14
steers, 525 pounds $174; Jim
Hughes, San Angelo, four
steers, 429 pounds $172; Will
Lann, Ballinger, five steers,
499 pounds $176; Jim Hughes,
San Angelo, four heifers, 464
pounds $142; Currie Jones,
Christoval, 11 steers, 585
pounds $148; 15 steers, 675
pounds $143; 13 heifers, 616
pounds $133; W.T. Mayfield,
Ozona, three heifers, 435
pounds $149; Hodges Ranch,
Sterling City, six heifers, 641
pounds $127; Dennis Ranch,
Ballinger, two steers, 675
pounds $140; Tommy Hendry,
Robert Lee, 15 steers, 841
pounds $132.

Crockett Cattle Sale
Receipts 1543 Head
CROCKETT — (Dec. 19)
— Cattle receipts totaled
1543 head.
Steers: No. 1 large frame
150-200 pounds $145-210,
200-300 pounds $144-207,
300-400 pounds $135-188,
400-500 pounds $125-175,
500-600 pounds $115-169,
600-800 pounds $110-148.
Heifers: 150-200 pounds
$138-208, 200-300 pounds
$125-200, 300-400 pounds
$115-176, 400-500 pounds
$100-171, 500-600 pounds $95140, 600-800 pounds $83-129.
Slaughter cows: canners $3844, boning and utility $45-51,
cutters $52-59; bulls $64-77.

Domestic Wool Quiet,
Aussie Market Higher
GREELEY, Colo. — (USDA)
— Domestic wool trading on a
clean basis was quiet last week,
with no confirmed trades.
Domestic wool trading on
a grease basis was also quiet,
with no confirmed trades other
than domestic wool tags delivered to the buyer on a grease
basis. No. 1 tags brought 60-70
cents, No. 2 50-60 cents and
No. 3 40-50 cents.
Australia’s eastern market
indicator closed up 61 cents at
1760 cents per kilogram clean.
The offering totaled 50,913 bales
and 97.7 percent sold. The Australian exchange rate was weaker
by .012 at .767 U.S.
Australian clean wool prices
quoted delivered to Charleston, South Carolina, all Schlumberger dry formula, with
a freight rate of .15 cents per
pound: 18 micron $8.17, up
25 cents, 19 micron $7.42, up
36 cents, 20 micron $6.71, up
40 cents, 21 micron $6.21, up
36 cents, 22 micron $5.85, 23
micron $5.66, up 28 cents, 24
micron $5.16, up 31 cents, 25
micron $4.55, up 21 cents, 26
micron $4.05, up 20 cents, 28
micron $2.91, up 12 cents, 30
micron $2.22, up seven cents,
32 micron $1.63, up one cent,
and Merino clippings $5.31,
up 22 cents.

Saturday, MARCH 24
Announcing Our Special Sheep And Goat Replacement Sale
Replacement Quality Males and Females of all breeds of sheep and goats are
welcome! Don’t miss this opportunity to consign early to this sale that promises
to be a very special event for the sheep and goat industry. You must call to confirm
your consignment for this sale. Books are now open.
You can visit with Benny Cox: 325/234-4277 • Jody Frey: 325/234-7895
Charley Christensen: 325/234-4939 • Office: 325/653-3371

Look At Our Website: www.producersandcargile.com
Watch All Our Cattle Sales On DVAuction.com
We Now Have A Video Sales Option For DVAuction.com Call For More Information

When Is The Last Time You Toured Your Local Market Facility?
Come See Us Or Check Out Our Website At www.producersandcargile.com

Texas’ Largest Cattle Market
— Regular Weekly Sales —
Sheep • TUESDAY 9 a.m.
WEDNESDAY (if necessary)

Cattle • THURSDAY 9 a.m.

Charley Christensen, General Manager
Benny Cox, Sheep Sale
Jody Frey, Cattle Sale
Vernon Mansfield, Yard Foreman
Producers Office

325-234-4939 Cell
325-234-4277 Cell
325-234-7895 Cell
325-234-1429 Cell
325-653-3371 Cell

We Want Your Business And Will Work To Get It And Keep It

COLEMAN LIVESTOCK AUCTION
COMMISSION CO., INC.
“Family Owned and Operated Since 1961”
Highway 84 North • P. O. Box 875 • Coleman, Texas 76834

325/625-4191

www.colemanlivestockauction.net

CATTLE SALES EVERY WEDNESDAY — 11 A.M.

— No Sales —
NOVEMBER 22 • DECEMBER 20 • DECEMBER 27
Bob Edington — 325/647-8417

Panel Discusses Brazilian Beef
Import/Export Market With U.S.
By Colleen Schreiber
TUCSON — Brazil, one of
the largest red meat exporters in the world, is not only a
competitor but also a trading
partner for many agricultural
commodities, including beef
and pork.
The U.S. regained access
to Brazil for U.S. beef in late
summer 2016. Likewise, Brazil gained access to the U.S.
market last year for chilled and
frozen beef imports. However,
this summer the U.S. Department of Agriculture suspended
Brazilian beef imports due to
public health concerns, unsanitary conditions, and animal
health issues.
Given the export and import
developments, at the U.S.
Meat Export Federation strategic planning session conference here in early November,
one of the sessions included a
“spotlight on Brazil”.
Jessica Spreitzer, USMEF
trade analyst, started the panel
discussion with some general
comments about both markets.
She pointed out that the U.S.
is the number-one producer of
corn, followed by China and
then Brazil. The U.S. and Brazil
are also the top two producers
for soybeans and beef, and the
U.S. is third largest producer
of pork, followed by Brazil.
Specific to exports, the U.S.
and Brazil are the top two
exporters for corn and soybeans. In 2016 the U.S. was
the second largest exporter of
pork and Brazil was number
four. That same year the U.S.
was the fourth largest beef exporter, and Brazil was number
one. However, Spreitzer told
conference participants, Brazil
is more reliant on exports than
the U.S.
She also pointed out that
while forecasts indicate strong
growth in Brazil’s meat exports over the next 10 years,
in terms of volume the U.S. is
expected to see larger growth
in pork and poultry while
Brazil is expected to see larger
volume growth for beef.
In terms of per capita consumption, both the U.S. and
Brazil are large consumers of
beef and poultry, but there is
room to grow Brazilian pork
consumption.
“They are actually below the
current world consumption levels,” said Spreitzer, “and their
current consumption is mostly
a lot of processed pork.”
Turning to imports, she reminded that the U.S. primarily
imports lean manufacturing beef,
and the volume largely depends
on domestic supplies and the
value of the U.S. dollar.
For frozen and chilled beef
exports to the U.S., most countries operate under a negotiated import quota system.
“If countries don’t import
under a quota, the outside tariff
is 26.4 percent,” said Spreitzer.
Under NAFTA, Mexico and
Canada, for example, currently
operate under zero duties. Chile
also can export beef to the U.S.
duty-free, as can Australia up to
418,000 metric tons.
Other suppliers, New Zealand, Uruguay, Argentina and
Japan, have individual quotas
and export up to that quota at a
rate of 4.4 cents per kilogram,
she said.
Then there’s an “others”
category, for which the overall
quota is almost 65,000 met-

ric tons. Brazil ships under
the “other” category, though
she reminded that imports of
chilled and frozen Brazilian
beef are currently suspended.
“Nicaragua is the top country
filling the quota right now, followed by Costa Rica and then
Ireland,” Spreitzer told listeners.
To date the “other” quota
has never been filled. In 2015
it reached 68 percent filled and
the following year 76 percent
filled. Based on that, there is
room for Brazilian imports
under the “others” category
should they ever satisfy USDA’s concerns.
Spreitzer also pointed out
that there is precedent for shipping outside the quota.
“Uruguay has done it and
New Zealand has done it, paying the very high tariff rates.”
Specific to Brazilian imports, prior to the opening to
chilled and frozen beef, Brazil
was shipping prepared and
preserved beef items. For the
short time, well short of a year,
that Brazil could ship chilled
and frozen beef to the U.S.,
total volume accounted for
only two percent of the U.S.
total of fresh and frozen imports. Adding in the preserved
beef, which is still allowed,
the total for Brazilian imports
to the U.S. is still only at four
percent year to date.
Switching to U.S. exports to
Brazil, Spreitzer said that currently the U.S. is only sending
livers and picañas, also known
as the coulotte.
“South America is a big liver
buyer for the U.S.,” Spreitzer
said. “So far this year Brazil has
been the eighth largest market for
U.S. livers through August.”
In addition to Australia,
which has become an important beef supplier to Brazil
in recent years, almost all of
Brazil’s beef imports come
from neighboring countries.
Additionally, most of it is
high-valued product from British breeds.
Comparing U.S. and Brazilian beef exports, Spreitzer
told listeners that there is not
a lot of overlap between each
country’s top export destinations except for Hong Kong
and Egypt.
“The U.S. is exporting high
quality grain-fed beef while
Brazil is keeping their production of British breed grainfinished beef for domestic
use, and they’re exporting lean
grass-fed beef.”
Because the U.S. targets
high-value markets and Brazil the more price-sensitive
markets, U.S. beef’s export
value is 42 percent higher
than Brazil’s so far in 2017.
She also noted that Brazil is
sending less to Russia and
more to China, to which they

CUSTOM FELT HATS
AND

RENOVATIONS
James A. Andrae
830 E South Loop
Stephenville, Texas

254/965-5678
1-800-834-HATS
capitalhatters@yahoo.com
www.capitalhats.com

M & M AIR SERVICE
George Mitchell • Mark Mitchell • David Mitchell • Andy Mitchell
325/655-2309
AERIAL BRUSH & WEED CONTROL
MESQUITE & PEAR SPRAYING
Day Or Night • San Angelo — 866/666-2309
FAX: 409/794-2958 Mobile: 409/656-5998

gained access in 2015. In 2016
Brazil was the top supplier to
China, and year to date Brazil
has 20 percent of the Chinese
beef import market share.
As for pork exports, she
said again, there is not a lot of
overlap of top markets except
for China and Hong Kong, but
as with beef, the U.S. dominates on chilled exports where
Brazil has virtually no chilled
exports save a small volume
that goes to Hong Kong.
Russia had been an important market for Brazilian pork,
and though it’s come back,
Spreitzer said the percentage
to Russia is still smaller than
past levels. She also said that
Brazil is having some success
in China, though she predicted
it would be “short-term”. They
also have limited access to Japan
and Korea, though they can only
export from one state because of
their continued issues with foot
and mouth disease.

R

Bob Macke, deputy administrator of the office of agreements and scientific affairs at
USDA-FAS, told listeners that
this past decade was “transformational” for Brazil. There
was an “amazing increase” in
the middle class in Brazil.
“Brazil ranks among the
world’s top 10 economies,”
said Macke. “It currently has
over 200 million consumers,
and about 16 million of those
consumers are in the upper
middle class.”
The past few years have
been difficult, given an ongoing recession. Macke said that
in 2015 and 2016 the Brazilian
economy saw negative growth to
the tune of three to four percent.
Agriculture, however, has
been a “stabilizing factor,” he
said, with their beef exports
alone contributing about 6.8
percent to their GDP.
In May, after a 13-year hiatus because of BSE, the first
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U.S. beef arrived in Brazil.
In October USDA’s Foreign
Agriculture Service hosted its
first agricultural trade mission
to Brazil. Twenty-two U.S.
companies participated.
“We felt it was very successful in helping people establish business relationships,”
Macke told listeners.
He said that for now, Brazil
is largely a specialty market
for the U.S., meaning U.S.
beef exports primarily target
high-end consumers. Likewise,
Macke predicted that should/
when the market reopen to
Brazilian beef, it will have
relatively little if any impact.
“They have very limited
access under the ‘other’ quota
before they hit an import duty
of 26.4 percent,” said Macke.
That’s not to say Brazil
couldn’t ship outside the quota, but in doing so they would
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have to be competitive enough
to displace other suppliers.
He added that given Brazil’s
ability to produce corn and soybeans, they do have the potential
over time to become more competitive on the grain-fed market.
However, he said, for the time
being, serious infrastructure
issues limit such ability.
To date Brazilian exports are
fairly limited with about 60
percent of them going to three
or four markets. However,
Macke also noted that there are
some 140 countries to which
they are eligible to export.
FAS has two offices in Brazil. Their forecast, Macke said,
is for steady growth in both
production and beef exports,
with exports in 2018 forecast
at about a six percent rate,
which would bring the tonnage
See Brazilian Beef
Continued On Page 4
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Friday, DECEMBER 29
Sale Time — 11 AM.

Pearsall, Texas
(Easy Access On and Off IH-35 South of Pearsall)
Early Consignments Include:
2 Brangus bulls, twenty-one months old.
1 Brangus bull, three years old.
3 registered Brahman bulls, twenty-four to twenty-eight months old.
2 polled Hereford bulls, eighteen months old.
24 horned Hereford bulls, sixteen months old.
1 Charolais bull, fifteen months old.
7 Charolais bulls, sixteen to twenty-two months old.
2 Brahman bulls, twenty-four months old.
5 Brangus bulls, three years old.
2 Beefmaster bulls, two years old.
2 Beefmaster bulls, three and four years old.
4 registered Brahman females — 3 coming with first calves; 1 bred four year old, all bred to registered Brahman bull.
3 Brahman pairs — first calves at side.
77 three to four year old pairs — 29 Brangus and Brangus cross, 48 Beefmaster cross — calves worked and weighing 250400 pounds, running back with Angus bulls.
150 crossbred and Brangus cows, four to seven years old, at least half calved out by sale day, balance bred to Angus and
Brangus bulls.
30 Brangus and Brangus baldy cows, first or second calf, 15-20 calves by sale day.
20 first-calf Brangus pairs.
21 Red Angus cross heifers, bred to calve February through April by Hereford bulls.
10 F-1 tigerstripe heifers, open.
34 Brahman cross and Charolais cross pairs — three to five years old, calves worked and weighing 250-400 pounds, running
back with Charolais bulls.
5 first-calf crossbred pairs — good and gentle.
135 crossbred cows, three to six years old, bred to calve now through March, good set of ranch cows.
40 first-calf Brangus heifers, 20+ calves by sale day, calves by 44 Farms bulls, really nice set of big, good heifers.
90 crossbred cows, four to seven years old, 50+ calves by sale day, balance heavy bred, nice South Texas ranch cows.
90 F-1, Brangus and Brahman cross cows, three and four years old, 30+ calves by sale day, fancy set of young cows.
27 Beefmaster cross pairs — three years old, calves worked and weighing 200-300 pounds.
51 Brangus cows, two to four years old, 15 calves now, more by sale day, balance calving through March.
35 Brangus cows, two to four years old, 15 calves now, balance calving through April.
18 Brangus and Brangus baldy heifers, open, 650-750 pounds.
35 Brahman heifers, open, 650-750 pounds.
40 F-1 tigerstripe heifers, open, 650-750 pounds.
32 F-1 tigerstripe pairs — three to five years old, calves weighing 325-600 pounds, all worked, really nice set.
16 F-1 tigerstripe pairs — three to eight years old, big calves at side.
20 Brangus cows, three to six years old, big and good, several calves by sale day, bred to registered Hereford bull.

Photos And Updated List Of Consignments Available At: www.pearsalllivestock.com
For More Information Contact:

Frank Helvey, Manager or Kelley Thigpen
830/334-3653 Office
210/213-0753 or 830/334-7238 Mobile • 830/426-3777 Home
Kelley Thigpen — 830/334-1047 Mobile
www.pearsalllivestock.com
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December 21, 2017 the U.S. agreed to adjust the
cotton support program.
Brazilian Beef
Following the implementa- That said, the one remainContinued From Page 3 tion of some corrective actions ing complaint, Macke told
up to about 1.9 million tons on by the government of Brazil, listeners, is that while Brazil
a carcass weight equivalent. FSIS did an in-plant audit and has lowered its import tariffs
“Most of that is being driven is currently in the process of over the years, they remain
by growth in Asia, particularly an information exchange with reluctant to commit to permathe government of Brazil.
nently lowering those import
in China,” he told listeners.
Though the news about the “I can’t give a timeline when tariffs in the WTO. He used
scandal in the Brazilian meat that suspension will come off,” wheat as but one example.
inspection regime initially led said Macke, “but clearly, it Then about a month ago Brazil
to immediate reaction by some won’t come off until FSIS is unilaterally raised its import
of their larger export markets, convinced that the corrective duties on ethanol, which had
that “quickly reversed.” In action is taken in Brazil to a significant impact given that
fact, Macke said, China has address the underlying food the U.S. is a major supplier of
even agreed to list additional safety concerns.”
ethanol to Brazil.
As major competitors in “The way I would characterBrazilian plants.
As for the U.S. response to global agriculture markets, ize our relationship with Brazil
the scandal, USDA-APHIS Macke told listeners that the is that it is a maturing relationinitially increased point of U.S. and Brazil don’t always see ship,” Macke told listeners.
entry inspections in the U.S. eye to eye. However, he said, “We have both conflict and
Through that process they the relationship is much better cooperation. We align ourfound a high rate of different than it was during the days of selves to cooperate whenever
types of violations, Macke the cotton dispute that landed at we can in third markets, but it
said, and subsequently sus- the World Trade Organization. can still be difficult to export
pended all chilled and frozen That dispute came to an end to Brazil because of some of
beef imports from Brazil.
with the 2014 farm bill when the bureaucracies and the high
import costs,” he concluded.
Participants then heard from
Otavio Migliorini, in the international sales division for
PMI Foods. He talked about
Brazil’s culture, of which barbecue is a big part.
“It’s the biggest excuse for a
social gathering,” Migliorini told
CATTLE SALE
SHEEP & GOAT SALE
listeners, “and picañas are a must
Tuesday — 12 Noon whenever you have a barbecue.”
Monday — 10 A.M.
PMI Foods sees the most opportunity in Brazil in high-end
food service and high-end reHAMILTON, TEXAS
tail, and then the liver market,
for which there is really good
demand in the northeastern
part of the country.
Sheep & Goats : Monday, DECEMBER 18
Migliorini told listeners that
one of the biggest challenges
Cattle: Tuesday, DECEMBER 19
for exporters trying to work in
Brazil is their “very particular”
labeling system. The regulaMonday, DECEMBER 25 or Monday, JANUARY
tions are often not written
down, and even if they are,
depending on the entry point,
Tuesday, DECEMBER 26 or Tuesday, JANUARY 2
the different inspectors tend to
interpret the rules differently.
The exporter has to register
with the Brazilian Agriculture
Sheep & Goats: Monday, JANUARY 8
Ministry and then register for
Cattle: Tuesday, JANUARY 9
every single cut that they wish
to export to Brazil. Basically,
there are three categories —
boneless beef, bone-in beef,
and offal. Within each of these
there has to be a label for every
CATTLE SALE RESULTS — 12/19/17 — 118 HEAD
single item to be exported.
No. 1 Steers
Cow / Calf Pairs

OFFICE: 254/386-3185

— Last Sales Of The Year —

— NO Sheep & Goat Sales —
— NO Cattle Sales —

— First Sales of 2018 —

Merry Christmas!!

200-300 Pounds ____________$175.00-$190.00 CWT
300-400 Pounds ___________ $170.00-$185.00 CWT
400-500 Pounds ___________ $150.00-$165.00 CWT
500-600 Pounds ___________ $140.00-$150.00 CWT
600-700 Pounds ___________ $130.00-$140.00 CWT
700 Pounds & Up __________ $125.00-$135.00 CWT
No. 1 Heifers
200-300 Pounds ___________ $145.00-$155.00 CWT
300-400 Pounds ___________ $135.00-$145.00 CWT
400-500 Pounds ___________ $130.00-$140.00 CWT
500-600 Pounds ___________ $125.00-$135.00 CWT
600-700 Pounds ___________ $115.00-$125.00 CWT
700 Pounds & Up __________ $110.00-$120.00 CWT
Packer Cows
High Yield __________________ $ 50.00-$ 54.00 CWT
Medium Yield ______________ $ 42.00-$ 49.00 CWT
Low Yield ___________________ $ 35.00-$ 41.00 CWT
Packer Bulls
High Yield __________________ $ 67.00-$ 72.00 CWT
Low Yield ___________________ $ 40.00-$ 65.00 CWT

Choice _____________________ $1100.00-$1300.00 PR
Medium Quality ___________ $ 850.00-$1000.00 PR
Aged ______________________________________ SPLIT PR
Bred Cows
Choice _____________________ $ 900.00-$1100.00 HD
Medium Quality ________ $ 700.00-$ 900.00 HD
Aged _______________________ $ 700.00-$ 850.00 HD
Trends
Stocker Steers _____________________ Steady
Feeder Steers _____________________ Steady
Stocker Heifers _________________ $5.00 Lower
Feeder Heifers _________________ $5.00 Lower
Packer Cows ______________________ Steady
Packer Bulls ______________________ Steady
Cow / Calf Pairs ___________________ Steady
Bred Cows ________________________ Steady

SHEEP SALE RESULTS — 12/18/17 — 1737 HEAD
Slaughter Kids
Dorper / Dorper Cross Lambs
Feeder: 20-40 Pounds _____ $190.00-$280.00 CWT Feeder: 20-40 Pounds _____ $190.00-$275.00 CWT
Slaughter: 40-70 Pounds __ $190.00-$280.00 CWT Slaughter: 40-70 Pounds __ $185.00-$275.00 CWT
Slaughter: 70 Pounds & Up $185.00-$235.00 CWT Slaughter: 70 Pounds & Up $150.00-$220.00 CWT
Fancy Light Kids Up To _________________ N / T Fancy Ewe Lambs ______________________ N / T
Slaughter Nannies
Dorper, Dorper Cross Ewes and Rams
Thin ________________________ $ 50.00-$ 70.00 Head Ewes _______________________ $ 85.00-$175.00 Head
Medium_____________________ $ 75.00-$120.00 Head Bucks _______________________ $ 90.00-$140.00 CWT
Fleshy ______________________ $125.00-$200.00 Head
Barbadoes
Boer / Boer Cross Replacement Nannies
Lambs ______________________ $190.00-$240.00 CWT
Medium_____________________ $125.00-$150.00 Head Ewes _______________________ $ 70.00-$125.00 Head
Choice ______________________ $160.00-$200.00 Head Rams _______________________ $ 75.00-$350.00 Head
Boer, Boer Cross and Spanish Billies
Trends
Slaughter____________________ $150.00-$220.00 CWT Kids _________________________________________ Steady
Breeding ________________________________________ N / T Nannies______________________________ $10.00 Higher
Choice Young Billies ____________________________ N / T Dorper Lambs________________________ $10.00 Higher
Wool Lambs__________________________ $10.00 Higher
Wool Lambs
Feeder: 20-40 Pounds _________________________ N / T Barbado Lambs______________________ $15.00 Higher
Slaughter: 40-70 Pounds __ $170.00-$225.00 CWT Ewes_________________________________________ Steady
Slaughter: 70 Pounds & Up_$125.00-$185.00 CWT
Wool Ewes
Head = Per Head CWT = Per 100 Pounds
Stocker__________________________________________ N / T * Fancier Kids Will Consistently Bring $15.00-$25.00/CWT
Slaughter ___________________ $ 75.00-$100.00 CWT Higher Than What Is Posted On This Market Report.

Visit Our Website:

On each label, in addition to
the production date and shelf
life, nutrition facts and the
importer name are required.
The good news, he added, is
that it is now an online process.
Before, it took several months
to register a single item.
Additionally all of the 26
Brazilian states have their own
VAT rates and regulations.
“In our case we are importing U.S. beef through two
different provinces, so that
means for every one of those
two provinces we have 25 different rules depending on the
state that we want to sell beef
to,” Migliorini told listeners.
He added that there have
been some efforts to reform that
system, but certain groups have
blocked that, and Migliorini said
he does not expect changes to
the system anytime soon.
Another challenge, as in
any market, is currency fluctuations. However, the Brazilian real, because it is not a
mainstream world currency,
is particularly sensitive to
fluctuations, internal political
issues or international crises.
Migliorini also pointed to
the fact that the U.S. has been
out of the Brazilian market
for some time now, and U.S.
beef is not in the memory
of the Brazilian consumer
anymore. Additionally, U.S.
beef is pricier, and local beef
producers obviously oppose
such imports.
“There will be the speech
by the local producers that the
local beef is healthier because
there are no hormones and
their beef is not as marbled
and it’s a lot cheaper,” said
Migliorini. “Obviously, we
don’t agree with that. It’s a
question of value for money.”
Finally, the PMI spokesperson said that Brazilians
are “very picky” about their
picañas specifications. For
example, the cut has to be in
a symmetrical pyramid shape
with uniform fat. Packaging
presentation is also particularly critical.
Last on the panel was Jessica Julca, U.S. Meat Export
Federation South America
representative, whose job is
to expand and increase sales

ROWENA

MILLING
COMPANY

Highway 67 — Rowena, Texas

OLD STYLE
COTTONSEED CAKE
— All Natural Product —
26% Protein • 6.5% Fat • 29% Fiber • 20,000 I.U./lb. Vitamin A

Available In Pellets For Cattle • Sheep • Goats • Deer
Bulk Deliver
Available

y

325/442-4019

Bulk Deliver
y
Available

of U.S. red meat to the region. Following the official
reopening in August 2016 to
U.S. beef, USMEF did a beef
launch in Sal Paulo, calling
it “the science behind the
sizzle” campaign, in which
they highlighted U.S. beef
attributes backed by science.
Forty Brazilian importers attended. Then in July USMEF
partnered with the USDA-FAS
Brazilian office to officially
introduce U.S. beef to more
than 700 customers.
Julca said the interest has
been good, and because of that
USMEF made the decision to
invite six Brazilian companies
to the Latin American Product
Showcase this year.
“They had the opportunity
to see the product and interact
with 55 U.S. exporters and
also to share their plans to
grow the business in Brazil,”
she told listeners.
To date, 58 exporters are
registered to send product to
Brazil, but product must come
from the four packers approved
for Brazil. Additionally, the
only two products registered
for Brazil are picaña and liver.
Nonetheless, Julca told listeners that there is an “ocean of
possibilities” for Brazil.
“We need more packers
involved and more products to
showcase the U.S. beef industry in Brazil,” she concluded.

Columbus Calves Steady
To A Little Stronger
COLUMBUS — (Dec. 14)
— Calf prices were steady to
a little stronger, cows steady.
Receipts totaled 2440 head.
Steers: 150-300 pounds $150230, 300-400 pounds $120-205,
400-500 pounds $115-200, 500600 pounds $104-178, 600-700
pounds $100-156, 700-800
pounds $110-140.
Heifers: 150-300 pounds
$130-225, 300-400 pounds
$110-180, 400-500 pounds
$100-172, 500-600 pounds
$100-170, 600-700 pounds $95135, 700-800 pounds $105-128.
Slaughter cows: high dressing cutters $45-52, fatter utility $46-55, low dressing $3044; bulls, heavy $64-75, low
dressing $58-64.
Replacement cows: stocker
cows, good $1250-1650 per
head, medium $800-1150; cowcalf pairs, good $950-1450 per
pair, medium $700-950.

DES MOINES, Iowa —
(USDA) — Total red meat production under federal inspection last week was estimated at
1079.6 million pounds, .6 percent higher than the previous
week and 3.9 percent higher
than last year. Cumulative
meat production for the year
to date was 3.1 percent higher
than last year.
Cattle slaughter was estimated at 630,000 head compared to 636,000 the previous
week and 606,000 for the same
period last year, liveweights
1379 pounds, 1376 and 1388,
respectively. Beef production
was estimated at 524.7 million
pounds compared to 528.5
million the previous week and
507.3 million for the same period last year. Cumulative beef
production was 24.92 billion
pounds, up 3.8 percent compared with the same period
last year. Cumulative cattle
slaughter was 30.59 million
head, 5.4 percent higher than
last year’s 29.02 million head.
Calf and veal slaughter was
10,000 head, 10,000 and 11,000,
liveweights 250 pounds, 258
and 248. Calf and veal meat production was 1.5 million pounds,
1.5 million and 1.6 million. Cumulative meat production was
69.8 million pounds, down 1.4
percent from last year, and
slaughter was 481,000 head,
up 5.1 percent.
Hog slaughter was 2.57
million head, 2.53 million and
2.5 million, liveweights 287
pounds, 286 and 282. Pork
production was 550.5 million
pounds, 540 million and 527.6
million. Cumulative pork production was 24.45 billion
pounds, up 2.4 percent, and
slaughter was 115.92 million
head, up 2.5 percent.
Sheep slaughter was estimated at 43,000 head, 43,000
and 43,000, liveweights 136
pounds, 134 and 134. Lamb
and mutton meat production
was 2.9 million pounds, 2.9
million and 2.9 million. Cumulative meat production was
126.5 million pounds, down
4.7 percent from last year’s
132.7 million, and slaughter
was 1.85 million head, 3.7
percent less than last year.

When it comes to
working cattle
ONE
NAME
STANDS
OUT

Bowman

America's Premier Cattle Handling Equipment

Bowman Livestock Equipment Co.
785/258-3991 • Herington, KS
e-mail: sales@bowmanlivestockequipment.com
www.bowmanlivestockequipment.com

LIVESTOCK NUTRITION CENTER

BETTER FEED, BETTER RESULTS
Livestock Nutrition Center specializes in blending customized rations, supplements
and premixes to meet the specific nutritional needs of your operation. We
understand that management, performance objectives and feeding practices
can be vastly different between operations, and that these differences dictate
specific nutritional or formulation requirements. Our experienced sales staff will
work with you to design a feeding program that is specific to your operation.

www.hamiltoncommissioncompany.com
— LIKE US ON FACEBOOK —

DEREK POE, General Manager — 254/386-6852

Red Meat Production
3.9% Above A Year Ago

LNC-ONLINE.COM

OIL ABOUT
RANCHING
By Dennis McBeth
With the increase in rig
count over the past few weeks
there are several people who
will be celebrating that they
have a job rather than be looking for one this Christmas.
On December 15, Baker
Hughes reported 930 drilling
rigs at work in the U.S., down
one from the previous week.
Canada was up by four to 238,
and the international count was
down nine to 942. Near-month
crude oil futures were quoted at
$63.24 for Brent and $57.34 for
West Texas Intermediate. Natural gas was at $2.62 per mcf, and
gasoline was $1.65 per gallon
while ethanol was at $1.27.
An almost insatiable and
somewhat dangerous curiosity
proved to be a beneficial asset
for working in the drilling industry. Wanting to know how
and why things work opened
many doors of opportunity for
learning. How things work is
typically applied to mechanical applications, but there are
also processes and procedures
that are pertinent components
for a successful project.
Some procedures can almost
be broken down into mechanical
steps when analyzing how things
are done and looking for ways to
improve efficiency. My favorite
and most effective problemsolving technique was discovered somewhat by accident.
It involved a mechanical
problem on a piece of equipment of which I had almost
no knowledge. The technician
was perplexed and almost
ready to give up, as he was
complaining that he couldn’t
solve the problem. His explanation was sort of in the middle of the problem, which left
me clueless, because I didn’t
know the beginning. When I
asked him to explain how it
was supposed to function, he
started at the beginning and
was talking through the sequential steps when suddenly
he exclaimed “That’s it!”
Then he made some necessary adjustments and thanked
me for solving the problem for
him. All I had done was ask a
question and have him take a
step back and talk through the
process. In talking through
the various steps, he found the
missing link.
From having done some
fairly complex things, I have
developed an appreciation for
those who make complicated
things look easy. Such was
the case at a recent event. As
we are approaching our 34th
wedding anniversary, many
friends and relatives appreciate my sweet wife’s occasional
attempts to apply some culture
and refinement to my rough
edges. So far, nobody has
accused her of being an overachiever in these endeavors.

Surprisingly for both us, I
really enjoyed the Abilene
Philharmonic Orchestra and
their early December program,
which sort of kick-starts the
Christmas season. I don’t
have much of an ear for music
(other than knowing that Ray
Price set the standard by which
music can be measured). I really enjoyed the orchestra and
thought that it sounded almost
as good as rain on a tin roof
or the echoes of elk bugling
through a canyon.
The highly acclaimed conductor made it look easy. For
a moment I wondered why he
was credited with being so
special. Then I realized that it
was not so much about what he
was doing at the moment, but it
was the result of the planning
and practice that preceded the
event. Without a doubt, it was
the result of meticulously planning the work and flawlessly
working the plan.
I understand the how’s and
why’s of having all of the correct components in the proper
sequential order to drill a horizontal well. Coordinating all
of those musicians and instruments seems like an entirely
different realm, even though
both events have many things
in common. After gathering
the proper components, it’s
mostly about tuning and timing. Things about which we
have no understanding often
seem to be the things with the
greatest complexity.
For some reason, it caused
me to think about the “Wise
Men” who studied the stars
and planets with the knowledge
that a certain alignment would
designate the culmination of
prophecy with the birth of the
one who would, as one writer
put it, “split history”. Many
times the term “changed history” has been used, but “split
history” seems more accurate,
as evidenced by our calendar.
The Wise Men did not have
the advantage of McDonald
Observatory or anything similar. So, what did they know,
how did they know it, and why
did they dedicate their lives
to waiting and watching for
this one event so they could
then make a long trip to deliver gifts? They were recognized as “wise men” although
there were probably very few
people who understood much
about their work.
It got me to thinking about
who I know and have known
who might fit the description
of being “wise men”. After
thinking about it for several
days, the conclusion is that it
would not take a large event
center to hold their meeting.
A moderate-sized room would
probably be adequate. While

SAN ANGELO, TEXAS
325/835-6891

Livestock Round-Ups — Game Surveys
Predator Control
Experienced • Equipped • and Permitted
For Hog and Coyote Eradication

AUBREY LANGE
325/650-4984

,

KYLE LANGE
325/650-4983

Since May 1967 — 50 Years Flying Experience

none of them study the movement of the stars and planets,
they do have something in
common with the “Wise Men”
of slightly more than two thousand years ago. They also seek
the One who “split history”. —
Dennis.McBeth@gmail.com

Videos Address Public
Meat Misconceptions
WASHINGTON — (NAMI)
— The North American Meat
Institute and American Meat
Science Association have once
again teamed up to produce new
Meat MythCrusher videos, addressing many of the common
consumer misconceptions
about meat and poultry.
The newest video discusses
the commonly reported myth
that the International Agency
for Research on Cancer found
800 studies linking red and
processed meat to cancer. The
video features Andy Milkowski, Ph.D., adjunct professor
in the Department of Animal
Sciences at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, who explains that the actual number

of studies considered was a
fraction of the 800.
“They started with 800
studies, but then they had to
sift and winnow through those
studies in order to determine
which ones were really relevant
to the questions they were asking,” said Milkowski. In the
end, only 32 of those were
truly applicable, some of which
showed a statistical association between meat and cancer
and some of which showed no
link, according to Milkowski.
The final IARC abstract
released in 2015 cited 18
studies on processed meat and
colorectal cancer, with 12 of
them showing some statistical
association, and 14 studies on
red meat with only seven of
them indicating an association
between red meat consumption and colorectal cancer.
The resulting confusion led
to a follow-up from the World
Health Organization, which
oversees IARC, clarifying
that red and processed meat
can play a role in a healthy,
balanced diet.
“They said that because this
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was a hazard assessment and
not a risk assessment and there
are many nutritional benefits
of meat, people should not
be overly concerned. They
should eat a balanced diet and
maintain a healthy lifestyle,”
said Milkowski.
The video also explains the
difference between hazards
and risks, and what kind of information can be learned from
each type of assessment. The
Meat MythCrusher video is the
51st in the series, which features
interviews with meat scientists
and other prominent experts
on the most common myths
surrounding meat and poultry
production and processing.
Altogether, the videos
have been viewed more than
260,000 times and Meat MythCrusher printed brochures
have been handed out to thousands of health, culinary and
industry professionals around
the country. Other topics include
myths surrounding meat nutrition, antibiotic use in livestock,
“Superbugs” in meat, Meat-
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less Monday, hormone use in
animals, ammonia in ground
beef, grass-fed beef, and more.
All of the videos as well as
the brochure covering the different meat myths addressed
in them are available at www.
meatmythcrushers.com/.

Navasota Cattle Sale
Prices Higher By $5
NAVASOTA — (Dec. 16)
— Cattle prices were $5 higher
on receipts of 1923 head.
Steers: 150-300 pounds $115225, 300-400 pounds $115-225,
400-500 pounds $115-200, 500600 pounds $110-171, 600-700
pounds $110-146.
Heifers: 150-300 pounds
$115-220, 300-400 pounds $115165, 400-500 pounds $115-165,
500-600 pounds $110-152.50,
600-700 pounds $105-145.
Slaughter cows: cows $3058; bulls $50-78.
Replacement cows: stocker
cows $750-1725 per head; cowcalf pairs $900-1250 per pair.

Weekly Sales Held At 11 A.M.
Wee
Monday — Mason • Thursday — San Saba

Christmas Holiday Schedule
— NO SALES —

Thursday, December 21, 2017 — San Saba
Monday, December 25, 2017 — Mason
Thursday, December 28, 2017 — San Saba
Monday, January 1, 2018 — Mason
— FIRST SALES OF THE NEW YEAR —

Thursday, January 4, 2018 — San Saba
Monday, January 8, 2018 — Mason

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year!

We Appreciate Your Business In 2017 And Look Forward To The New Year!

Special Stocker and Feeder Sale
In Conjunction With Our Regular Sale
Trophies Will Be Awarded To Our Champiosn And Reserve Champions In Each Breed
(Offering Weaned And Non-Weaned Calves And Yearlings)

Monday, January 8 — Mason
Thursday, January 11 — San Saba
Consignments Welcome!

Special Premium Weaned Calf Sale
In Conjunction With Our Regular Sale
Trophies Will Be Awarded To Our Champiosn And Reserve Champions In Each Breed
(Offering Weaned Calves That Follow The Vac 45 Program And Are Pre-Weighed And Co-Mingled Into Uniform Groups)

Thursday, January 11 — San Saba
Calves Need To Be Weaned By November 27, 2017

Special Bull Offering
In Conjunction With Our Regular Sale. Bulls Will Sell At 10:00 A.M. Plan Now To Attend.
Bulls Will Be Fertility Tested, Meet Trich Requirements And Ready To Go To Work.

Thursday, January 18 @ 10:00 A.M. — San Saba

Books Are Closed!
For details on the bull sale or online viewing/bidding info, please call or visit our website.

January Replacement Female Sale
Saturday, January 27 @ 10:00 A.M. — San Saba

Consignments Welcome!
For details on the cow sale or online viewing/bidding info, please call or visit our website.
If you are unable to attend the bull or female sales, you may view it live and bid online (or by phone at 325-372-5159). If you have
previously registered with us online, click the “live auction” button on our website and log in, but if you have not previously registered
with us for our online sales, please do so prior to the sale. For instructions, go to our website and click on “internet sales”. If you need
additional assistance, please call or email us. A running order will be posted on our website the evening before the sale.

Ken and Kynda Jordan, Owners and Operators
Jeffrey Osbourn — Jody Osbourn — Bart Larremore
P.O. Box 158 • San Saba, Tx. 76877

San Saba: 325/372-5159 — www.jordancattle.com

Mason: 325/347-6361 — info@jordancattle.com
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December 21, 2017 51; heiferettes and young
stocker cows $80-110; bulls,
yearlings
$128-145,
heavyhigh yielding $75-80, medium
San Saba And Mason
weight $120-126; No. 2 calves yielding $68-74, low yielding
Feeder Cattle Steady and yearlings $120-160.
$61-67; feeder bulls $61-73.
Mason and San Saba stocker Heifers: choice lightweight Replacement cows: bred
cattle sold fully steady, feeder calves $150-190, medium- cows, choice $1400-1900 per
cattle steady, packer bulls weight $128-180, heavyweight head, medium to good $1050$2 higher, packer cows $3-4 $120-152; choice lightweight 1390, plainer and older $875higher. Receipts totaled 3670 yearlings $110-138, heavy- 1040; cow-calf pairs, choice
weight $110-127; No. 2 calves $1400-1800 per pair, medium
head for the two sales.
to good $1210-1390, plainer
Steers: choice lightweight and yearlings $110-140.
calves $170-198, medium- Slaughter cows: high yield- and older $950-1200.
weight $145-198, heavyweight ing $57-62.50, medium yield- Representative sales: 4K
$135-154; choice lightweight ing $52-56, low yielding $45- Ranch & Farm Operation,
Brady, steer, 395 pounds $194;
Will Mulhollan, Burnet, steer,
510 pounds $188; Si Rowlett,
Brownwood, five steers, 527
pounds $174; Richard Green,
Christoval, six steers, 563
pounds $156; James Kipp,
Spicewood, steer, 620 pounds
Highway 16 South — Goldthwaite, Texas
$154; Diamond Cattle, 22 longbred Angus cows, $1900; 70
long-bred Angus cows, $1825;
Visit Our Website To See Updates On Consignments And Future Special Sale Dates: 40 long-bred Angus cows,
$1800; 15 medium-bred Angus
www.millscountycommissioncompany.com
cows, $1550; 20 open Angus
We Welcome Your Consignments.Your Business And Patronage Are Greatly Appreciated!
heifers, $1030; 44 open Angus
John Clifton: 325/938-7170
heifers, $1050; Babbitt Ranches
Wade Clifton: 512/484-7364
LLC, 37 long-bred black whiteFAX: 325/648-2240 face heifers, $1350.
Walt Clifton: 512/484-7363

MILLS COUNTY
COMMISSION COMPANY
Sheep and Goat Sales Every Thursday • 11 a.m.
325/648-2249

METAL BUILDINGS
Texas And Surrounding States

We Offer Turn-Key Construction At Affordable Pricing Anywhere
All jobs will be completed in a timely and professional manner with all necessary tools and equipment and carry an exclusive lifetime warranty.

Dale Miller — 210/878-9739
40 Years Experience And A Lifetime Warranty

HAY SHED

Roof Only
30’ x 40’ x 12’
40’ x 60’ x 14’
50’ x 100’ x 14’

IMPLEMENT

Back And Two End Walls
$12,000 30’ x 40’ x 12’
$14,000
$15,000 40’ x 60’ x 14’
$16,500
$21,000 50’ x 100’ x 14’
$29,000

* Prices Subject To Change

FULLY ENCLOSED

3 x 7 Walk-In Door And 10’x10’ Framed Opening
30’ x 40’ x 12’
$13,000
40’ x 60’ x 14’
$21,000
50’ x 100’ x 14’
$35,000

Unregistered Bull
in a

Hotel Lobby
Choice gleanings from 45plus years of Unregistered
Bull.
At Christmas play and make
good cheer
For Christmas comes but
once a year.
— Thomas Tussler, “The
Farmer’s Daily Diet”
Hold it there, Tom Tussler!
Do you address youngsters
to whom Christmas seems to
come on snail’s feet and depart
like a blasting rocket? Or are
you talking to oldsters, who
are convinced that Christmas,
the Fourth of July, Easter, their
own birthdays and every other
annual occasion is fixed to an
ever-accelerating wheel operated by a taunting Father Time
to remind us how swiftly pass
our years?
Christmas can be a joyous
season for a person of any age,
but when we of this journal say
“Merry Christmas!” to you, we
mean the kind of Christmas you
knew when you were a kid.
Remember when you were
still in the elementary grades
and you already knew all
about Santa Claus, or thought
you did? Probably Christmas
was as wonderful then as ever
before or since.
You were old enough to
catch a glimpse of the “real
spirit of Christmas,” meaning the infinite wonder of the
birth of Christ, but scenes and
songs dealing with the Nativity
brought only a keener, more
intensely thrilling awareness

of what a wonderfully beautiful, good world you were
living in. You were immeasurably excited by the sound of
tinkling bells or a Christmas
carol; the sight of gifts piling up ‘neath a brilliant tree;
glorious sounds and smells
coming from the kitchen as
the grownups prepared for the
happiest gathering of the year.
Earth was heaven.
When you awoke Christmas
morning and saw your gifts
under the tree you were transported not merely by the fact

Cattle Feeders Hear Technology
Changing Lives More Every Year
By David Bowser
AMARILLO — Since the
Endangered Species Act was
adopted in 1973, fewer than
one percent of the species
listed have gone off that list.
Speaking to the Texas Cattle
Feeders Association at their 50th
anniversary convention here this
month, Dr. Lowell Catlett said
that of those species listed, 95
percent have had their numbers stabilize or increase.
Catlett is a Regent’s Professor, Dean and Chief Administrative Officer at New Mexico
State University’s College of
Agriculture, Consumer and
Environmental Sciences.
“We’ve fed a hungry world,”
he said, “and gave the world
a phenomenal set of natural
resources to enjoy.”
Catlett said American agriculture is doing better with less.
“It’s the best time ever to be
in the cattle feeding business,”
he said.
But he said technology is
sneaking up on society faster
than society can adapt.
The size of the computer
used in NASA’s Apollo program that sent man to the moon
and brought him home beginning in 1969 was huge compared to a computer capable of
handling even more information
today. His Galaxy cell phone is
32 million times more powerful than the Apollo computer.
The speed and capacity of
computers, Catlett said, has
transformed the cattle feeding
business and the lives of every
person in the country.
“It’s been around for a
while,” he said, “but it’s moving like a freight train.”
Catlett warned that people
had better get ready for the

Farm & Ranch Loans
Recreational Land Loans
San Angelo (325) 944-9555
University & Knickerbocker

Sonora (325) 387-2593
229 Hwy. 277 North
Brady Johnson
President & CEO

Darcy Weishuhn
#1174646-446307

Loan Oﬃcer

that somebody had thought of
you. You found keenest delight
in the very color and odor of a
brand new book, a bicycle, a
pair of boots, a saddle — even
the restrained exclamations of
pleasure from tired old folks
around you seemed like paeans
of joy. You sneaked a piece
of fudge from one heaped-up
dish, a few nuts from another.
You grinned when some poor
grownup admonished you to
go easy on the goodies lest
you contract a stomachache
or at least “spoiled your dinner.” You knew nothing could
hurt you, that you could eat
as much turkey, dressing and
fruitcake as anybody when the
time came.
These and a thousand other
things made your Christmas
joyous.
All of us here at 2601 Sherwood Way join in wishing you
and yours a most wonderfully
Merry Christmas. Like those
you knew as a kid! — (S.F.
12/21/61)

next step — robots. “The robots are coming,” Catlett said.
In 1962, General Motors
installed robotic welders on
their manufacturing lines.
Only about one percent of
manufacturing entailed robots
then, primarily welding the
frames of vehicles.
“Today,” he said, “50 percent of all vehicles manufactured here in America are
made by robots.”
In Japan, it’s 75 percent. Japan
leads the world in industrialized
robots. In the next five years,
Japan expects to come close to
having 100 percent of all manufacturing done by robots.
It wasn’t too long ago, he
said, that people predicted cars
that could drive themselves.
“Both Ford Motor Company
and General Motors have said
very clearly that in the year
2020, three years away, they
will sell a 100 percent autonomous driving car.”
He said he has no idea what
the price will be, but he wants
one. He plans to go to a restaurant, have a drink with his
meal, get in the car, and say
“take me home.”
Such autonomous vehicles
will probably show up in the
trucking industry first, he predicted. Trucks will probably still
have people in them, but Catlett
predicts they won’t be driving.
The drone world is already
exploding on society, he said.
“The FAA said we have registered drones to the tune of two
for every commercial aircraft,”
he said.
It’s already changing the
face of agriculture.
“They’re monitoring crops
and animals, even if they’re
in pastures 24 hours a day,”
he said.
The problem with robots in
the past, he continued, is that
they only did what they were
told. Today, with artificial intelligence, robots are capable
of learning.
“They know when a peach is
ripe,” Catlett said, “and when
it is not.”
Today, he said, robots have
the dexterity to thread a needle
with one hand.
Robots are already being
used in restaurants and burger
chains. By changing the utensils in a robot, it can do at least
20 different functions in a fastfood restaurant.
Japan has stores now that
have no human sales clerks.
They are staffed by robots that
can see people experience joy,
anger, sadness and surprise.
Robots are being used in

hospitals and with people
that have Alzheimer’s disease and dementia.
The International Federation
of Robotics said the fastest
growth is in agriculture.
Catlett said he toured a dairy
where cows have become used
to robotic milking and apparently like it better than being
milked by humans.
“I guess it’s not only the
best time to be a human, to be
alive,” Catlett said. “It’s the
best time to be a dairy cow.”
According to Wired Magazine, he said, transmitters are
being put in things other than
computers so they can communicate with each other.
“It’s called the Internet of
Things,” Catlett said.
Cars are tracked by GPS,
as are phones. He said the
Department of Defense first
told the world about Global
Positioning Systems in 1989.
Automobile manufacturers
offer Navistar and other programs using GPS.
“Now we’ve got a system that
says, ‘I know where you are and
you need a ride somewhere.’”
“Uber now provides more
rides for hire than any single
entity,” Catlett said.
There’s no change in automobile technology, just a
change in knowing where
somebody is who has a need
and where somebody is who
can fill that need.
Catlett said the rules of
health just changed. “The
American Tele Medicine Association didn’t exist 10 years
ago,” Catlett said, “and now it
has two times the number of
people in the American Medical Association.”
He predicted that there will
be an app to allow patients to
schedule their doctor visits.
Instead of “The doctor will
see you now,” it will be “The
patient will see you now.”
“It’s called direct to the consumer,” Catlett said. “Is it any
wonder that Amazon bought
Whole Foods?”
Then he turned to 3D printing.
“Where once you’d take a
plant and put it in Vietnam
or China,” Catlett said, “a
printer the size of a table will
fit in your garage. American
manufacturing just came home
because of 3D printing.”
The biggest part of 3D printing is in terms of biology.
Biological 3D printing is
printing pizza at the International Space Station.
“We print vaccines,” Catlett
said. “We print food.”
The world is changing, he
said.
Catlett said that in 2067,

when the Texas Cattle Feeders
Association will celebrate its
100th birthday, the technology of 2017 will appear oldfashioned, but for right now,
it’s a great time to be in the
cattle business.
“You’ve had a fabulous
50 years,” he said. “You’ve
changed where and how cattle
are fed.”
And, Catlett said, the cattle
feeders have changed the diets
for everybody forever.
“The next 50 years will be
even better,” he said.

strong, cows and bulls $1-2
higher. Cattle receipts totaled
1512 head.
Steers: medium and large
No. 1 200-300 pounds $180200, 300-400 pounds $170-219,
400-500 pounds $150-207, 500600 pounds $135-170, 600-700
pounds $120-158, 700-800
pounds $125-139.
Heifers: medium and large
No. 1 200-300 pounds $150185, 300-400 pounds $150-170,
400-500 pounds $130-160, 500600 pounds $120-155, 600-700
pounds $115-140, 700-800
pounds $110-125.
Slaughter cows: cows $4860; bulls $68-77.
Replacement cows: bred cows
$1000-1500 per head; cow-calf
pairs $1200-1500 per pair.

Clovis Light Feeder
Steers Mostly Steady

CLOVIS, N.M.—Feeder
steers under 600 pounds were
mostly steady, weaker undertone noted on cattle over 600
pounds, heifers under 600
pounds mostly $1-3 lower
except 400-450 pounds instances $2 higher, over 600
pounds mostly steady to weak.
Receipts totaled 2693 head.
Steers: medium and large
No. 1 350-400 pounds $184.50192, 400-450 pounds $179-181,
450-500 pounds $163.50-169.50,
500-550 pounds $150.50-165.50,
Light Fredericksburg
550-600 pounds $140-150.25,
600-650 pounds $142-146,
Calves $5-10 Higher
calves 650-700 pounds $130FREDERICKSBURG —
135.25, 700-750 pounds $130(Dec. 13)— Lightweight steers
136.50, 800-850 pounds $125and heifers were $5-10 higher,
132.50, 850-900 pounds $128heavier steers and heifers
132; medium and large No.
1-2 400-450 pounds $171-179,
500-550 pounds $156-162, 600700 pounds $134.50-141, few
800-850 pounds $124-134.50.
Heifers: medium and large
No. 1 350-400 pounds $156161, 400-450 pounds $151-159,
450-500 pounds $142-152, 500550 pounds $130.50-141, 550ON THE EDGE OF COMMON SENSE 600 pounds $130-135, calves
600-650 pounds $125-130.25,
calves 650-700 pounds $123I know you’ve prob’ly asked yourself, what’s Christmas to a cow? 126; medium and large No.
You’ve not! Well maybe, just perchance I’ve got you thinkin’ now, 1-2 400-450 pounds $147-150,
When we march out on Christmas morn like nothin’s goin’ on,
450-500 pounds $137-140, 500Has Yuletide struck the night before and disappeared by dawn? 600 pounds $127-137, 600-700
pounds $130.50-131.
Were plastic sleeves a’hangin’ up around the calvin’ shed?
Did visions of molasses blocks cavort inside her head?
And did she lay awake all night tensed up anticipating
Or, in excitement, milk her bed by accident, while waiting?

BAXTER
BLACK

December 21, 2017

Slaughter cows: breakers
1200-1600 pounds $49.25,
boners 800-1600 pounds $5055.50, high dressing $56, low
dressing $45-48.50, lean 8501600 pounds $48-54.50, low
dressing $42.50-47.50; bulls,
yield grade 1-2 1300-2040
pounds $70.25-79.25, high
dressing 1450-1855 pounds
$80.75-83, low dressing 10001725 pounds $59.75-69.25.
Replacement cows: medium
and large No. 1-2 young to
long solid cows 900-1745
pounds 3-8 months bred $9001425 per head, middleaged
cows 900-1338 pounds 3-8
months bred $600-1000, aged
cows 925-1665 pounds 3-8
months bred $600-900.

Light Wichita Falls
Calves Steady To Up
WICHITA FALLS — (Dec.
13) — Light calves were steady
to $5 higher, heavier calves
steady, better packer cows $3-4
higher, thin cows steady. Receipts totaled 1406 head.
Steers: 200-300 pounds $175237.50, 300-400 pounds $135207.50, 400-500 pounds $135189, 500-600 pounds $135-168,
600-700 pounds $125-146.50,

PUNCHY CATTLE COMPANY

Do cows pretend to be just cows, devoid of all intrigues
But really lead a secret life like women’s bowling leagues?
Did we just miss the mistletoe? Did all the clues elude us?
Does she believe in Santa Claus or just Santa Gertrudis?
And if we looked would we see sign of reindeer in the pen
Or would we just convince ourselves the goat got out again?
And after we’d all gone to bed would they join in a hymn
And sing that little manger song they learned in Bethlehem?
I guess that it don’t matter much if cows believe or not.
We’ll fork her out a flake of hay and head back in a trot
To celebrate our Christmas Day and all that we espouse
And when we say our dinner grace we’ll thank him for the cows.
For the livelihood they give us and life we get to share.
But do the cows have Christmas cheer?
Who knows, but just beware if you see chicken tracks among the straw
and drying chips, you better check suspicious cows for eggnog on
their lips. — www.baxterblack.com

Livestock Weekly

Storage tank with water trough is portable and ideal for everyday
use, leased pastures or temporary grazing allotments.

10 Ft. — 8 Ft. — 6 Ft. Tanks Available
Meets government specs and NRCS approved. US Patent.

575/502-0013 — Anthony, New Mexico
Rylan Walters — 325/242-6522 — Colorado City, Texas
Christensen Ranches — Emery, Utah
435/749-7070 • 435/286-2342
Wyatt McBride, South Texas Dealer • 830/444-2128
www.punchycattlecompanyandtanksupply.com
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700-800 pounds $125-141, 800900 pounds $120-141, 900-1000
pounds $120-130.
Heifers: 200-300 pounds $145180, 300-400 pounds $135-187,
400-500 pounds $125-156, 500600 pounds $125-141, 600700 pounds $125-138.50, 700800 pounds $122-132, 800-900
pounds $115-130, 900-1000
pounds $105-119.
Slaughter cows: canners
$43-49, cutters $48-62, fat
cows $48-57; bulls, light $6683, heavy $73-90, thin $48-63.
Replacement cows: bred
cows, younger $900-1200 per
head, older $650-975; cow-calf
pairs, younger $1200-1375 per
pair, older $950-1200.

Husky Sez ...
“Unbranded cattle cause bad things
to happen to good people so brand all
your cattle!”

HUSKY

BRANDING IRONS

If your electric brand
will not stay hot in
cold or windy
weather, get
a Husky.

We Guarantee Ours
Will Stay Hot

1 Letter/Figure ___ $120.00
2 Letter/Figure ___ $130.00
3 Letter/Figure ___ $140.00
Plus Shipping
* All Electric Brands Shipped In 24 Hours.

Text Brands To: 479/647-0381
P. O. Box 460 • Knoxville, AR 72845
800/222-9628 • FAX: 800/267-4055
www.huskybrandingirons.com
huskybrandingirons@yahoo.com
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December 21, 2017 auction volume, and 39 percent were heifers.
Auction receipts totaled
243,800 head, the previous
week 334,300 head and last
year 299,900 head.
tiful. The mild, open weather is Texas 6800 head. Steers,
helping to stretch hay supplies medium and large No. 1 500as cows are out grazing corn 550 lbs. $168.59, 550-600
stalk fields and winter has not lbs. $152.15, 600-650 lbs.
$155.66, 650-700 lbs. $150.24,
reared its head yet.
Last Thursday, the U.S. 700-750 lbs. $150.60, 750-800
Drought Monitor showed too lbs. $144.27, 800-850 lbs.
many colors that producers $139.97; heifers, medium
don’t need at this juncture in and large No. 1 350-400 lbs.
the year. The South, Midwest $169.19, 400-450 lbs. $155.81,
and High Plains have areas of 450-500 lbs. $138.38, 500-550
short and long-term extreme lbs. $142.17, 550-600 lbs.
drouth in their regions. The $135.21, 600-650 lbs. $140.88,
top 15 states in number of 650-700 lbs. $143.85, 700-750
beef cows all had some type lbs. $135.20, 750-800 lbs.
of intensity and impact of a $142.54, 824 lbs. $137.50.
drouth last week. The monitor Oklahoma 28,800 head.
map can be viewed at: http:// Steers, medium and large No.
droughtmonitor.unl.edu/Cur- 1 250-300 lbs. $204.95, 300350 lbs. $204.74, 350-400 lbs.
rentMap.aspx.
When the cattle inventory $193.55, 400-450 lbs. $185.18,
report comes out in late Janu- 450-500 lbs. $182.54, 500-550
ary, the number of beef cows lbs. $173.34, 550-600 lbs.
in the main cattle states will $163.07, 600-650 lbs. $159.16,
be watched by analysts to see 650-700 lbs. $154.19, 700-750
if producers are continuing to lbs. $150.28, 750-800 lbs.
increase cow herds when fac- $149.82, 800-850 lbs. $148.45,
ing these drouth conditions in 850-900 lbs. $144.62, 900950 lbs. $141.02, 950-1000
such a widespread area.
Offerings weighing more lbs. $136.37, 1000-1050 lbs.
than 600 pounds made up 50 $133.27; heifers, medium
percent of the week’s reported and large No. 1 300-350 lbs.

Feeder Cattle Prices Range $4
Off To $5 Up Across Country
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. —(USDA)
— Steer and heifer prices were
mixed last week nationwide,
from $4 lower to $5 higher and
everything in between.
Demand was good to very
good at auctions as there
were many more weaned
calves with an overwhelming amount of those having
a total preconditioning program. Most calves were sold
in moderate flesh. The mild
weather has allowed these
calves to easily maintain, and
gain, body condition.
With plenty of low-cost
feed, there were many buyers
geared up to bid on cattle.
Fed cattle recovered some
of the previous week’s losses
by trading $2-3 higher at
$119-120 in the Southern
Plains. Higher bids have been
offered in the feedlots of the
Northern Plains, however,
trade had not been established
as of this writing.
Hay trading has picked up in
the Plains states in recent weeks
with good demand in areas
where supplies are not as plen-

$166.45, 350-400 lbs. $156.82,
400-450 lbs. $155.77, 450-500
lbs. $149.16, 500-550 lbs.
$144.62, 550-600 lbs. $144.02,
600-650 lbs. $143.95, 650-700
lbs. $141.60, 700-750 lbs.
$140.83, 750-800 lbs. $140.10,
800-850 lbs. $132.63, 850-900
lbs. $132.69.
New Mexico 8200 head.
Steers, medium and large
No. 1 300-350 lbs. $193.27,
350-400 lbs. $192.29, 400450 lbs. $167.40, 450-500
lbs. $159.02, 500-550 lbs.
$154.70, 550-600 lbs. $156.24,
600-650 lbs. $143.05, 650-700
lbs. $142.70, 700-750 lbs.
$138.95, 750-800 lbs. $128.50;
Holstein steers, large No. 3
550-600 lbs. $86.26; heifers,
medium and large No. 1 350400 lbs. $154.85, 400-450 lbs.
$153.86, 450-500 lbs. $144.91,
500-550 lbs. $140.79, 550600 lbs. $135.71, 600-650 lbs.
$131.51, 650-700 lbs. $127.31,
700-750 lbs. $127.44, 750-800
lbs. $131.91.
Kansas 7500 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 400450 lbs. $187.65, 450-500 lbs.
$177.76, 500-550 lbs. $177.16,
550-600 lbs. $168.50, 600-650
lbs. $165.58, 650-700 lbs.
$155.85, 700-750 lbs. $152.71,
750-800 lbs. $151.04, 800-850
lbs. $151.49, 850-900 lbs.
$146.98, 900-950 lbs. $144.72,
950-1000 lbs. $141.26; heifers, medium and large No. 1
450-500 lbs. $160.42, 500550 lbs. $154.47, 550-600 lbs.
$149.32, 600-650 lbs. $158.78,
650-700 lbs. $149.37, 700750 lbs. $145.68, 750-800 lbs.
$141.46, 800-850 lbs. $140.90,
850-900 lbs. $138.88.
Missouri 29,300 head.
Steers, medium and large
No. 1 300-350 lbs. $197.80,
350-400 lbs. $192.19, 400450 lbs. $187.68, 450-500
lbs. $185.21, 500-550 lbs.
$173.83, 550-600 lbs. $168.33,
600-650 lbs. $161.04, 650700 lbs. $159.95, 700-750
lbs. $158.42, 750-800 lbs.
$154.54, 800-850 lbs. $153.82,
850-900 lbs. $148.97, 900-950
lbs. $144.53, 1000-1050 lbs.
$137.63; Holstein steers, large
No. 3 350-400 lbs. $98.74,
500-550 lbs. $101.50, 550-

600 lbs. $86.83, 650-700 lbs.
$85.09, 750-800 lbs. $88.22,
850-900 lbs. $79.17; heifers,
medium and large No. 1 250300 lbs. $160.07, 300-350 lbs.
$160.43, 350-400 lbs. $162.18,
400-450 lbs. $156.69, 450500 lbs. $152.41, 500-550 lbs.
$149.68, 550-600 lbs. $145.76,
600-650 lbs. $144.48, 650-700
lbs. $143.94, 700-750 lbs.
$140.46, 750-800 lbs. $139.16,
800-850 lbs. $131.92, 850-900
lbs. $131.15.
Iowa 8300 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 350400 lbs. $209.54, 400-450
lbs. $193.55, 450-500 lbs.
$187.91, 500-550 lbs. $179.77,
550-600 lbs. $172.78, 600650 lbs. $166.52, 650-700
lbs. $162.98, 700-750 lbs.
$156.01, 750-800 lbs. $161.06,
800-850 lbs. $155.04, 850900 lbs. $154.53, 900-950
lbs. $146.13, 1000-1050 lbs.
$147.21; heifers, medium
and large No. 1 350-400 lbs.
$175.40, 400-450 lbs. $167.37,
450-500 lbs. $159.87, 500550 lbs. $156.87, 550600 lbs. $150.98, 600-650
lbs. $151.03, 650-700 lbs.
$149.58, 700-750 lbs.
$148.56, 750-800 lbs. $145.38,
800-850 lbs. $145.71.
Nebraska 32,000 head.
Steers, medium and large
No. 1 300-350 lbs. $208.79,
350-400 lbs. $167.01, 400450 lbs. $200.58, 450-500
lbs. $195.75, 500-550 lbs.
$185.08, 550-600 lbs. $177.20,
600-650 lbs. $171.89, 650700 lbs. $168.65, 700-750
lbs. $165.52, 750-800 lbs.
$162.80, 800-850 lbs. $159.58,
850-900 lbs. $157.41, 900-950
lbs. $154.51, 950-1000 lbs.
$147.66; heifers, medium
and large No. 1 300-350 lbs.
$186.04, 350-400 lbs. $179,
400-450 lbs. $172.54, 450500 lbs. $169.16, 500-550 lbs.
$164.15, 550-600 lbs. $159.01,
600-650 lbs. $151.55, 650700 lbs. $149.11, 700750 lbs. $146.62, 750-800
lbs. $145.45, 800-850 lbs.
$150.09, 850-900 lbs.
$146.81, 900-950 lbs. $145.63,
950-1000 lbs. $147.53.
Colorado 10,400 head.
Steers, medium and large

No. 1 350-400 lbs. $209.52,
400-450 lbs. $203.76, 450500 lbs. $195.27, 500-550
lbs. $180.83, 550-600 lbs.
$169, 600-650 lbs. $158.72,
650-700 lbs. $153.72, 700750 lbs. $149.77, 750-800
lbs. $148.76, 800-850 lbs.
$147.17; heifers, medium
and large No. 1 350-400 lbs.
$174.35, 400-450 lbs. $168.28,
450-500 lbs. $158.89, 500-550
lbs. $154.57, 550-600 lbs.
$140.79, 600-650 lbs. $137.10,
650-700 lbs. $134.29, 700-750
lbs. $141.26.
Wyoming 4000 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 300350 lbs. $198.10, 350-400 lbs.
$206.53, 400-450 lbs. $201.83,
450-500 lbs. $195.35, 500-550
lbs. $183.16, 550-600 lbs.
$166.22; heifers, medium
and large No. 1 300-350 lbs.
$169.04, 350-400 lbs. $165.18,
400-450 lbs. $166.16, 450500 lbs. $163.37, 500-550 lbs.
$157.41, 550-600 lbs. $156.12.
South Dakota 25,900 head.
Steers, medium and large
No. 1 350-400 lbs. $208.86,
400-450 lbs. $206.61, 450500 lbs. $197.20, 500-550
lbs. $193.07, 550-600 lbs.
$187.13, 750-800 lbs. $155.60,
800-850 lbs. $157.17, 850900 lbs. $153.01, 900-950
lbs. $153.26, 950-1000 lbs.
$147.29; heifers, medium
and large No. 1 350-400 lbs.
$184.65, 400-450 lbs. $176.84,
450-500 lbs. $171.88, 500550 lbs. $165.91, 550-600 lbs.
$162.18, 650-700 lbs. $148.69,
700-750 lbs. $144.79, 750800 lbs. $143.60, 850-900 lbs.
$141.25, 950-1000 lbs. $135.21.
North Dakota 12,200 head.
Steers, medium and large No.
1 350-400 lbs. $213.71, 400450 lbs. $204.14, 450-500 lbs.
$196.87, 500-550 lbs. $190.68,
550-600 lbs. $182.47, 700-750
lbs. $162.69, 750-800 lbs.
$159.91, 850-900 lbs. $147.70,
900-950 lbs. $146.57; heifers,
medium and large No. 1 350400 lbs. $182.71, 400-450
lbs. $179.62, 450-500 lbs.
$169.20, 500-550 lbs. $164.76,
550-600 lbs. $154.73, 750-800
lbs. $142.57.
Montana 9300 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 300-

ROUND OVERHEAD FEED STORAGE BINS
“This can mean the difference between taking a loss or making a profit in the cattle business.”
o Spray-on liner inside each bin.
o Truckload holding capacities in various sizes
o available.
o Friendly to the environment.

o No more feed damage by rodents or varmints.
o No more feed sacks to handle.
o Heavy pipe structure.
o Skid mounted.

Authorized T & S Trip Hopper Dealer
Like us on
Facebook!

P.O. Box 38 * 2701 E. Hwy 90
Alpine, Tx 79831

Gift Certificates
Great last minute gifts! Call or go online today!

Southwest Fabricators

580/326-3589 • Toll Free: 877/326-3574 • 503 S. Industrial Blvd. • Hugo, OK 74743
www.overheadbins.com

GUADALUPE MOUNTAIN FENCING
“Good Fences Make Good Neighbors”

All Types Of Farm, Ranch and Oilfield Fence
Barbed • Net Wire • High Fence
Pipe • Chain Link • Pens • Gates
Now Offering A Full Line Of Arrowquip Ranch Equipment Including ...
CowPower 1050 — Hydraulic Cattle Squeeze Chute
We Take Pride In Our Work!
Crews In New Mexico & Texas
Will Travel

CLINT HUGHES
575.361.3216
Licensed, Insured • Christian Owned

OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Call For A Free Quote!
Fax 432.837.7278

800.634.4502

www.bigbendsaddlery.com

www.GuadalupeMountainFencing.com

TANK COATINGS
ROOF COATINGS
Available for metal, composition shingles or Tar Roofs. Long lasting and
easy to apply. We also manufacture
Tank Coatings for Concrete, Rock,
Steel, Galvanized and Mobile tanks.

Call For Our FREE CATALOG

VIRDEN
PERMA-BILT
806/352-2761
www.virdenproducts.com

lbs. $175.51, 400-450 lbs.
$168.97, 450-500 lbs. $163.20,
500-550 lbs. $155.69, 550-600
lbs. $147.19, 600-650 lbs.
$141.70, 650-700 lbs. $137.78,
700-750 lbs. $134.85; heifers,
medium and large No. 1 300350 lbs. $149.51, 350-400 lbs.
$146.50, 400-450 lbs. $139.05,
450-500 lbs. $135.26, 500550 lbs. $130.32, 550-600 lbs.
$126.89, 600-650 lbs. $122.88,
650-700 lbs. $117.19, 700-750
lbs. $117.02.
Georgia 5700 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 300350 lbs. $180.19, 350-400 lbs.
$173.35, 400-450 lbs. $167.83,
450-500 lbs. $158.12, 500-550
lbs. $152, 550-600 lbs. $146.58,
600-650 lbs. $139.97, 650700 lbs. $134.66, 700-750
lbs. $130.03; heifers, medium
and large No. 1 250-300 lbs.
$153.15, 300-350 lbs. $147.71,
350-400 lbs. $142.90, 400450 lbs. $137.16, 450-500
lbs. $132.37, 500-550 lbs.
$129.57, 550-600 lbs. $127.22,
600-650 lbs. $123.11, 650-700
lbs. $120.28, 700-750 lbs.
$116.99, 750-800 lbs. $114.97.
Direct receipts totaled
23,400 head, the previous
week 18,200 head and last year
59,300 head.
Texas 13,200 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 725
lbs. $145, 750-775 lbs. $147,
800-825 lbs. $140.99, 725 lbs.
$140 March, delivered 750 lbs.
$154, 810-815 lbs. $147.96,
930 lbs. $145.35, 800 lbs.
$141.25 February, 750-775
lbs. $141.95 March; heifers,
medium and large No. 1 670
lbs. $137.16, 700-740 lbs.
$140.46, 750 lbs. $135.96,
800 lbs. $138.31, 700 lbs.
$135.10 February, 700-725
lbs. $132.30 March, delivered
700-740 lbs. $143.28, 725 lbs.
$137.75 January, 700-725 lbs.
$133.19 February, 700-725
lbs. $135.63 March, 700 lbs.
$132.48 April.
Oklahoma 1300 head.
Steers, medium and large No.
1 750 lbs. $152, 815 lbs. $143;
heifers, medium and large No.
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400 lbs. $158.46, 400-450
lbs. $157.96, 450-500 lbs.
$155.36, 500-550 lbs. $156.59,
550-600 lbs. $149.92, 600-650
lbs. $149.28, 650-700 lbs.
$145.53, 700-750 lbs. $138.07,
750-800 lbs. $142.55, 800-850
lbs. $145.21, 850-900 lbs.
$141.26, 900-950 lbs. $140;
heifers, medium and large
No. 1-2 250-300 lbs. $138.43,
300-350 lbs. $139.77, 350-400
lbs. $141.01, 400-450 lbs.
$138.92, 450-500 lbs. $139,
500-550 lbs. $134.01, 550600 lbs. $133.09, 600-650 lbs.
$132.65, 650-700 lbs. $131.57,
700-750 lbs. $121.37, 750-800
lbs. $124.87, 800-850 lbs.
$116.30, 850-900 lbs. $127.01.
Tennessee 3500 head.
Steers, medium and large No.
1-2 300-350 lbs. $164.32,
350-400 lbs. $161.84, 400450 lbs. $154.92, 450-500 lbs.
$146.36, 500-550 lbs. $144.96,
550-600 lbs. $141.17, 600-650
lbs. $139.68, 650-700 lbs.
$134.94, 700-750 lbs. $131.09,
750-800 lbs. $131.16; heifers,
medium and large No. 1-2
300-350 lbs. $137.55, 350400 lbs. $136.17, 400-450
lbs. $132.17, 450-500 lbs.
$130.24, 500-550 lbs. $126.31,
550-600 lbs. $123.38, 600-650
lbs. $120.63, 650-700 lbs.
$117.12, 700-750 lbs. $113.14,
750-800 lbs. $111.04.
Arkansas 7100 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 300350 lbs. $191.18, 350-400 lbs.
$179.70, 400-450 lbs. $173.42,
450-500 lbs. $165.28, 500550 lbs. $161.24, 550-600 lbs.
$153.84, 600-650 lbs. $149.78,
650-700 lbs. $143.99; heifers,
medium and large No. 1 300350 lbs. $154.31, 350-400 lbs.
$150.53, 400-450 lbs. $145.56,
450-500 lbs. $142.73, 500550 lbs. $136.85, 550-600 lbs.
$134.57, 600-650 lbs. $128.69,
650-700 lbs. $129.04.
Mississippi 4100 head.
Steers, medium and large No.
1-2 200-300 lbs. $175-200,
300-400 lbs. $160-180, 400500 lbs. $150-170, 500-600
lbs. $140-156, 600-700 lbs.
$130-140, 700-800 lbs. $123136; heifers, medium and large
No. 1-2 200-300 lbs. $150-175,
300-400 lbs. $138-150, 400-500
lbs. $130-145, 500-600 lbs.
$122-135, 600-700 lbs. $120131, 700-800 lbs. $110-126.
Alabama 7500 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 300350 lbs. $180.74, 350-400

1-2 700 lbs. $129.48 April.
New Mexico 100 head.
Steers, medium and large No.
1 810 lbs. $152.
Kansas 1000 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 800825 lbs. $143.92; heifers,
medium and large No. 1 650
lbs. $150, 750 lbs. $142.
Colorado 1800 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 delivered 825 lbs. $142, 930
lbs. $145.35; heifers, medium
and large No. 1 delivered
670 lbs. $143, 705-740 lbs.
$141.51, 750 lbs. $137, 800
lbs. $140.50, 850 lbs. $141.
Wyoming 300 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 delivered 850 lbs. $154.50; heifers,
medium and large No. 1 850
lbs. $137.83, delivered 750
lbs. $144.
Southwest 3000 head. Holsteins, large No. 3 delivered
275 lbs. $132.50, 325 lbs.
$138 January-March.
Northwest 100 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 delivered 800 lbs. $152.50; heifers,
medium and large No. 1 delivered 1050 lbs. $135.
Eastern Cornbelt 1900
head. Steers, medium and
large No. 1 550 lbs. $155,
875 lbs. $141.50, 750 lbs.
$131.25 May; heifers, medium and large No. 1 725 lbs.
$123.55 February, 700-725
lbs. $124.88 March, delivered
575 lbs. $155.
Southeast 700 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 930 lbs.
$136.04; heifers, medium and
large No. 1 700-740 lbs. $136.53.

Tulia Feeder Cattle
Mostly $1-3 Higher
TULIA — (USDA-Dec.
14) — Feeder steers and heifers sold mostly $1-3 higher.
Receipts totaled 2104 head.
Steers: medium and large
No. 1 300-400 pounds $170,
400-500 pounds $155-167,
500-550 pounds $149-170,
550-600 pounds $137.50-155,
600-700 pounds $151-153.25,
700-750 pounds $150-152.50,
750-800 pounds $143.50145.50; medium and large No.
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350 lbs. $223.30, 350-400 lbs.
$222.32, 400-450 lbs. $205.86,
450-500 lbs. $195.35, 500550 lbs. $182.60, 550-600
lbs. $170.38; heifers, medium
and large No. 1 350-400
lbs. $176.99, 400-450 lbs.
$176.13, 450-500 lbs. $165.58,
500-550 lbs. $156.92, 550-600
lbs. $149.12.
Washington 4200 head.
Steers, medium and large No.
1 450-500 lbs. $163.75, 500550 lbs. $158.28, 550-600 lbs.
$156.29, 700-750 lbs. $149.33,
750-800 lbs. $149.84, 800850 lbs. $142.76, 850-900
lbs. $144.02; heifers, medium
and large No. 1 450-500 lbs.
$145.51, 500-550 lbs. $146.07,
550-600 lbs. $147.41, 700-750
lbs. $134.48, 750-800 lbs.
$129.01, 800-850 lbs. $131.94.
Virginia 4500 head. Steers,
medium and large No. 1 450500 lbs. $161.54, 500-550
lbs. $150.78, 550-600 lbs.
$154.39, 600-650 lbs. $145.41,
650-700 lbs. $159.01, 700750 lbs. $145.11, 750-800 lbs.
$149.65, 800-850 lbs. $145.07,
850-900 lbs. $144.87, 900950 lbs. $141.09; heifers,
medium and large No. 1 350400 lbs. $135.30, 400-450
lbs. $131.32, 450-500 lbs.
$132.58, 500-550 lbs. $124.61,
550-600 lbs. $127.31, 600650 lbs. $124.75, 650-700 lbs.
$123.50, 700-750 lbs. $113.56,
800-850 lbs. $122.30.
South Carolina 1500 head.
Steers, medium and large No.
1-2 260-295 lbs. $159.28,
305-345 lbs. $165.72, 355395 lbs. $159.88, 400-445 lbs.
$160.94, 465-495 lbs. $145.45,
500-545 lbs. $146.36, 550-580
lbs. $139.42, 600-638 lbs.
$133.04, 650-698 lbs. $130.48,
770-785 lbs. $116.97; heifers,
medium and large No. 1-2
310-340 lbs. $131.70, 350395 lbs. $133.12, 400-445 lbs.
$128.31, 450-495 lbs. $128.03,
500-545 lbs. $121.94, 550-595
lbs. $121.29, 600-645 lbs.
$117.38, 650-695 lbs. $116.54.
North Carolina 2400 head.
Steers, medium and large No.
1-2 210-245 lbs. $149.23, 250298 lbs. $139.77, 300-346 lbs.
$152.13, 350-396 lbs. $147.19,
400-446 lbs. $146.06, 450-498
lbs. $146.22, 500-545 lbs.
$145.50, 555-598 lbs. $140.87,
600-646 lbs. $138.64, 650-670
lbs. $136.84, 706-745 lbs.
$133.17, 752-795 lbs. $133.03;
heifers, medium and large No.
1-2 255-296 lbs. $129.79,
300-348 lbs. $129.82, 350395 lbs. $130.65, 400-445 lbs.
$126.79, 450-496 lbs. $123.71,
500-548 lbs. $123.44, 550-598
lbs. $120.01, 600-645 lbs.
$115.91, 650-695 lbs. $113.06,
700-745 lbs. $110.77, 762-790
lbs. $109.32, 800-843 lbs.
$102.72, 965-995 lbs. $85.20.
Kentucky 20,600 head.
Steers, medium and large No.
1-2 250-300 lbs. $166.10,
300-350 lbs. $160.58, 350-

COMANCHE, TEXAS
325-356-5231

www.comanchelivestockexchange.com

Sale Every Saturday At Noon

Annual Winter Classic Female Replacement Sale
Friday, DECEMBER 29 @ 12 Noon
Consignments To Include:
• 70 fancy Angus and Angus Plus cows, four to five years old, medium to long
bred.
• 10 black and black whiteface cows, four to five years old, heavy bred to calves
at side.
• 20 Brangus pairs — three-in-one packages, four years old.
• 5 Red Angus pairs — four years old, running back with Angus bulls.
• 15 black and black whiteface pairs — three to four years old, three-in-one
packages.
• 40 black, black whiteface and Charolais cross cows, medium to long bred, six
years old and younger.
• 15 black and black whiteface first-calf heifer pairs.
• 12 black and black whiteface heifers, bred to low birthweight Angus bull.
• 4 red baldy heifers, bred to low birthweight Angus bull.
• 12 black Angus heifers, bred to low birthweight black Angus bull.
• 16 Angus and Angus Plus heifers, bred to low birthweight registered Red Angus bull.
• 20+ gray Brahman heifers, open and ready for the bull of your choice.
• 6 tigerstripe cows, three to five years old, with calves at side.
• 6 red Brahman heifers.
• 1 registered Strickland red Brahman bull, 3½ years old, all papers.
• All bulls sold at this sale will be accompanied with all paper work and ready
to go to work.
• 6 Angus bulls, 2 ¾ Angus, ¼ Limousin bulls, 1 registered thirty month old
Honeymoon Farms Hereford bull.
• 82 black, black baldy and red baldy cows, five to eight years old, medium to
heavy bred.
• Many other bred cows, pairs and heifers consigned!!!
Quality Consignments Accepted
Subject To Approval And Space Availability — This Is A Special Sale
Only Cows Six Years Old And Younger Will Be Accepted
Any Exceptions Must Be Approved

For More Information Call: 325/356-5231
Colt Cagle: 325/330-0334
Dean Cagle: 325/330-0329
www.ComancheLivestockExchange.com
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1-2 300-400 pounds $160-166,
450-500 pounds $147-159,
500-600 pounds $124-146.
Heifers: medium and
large No. 1 300-400 pounds
$150-172, 400-500 pounds
$135-156, 500-600 pounds
$124-145, 600-700 pounds
$140-146.50, 700-800 pounds
$140.50-143.75; medium and
large No. 1-2 450-500 pounds
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$124-134.50, 600-650 pounds
$138-142.50.
Slaughter cows: breaking
1300-1600 pounds $47.5050, low dressing $45, boning
1000-1350 pounds $49.5052.50, low dressing $45-47.50,
lean 800-1200 pounds $47.50,
low dressing $40-45; bulls,
yield grade 1-2 1805-1880
pounds $65, high dressing
1665 pounds $75.

Cattle For Sale By David, LLC
“Our goal is to be a consistent and reliable source of replacement females in volume to cattlemen everywhere. The priority of each transaction is to procure a satisfied buyer and seller.” — David Krieg
— Current Listings —
PAIRS
1689: 35 Young Crossbred Pairs And Heavy Breds.
1706: 25 Short Term Angus / Angus Cross Pairs.
1711: 82 Angus, Charolais Cross Pairs. MO.
1713: 75 Young Black And Crossbred Pairs.
1724: 55 Young Corriente Pairs.
1725: 30 Black And Crossbred Pairs And Heavy Breds. GA.
1728: 45 Angus / Angus Cross Pairs And Heavy Breds. GA.
1737: 18 Brangus Pairs.
1738: 69 First-Calf Hereford Pairs.
1740: 20 Angus Pairs.
1773: 45 Angus Pairs. MO.
OPEN
1661: 40 Open Brahman Heifers.
1687: 17 Open True F-1 Brahman / Hereford Cross Heifers.
1768: 21 Open Brangus Baldies.
EXPOSED
1736: 50 Young Brangus And Crossbreds, Exposed to Brahman Bulls.
1758: 60 Exposed Santa Gertrudis And Crossbred Heifers.
1767: 88 Young Exposed Angus Plus / Brangus.
BRED
1679: 150 Young Spring Calving Crossbreds.
1682: 24 Black F-1 Brahman / Angus Cross Bred Heifers.
1683: 40 F-1 Brahman / Hereford Cross Bred Heifers.
1702: 50 Spring Calving Short Term Angus / Angus Cross. MO.
1707: 90 Young Heavy Bred Crossbreds.
1723: 60 Solid Colored Bred Corrientes.
1729: 140 Young Winter Calving Angus / Angus Cross.
1733: 52 Spring Calving Red Angus Heifers.
1743: 95 Young Bred Corriente And Longhorns. AR.
1745: 10 Bred Miniature Brahmans.
1746: 48 Young Spring Calving Angus Plus / Brangus.
1749: 18 Spring-Calving Red Angus/RAX Heifers.
1751: 75 Heavy Bred Angus Heifers.
1757: 75 Spring-Calving Second-Calf Angus.
1759: 106 Young Spring-Calving Brangus.
1760: 69 Young Spring-Calving Angus.
1762: 60 Young Spring-Calving Crossbreds.
1763: 52 Young Spring-Calving Crossbreds.
1764: 200 Young Spring-Calving Crossbreds.
1765: 200 Young Spring-Calving Angus / Baldies / Charolais Cross. OK.
1769: 100 Bred Braford Cows.
1771: 270 Young Spring-Calving Crossbreds. AZ.
1772: 28 Fancy Ultra Black Spring-Calving Heifers.
1774: 90 Spring-Calving Black And Red Angus. MO.
BULLS
1666: 10 Long Yearling Brangus Bulls.
1735: 28 Long Yearling Horned And Polled Hereford Bulls.
1744: 17 Two Year Old Registered Hereford Bulls. AR.
1761: 6 Coming Three Year Old Angus Bulls.
1770: 60 Coming Two Year Old Angus BUlls. KS.
John 3:16
For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only
Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have
eternal life.

There Is No Time More Fitting To Say

Thank You

And To Wish You A

Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year!
CATTLE FOR SALE

David Krieg
325/234-3067
dnkrieg@gmail.com

Carlie Krieg

BY DAVID, LLC.

361/850-0798
Call Or Check Websites For More
Information And Listings Of Cattle!

cattleforsalebydavid.com
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December 21, 2017 “There was some excitement
among some and some heartburn by others.”
Patterson came on board in
2005, shortly after the transition took place. Fahscholtz
retired in 2014, and Patterson,
patriarch as a “hard driving
who was being groomed,
entrepreneur.”
stepped into the CEO role.
The first land that Scott Today Padlock Ranch is an
bought was in northern Wyo- integrated cow-calf, farm and
ming just northwest of Sheri- feedlot operation. The other
dan. He expanded into Mon- component is wildlife and
tana in Big Horn County on conservation. Conservation, he
the Crow Indian Reservation, said, is really in the heart of the
both deeded and leased land. family and is part of the glue
The family added additional that holds the family together.
land holdings in the 1980s.
“Profitable ranching and
After establishing the ranch, conservation go hand in hand,”
Scott also bought a bank. First Patterson pointed out.
Interstate Bank is still con- The cow-calf operation is
trolled by the family but is now divided into 2000 cow units.
publicly traded. Philanthropy They run cattle in Sheridan
is another key component, and County, Wyoming, Bighorn
the family maintains its own County, and Powder Horn
foundation.
County in Montana.
Homer’s oldest son, Dan, The yearling component
managed the ranch for many primarily serves as a drouth
years. A mandatory family mitigation tool, though in repolicy that executives and cent years it’s been used more
officers must retire from their as a replacement heifer program
roles by the age of 72 pushed with the open heifers going as
Dan into retirement in the early stockers and feeders coming out
2000s, and in 2002 the family in the fall of the year.
hired Wayne Fahscholtz, their Dan Scott put in a pivot irrigafirst non-family CEO.
tion system several years ago.
“It was a big transition for Corn silage is the staple crop.
the family,” said Patterson. “You can grow corn in

CEO Gives Outsider Perspective
On Family Succession Planning
By Colleen Schreiber
KINGSVILLE — Trey
Patterson, president and CEO
of Padlock Ranch Company,
based in Ranchester, Wyoming, offered a perspective on
family succession planning from
a ranch manager’s perspective
at the King Ranch Institute for
Ranch Management Holt Cat
Symposium on Excellence in
Ranch Management.
“Change is difficult, and it can
be really frustrating,” Patterson
told listeners, “but it is almost
impossible without leadership.”
Before getting into the succession planning discussion,
Patterson first offered some
history of the Padlock Ranch,
which will celebrate 75 years
in the business this coming
year. Founded in the early
1940s by Homer Scott, the
business is still in the family
five generations later. Currently there are 90 family
members, of whom 69 are
adults, the shareholders who
own the ranch.
Patterson described the

Custom Cattle Feeding At Its Finest!

Bar-G Feedyard

-G

Kevin Bunch
Asst. Mgr

Johnny Trotter: Pres. / Gen. Mgr.
Mike Anthony
Res: 806/364-1172
Comptroller
Mobile: 806/346-2508

P. O. Box 1797 • Hereford, Texas 79045 • www.bar-g.com
806/357-2241 • Eight Miles SW of Hereford
FINANCING AVAILABLE

125,000 HEAD CAPACITY

northern Wyoming,” Patterson
told listeners, and Dan Scott
gathered the data and analysis
to convince his father to let
him put in a center pivot irrigation system.”
Today the enterprise includes a well-developed farm
with corn silage being the
staple, along with hay and
haylage, and little bit of small
grain and crop rotations.
“The farm is the capitalintensive part of the business,”
said Patterson. “The ranch is
fairly extensive.”
Calves weaned on the ranch
come into the feedyard, which
serves primarily as a grow
yard. They finish some cattle,
but primarily the forages produced on the farm is used to
make eight-weight cattle.
“That’s our primary product
— an 800-pound yearling sold
in the spring of the year,” he
told listeners. “We sell those
and contract those and hedge
those throughout the year, but
the delivery is primarily tied
to the spring, from February
to May, with some cattle going
on to grass.”
The hunting enterprise is
not nearly as developed as it
is in Texas, he acknowledged,
because of the public land and
the reservation lands. It does
generate some revenue, though
it’s a fairly small part of the
overall business. Most recently
there has been more discussion
about family hunting.
“It’s an interesting discussion and a transition that we’re
going through now,” Patterson
said. “It’s a small enough
portion of our gross income
that I’m willing as a company
manager to start giving some
of that up should it be a tool to
help keep the family engaged,
because that is so important.”
Turning to the specifics on
succession planning and the
structure of the family operation, Patterson explained that

the business/family governance is such that Scott Land
and Livestock is a holding
company governed by a board
of directors. Patterson serves
on the board of directors but
answers to that board of directors as the CEO of the company.
Patterson has a management
staff including a CFO, an asset manager, a farm manager,
and a livestock manager, all of
whom report to him.
As for the family governance, there is a family assembly and also a family
council. However, the family council does not have an
authoritative role over Scott
Land and Livestock.
“They do have influence,
though,” Patterson noted.
“The family council is involved with recruiting and
somewhat in identifying potential board members.”
Family members can serve
two three-year terms on the
board. After that, they have to
sit out at least a term before they
can serve again on the board.
“The idea behind that was to
allow more people to be involved
with the governance of the business,” Patterson explained.
However, there are two to
three independent directors who
do not have term limits. Again,
there is a 72-year age limit for
directors and board members.
“They’ve been pretty adamant about that. However, they
have made some exceptions
for some non-family board
members, those who serve as
independent directors.”
In 2014 the family incorporated a leadership development
initiative meant to help identify new potential governance
leaders. They also opened up
a self-nomination process for
the family council and then
hired an outside consulting
firm to help work through
those self-nominations to determine readiness and devel-

opment plans for those who
have self-nominated for these
governance roles.
The perspective board members or board leadership undergo an evaluation. They
also must conduct a review of
a business case study and give
a formal presentation of the
financial viability of a business
to demonstrate financial literacy.
“They don’t have to be ranch
managers, but they have to understand financial statements
and the intricacies of our balance sheet.”
He pointed out that agriculture income statements and
balance sheets are different
than a banking income statement because of the seasonality of an agricultural business.
They take classes in accounting and finance as well as some
leadership classes. The potential
leader also goes through a series
of interviews with the consultants, and the consultants also
interview other family members about the family member
self-nominating for a leadership position.
“Through the process, one
of the family members who
had self-nominated for a chair
position realized that the chair
position was not the right position for him,” said Patterson.
“The rigor of the process allowed that to come out very
clearly. Now, that doesn’t
mean that person does not have
a valuable role to play; it just
wasn’t as chair.”
Once a family member is in
a leadership position they’re
also asked to get additional
leadership training at the Kellogg School of Management
at Northwestern University
School of business.
Patterson has now been
through two of these family
transitions since taking on the
role of CEO, and while change
can often be difficult, in his
case that has not been the case.
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He attributes the positive experience to the fact that the family has been intentional about
the process for selecting and
developing the right leaders.
“Good leaders are good
followers,” he pointed out.
“When I think about how I
want to lead, I think about the
people whom I have respected,” said Patterson. “Those
whom I have followed led me
to become secure and confident. I strive to be that kind of
leader as well.”
Patterson and his team are
also engaged in helping the
family find ways to engage
the fourth and fifth generation
family members who did not
grow up on the family ranch.
“Communication is a big
thing,” Patterson told listeners.
Padlock offers internships
to young people all over the
U.S., but not many of the
young offspring of family
members apply for an internship. Patterson and the new
board chairman are looking
to change that paradigm by
being a bit more accommodating for these family members.
They are considering perhaps
making it a two to four-week
internship instead of a threemonth internship with the idea
of letting them at least experience what it means to be tied
to the land and the livestock
every day and see up close
why even those who work for
the family have a love of the
land and the natural resources.
Though lines between governance and management
need to be articulated and
understood, Patterson said the
lines often become blurred.
He is okay with that, because
both sides respect the other and
their responsibilities. One way
the lines become blurred is that
Patterson often engages family
members by forming strategic
committees to work on specific
projects. One such project was
a methane energy project. It’s
important, he said, because
it’s another way to get family
members actively involved.

Padlock employees operate
under a framework of five
elements of purpose, which
include financial excellence,
human excellence, and natural resource sustainability.
They must also be a positive
member of the community,
both locally with the Crow
Indian Reservation in Billings, Sheridan, and Dayton,
Wyoming, as well as in the
livestock industry, and finally
they must serve as an emblem
of the Scott family.
Passion is critical, he said. It’s
one of the first criteria he looks
for in a potential new hire.
“I want to know if they are
passionate about life, about
what they do,” said Patterson.

what she gives you to the family reunion.
A is for the aerobics you’ll
be needing because you nearly
overdosed on candy canes,
chocolate covered cherries,
and fruitcake.
S is for the sympathy you’ll
have for all those people who
are of some other religion …
like devout Rotarians. (Don’t
get tense. I’m a Rotarian myself, just not a devout one).
God bless ‘em all. And
Merry Christmas.
Actually, while there are
many different religions, most
of them celebrate something
at some time of the year, and
it is rather surprising to find a
lot of common ground. Most
of them practice gift-giving
in honor of their belief in a
supreme being. Whether it
is Christmas, Hanukkah or
Hoopedadoo (a strange cult
in California), we get caught
up in the spirit of peace, love
and brotherhood. We open our
hearts and our pocketbooks to
buy things that others wouldn’t
buy for themselves, in styles
and colors they wouldn’t be
caught dead in … but that’s the
point. “You can’t take it with
By Doc Blakely
you,” they say.
That ought to be some consolation to those over 50 who
thinks is something that hap- could appear at the Pearly
pens at Christmas on the beach Gates in a psychedelic tie or
in Alabama.
chartreuse mini-skirt. — www.
C is for the crunch your docblakely.com
pocketbook will take when the
bills come due “next year.”
Comanche Steers Sell
H is just what you think it’s
for, because you didn’t get you Steady To $2 Higher
know what for you know who.
COMANCHE — (Dec. 16)
R is for the right to plead — Feeder cattle were steady
guilty when your spouse says to $2 higher, slaughter cows
you are crazy to spend that much steady to $4 higher, slaughter
money on a gift for yourself. bulls steady to $6 higher. ReI is for the icing you spread ceipts totaled 454 head.
on the brownies to cover up the Steers: medium and large
part you burned.
No. 1 under 300 pounds $180S is for the surgeon’s bill
190, 300-400 pounds $188-200,
for the frenzied activity of
opening presents and sewing 400-500 pounds $170-188, 500600 pounds $148-160, 600-700
up paper cuts.
T is the terror you feel pounds $135-144, over 700
when your mother-in-law pounds $132-136; medium and
gives you a gift wrapped large No. 2 under 300 pounds
$130-168, 300-400 pounds $158package that is ticking.
M is for the memory your 171, 400-500 pounds $125-151,
mother has of your waist size 500-600 pounds $132-144, 600as a medium and you are 700 pounds $123-135, over 700
dumb enough to try to wear pounds $114-121.
“I can teach them the skills
they need, but it takes passion
to be excellent.”
He stressed, too, that to have
truly passionate and engaged
management, they need to
know that the family is committed to the success and the
longevity of the business.
Wrapping up, Patterson
encouraged listeners going
through a family business transition or when developing the
guidelines for such a process to
be intentional about the process.
“Seek harmony but be
bold,” he said. “Understand
the difference in governance
and management, and again,
leadership and communication
are essential.”

POKIN’
FUN

Writers love using short
acronyms like FYI, BYOB,
ETC, but you may have seen
the longer ones using common words with the first letter standing for … a clever
thought, like:
M is for the millions that
I’ll spend on gifts for others
so I can get some really great
underarm deodorant in return
from grandkids who don’t
have any idea what it’s for.
E is for everything that
doesn’t fit, can’t be altered,
non-returnable and not biodegradable, so you can’t bury it.
R is for the risk you take
when you buy an expensive,
handmade putter for a golfing
nut and later notice he’s not using it because he is left-handed.
R is also for the right you have
to place a star on top of your tree
and explode all the lights as you
fall through the branches.
Y is for the yuletide which
your dumb brother-in-law
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Heifers: medium and large
No. 1 under 300 pounds $151168, 300-400 pounds $164-172,
400-500 pounds $146-153, 500600 pounds $141-158, 600-700
pounds $121-135, over 700
pounds $114-119; medium and
large No. 2 under 300 pounds
$120-134, 300-400 pounds $120143, 400-500 pounds $132-139,
500-600 pounds $111-127, 600700 pounds $118-120, over 700
pounds $101-112.
Slaughter cows: utility $6064, few high dressing $68, cutters $50-60, canners $41-49,
old shell $29-38, stockers $88105; bulls, bologna $64-68,
few high dressing $74, utility
$48-59.
Replacement cows: bred
cows, good $1000-1275 per
head, plain $600-975; cowcalf pairs, good $1100-1400
per pair, plain $900-1025.
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Clifton Feeder Steer
Prices Steady To Off
CLIFTON — (Dec. 13) —
Stocker steers were $4-6 lower, feeder steers steady to $2
lower, stocker heifers steady
to $2 lower, feeder heifers
steady, packer cows steady to
$2 higher, packer bulls steady.
Receipts totaled 827 head.
Steers: No. 1 medium flesh
300-400 pounds $154-202,
400-500 pounds $150-186,
500-600 pounds $146-161,
600-700 pounds $131-150.
Heifers: No. 1 medium flesh
300-400 pounds $135-172,
400-500 pounds $137-170,
500-600 pounds $129-152,
600-700 pounds $127-144.
Slaughter cows: high yielding $48-55, fat cows $45-54,
low yielding $37-44.

GRAHAM
LIVESTOCK COMMISSION LLC
203 Highway 67 South • Graham, Texas 76450

SALE EVERY MONDAY — 12 NOON
We sold 1782 head of cattle Monday, December 18, including 418 packer cows, bred cows and pairs, 1364 yearlings and calves. Packer cows
were steady to $2 higher. Packer bulls were steady to $4 higher. The replacement bred cows and pairs were steady with a good demand. Market
on steers and heifers weighing 600 pounds and under were steady to $5
higher. Feeder steers, heifers and bulls weighing over 600 pounds were
steady to $4 higher. We had a good run of cattle with the market being
strong and active on all classes of cattle.

— THERE WILL BE NO SALE —
Monday, DECEMBER 25
Monday, JANUARY 1
Have A Safe Holiday!

We Will Have Our Weaned Calf And Yearling Sale

Monday, JANUARY 8
Calves And Yearlings Must Be Weaned 45 Days!
NEW RECEIVING STATION
For GLC Located At Old Mineral Wells Sale Barn
Open Saturdays and Sundays 8 A.M. To 5 P.M.
GLC Will Transport To Graham For Monday’s Sale
Bernstein Ranch, Abilene
3 Black Steers • 407# @ $168
2 Black Heifers • 433# @ $143

Kenneth Magee, Henrietta
1 Red Mottlefaced Steer • 505# @ $162
1 Black Whiteface Bull • 400# @ $178

Don Coan, Stephenville
3 Black Steers • 497# @ $161
2 Black Heifers • 400# @ $149

Scott Palmer, Olney
5 Black Heifers • 556# @ $130
3 Black Bulls • 530# @ $148

Chris Herrera, Stephenville
2 Black Bulls • 700# @ $128
1 Black Whiteface Bull • 380# @ $166

Caldwell & Son, San Antonio
43 Black Heifers • 606# @ $135
46 Black Steers • 731# @ $152

Nantz L & C, Graham
12 Black Steers • 388# @ $195
3 Black Heifers • 262# @ $205

Harrison L & C, Cisco
6 Black Bred Cows @ $910
1 Black Steer • 790# @ $133

R. A. Brown, Throckmorton
1 Black Cow • 1670# @ $55
1 Black Bull • 1870# @ $87

Tom Milion, Desdemona
6 Black Mottlefaced Steers • 413# @ $173
2 Black Bulls • 338# @ $176

Clinton Farris, Jacksboro
1 Black Whiteface Heifer • 445# @ $140
6 Black Heifers • 558# @ $135

Booper Rokus, Millsap
1 Black Mottleface Heifer • 755# @ $120
1 Black Mottlefaced Steer • 815# @ $135

Full Service Scale Company
Serving the Agriculture Industry.
Specializing in Livestock & Truck Scales

• Legal for Trade
• Mobile and Stationary Scales
• Durable Construction
• Most Sizes Available For Immediate Delivery

Livestock Weekly

Cattle Unloading Hours: Monday 7 A.M. Until End Of The Sale
Tuesday-Saturday 8 A.M. - 5 P.M. • Sunday 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.

Graham Trailer Company Now Open @ The Sale Barn
For Information Or To Consign Cattle Please Call:

940/549-0078

P: 806-655-3033 • 325-554-7434
C: 806-683-4613 • F: 806-655-7091
steve@expressscale.com • www.expressscale.com
4C Livestock Inc. DBA

Jackie Bishop
940/550-5977

COMMISSION COMPANY

Sales Every Tuesday
Sheep/Goats 9 A.M.
Cattle 12 Noon

CATTLE SALE EVERY SATURDAY • 12 Noon

Jody and Robin Thomas, Owners

CORYELL COUNTY
Jody & Robin Thomas
Highway 36 Loop • P. O. Box 671 — Gatesville, Texas 76528

254/865-9121 Office • 254/865-8219 Home • 254/223-2958 Mobile

www.wacostockyards.com

Ronnie Hardin
940/521-2158

Greg Sublett
940/328-5224

2316 Highway 6 East
Waco, Texas 76705

254/753-3191 Office • 254/223-2958 Cell • 254/753-4390 Fax
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By C. A. Rodenberger, PhD.
This is the last issue of the
year, and it has been a full
year — a new President, more
passion than I have ever seen
in the political environment,
more deaths of close friends
than I can remember, and I
realized my children have
reached retirement age.
I hope you don’t have the
computer problems that a
Dear Abby reader had. In a
recent column a woman reader
complained that her husband
refused to use a computer. She
had to handle all the family
finances, tax preparation and
family correspondence, he was
no help whatsoever, and what
could Abby do to help her?
Abby wasn’t much help except
to tell the husband he ought to
consider what would happen to
him if his wife predeceased him.
I can sympathize with both
the husband and wife. I have
good friends who refuse to
use a computer. Today that is
making it hard to live. A good
friend lost his wife, and in
trying to manage some of the
funds that were in his wife’s
name, he had hell trying to get
the paperwork. On the phone

Ernest Miller
705 Trey Cr. Rd.
Floresville,Tx. 78114

they told him to get it on the
computer. He explained he
didn’t have one, but had to
get in his car and drive to their
office to get them to hand him
the paper copies.
Today it’s a world of computers, and now they have
migrated to the computers
on your cell phone. I keep
getting notices from my doctors to check the information
they have posted about me on
their website. When I go to
my computer and type in the
destination, it doesn’t connect.
I will have to get them to use
e-mail on my computer instead
of text messages to my phone.
Another new phenomenon
I am interested in is the appearance of “cryptocurrencies”. They are based on the
use of blockchain technology
that I have mentioned earlier
this year. Centrify CEO Tom
Kemp argues, “Blockchain
technology has started making
serious waves and not just in
the world of cryptocurrencies.
Even U.S. defense contractor
Lockheed Martin seems to be
exploring blockchain-related
cybersecurity options.”

Millerbilt

However, Kemp anticipates
it will be several years “before
vulnerabilities can be addressed
and the technology is considered
mature enough to act as a basis
for enterprise security.”
I have only heard of one case
of someone hacking into the
blockchain to affect cryptocurrencies, and that was from
a friend. I haven’t seen it on
my computer. I also haven’t
bought any bitcoins yet. I always
miss out on the early get-rich
schemes. I also think about the
tulip bulb catastrophe.
I will end this year’s column
with the latest news of drones.
Bloomberg News reports that
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration data has shown an increase in the number of safety
incidents involving civilian
UAVs. According to the data,
the FAA has received 1688
reports from January through
September of UAVs flying in
restricted airspace or appearing to violate rules.
The agency received a total
of 1754 reports last year and
1210 reports the year before that.
The FAA “encourages pilots, airtraffic controllers and police to
report incidents they believe raise
safety concerns with drones.”
In related news, Reuters
reports that the International
Air Transport Association said
Tuesday that law enforcement
authorities should play a strong
role in making sure that suitable
deterrents are in place to prevent recreational drones from
posing a danger to passenger
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Commercial Buildings
Custom Sizes Available

830/200-7531

Compare our buildings with
any in the industry and you
won’t find a better deal.
With 20 years experience
we can erect your building
anywhere in Texas and surrounding states.

Our buildings feature all
new I-beam main frame
with 8 in. roof and 6 in.
wall purlins. The roof and
wall sheets are 26 gauge.

HAYSHED

IMPLEMENT

FULLY ENCLOSED

Roof Only

Enclosed Back And Two End Walls
Price Includes Erection And Delivery

(1) 3x7 Walk Door
(1) Framed Opening

29x40x12
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49x100x16

$11,950 29x40x12
$14,900 39x60x14
$23,950 49x100x16

$13,600 29x40x12
$18,900 39x60x14
$31,950 49x100x16

$15,900
$21,950
$36,500

aircraft. The IATA proposed
fines, “registration of drone
users, and technology to prevent drones from straying into
unauthorized areas (to) lessen
the risk.”
I still think we need to establish a separate set of rules

for agricultural drones. I hope
the ag community is working
on this problem, but haven’t
seen any evidence of it.
Have a Merry Christmas and
a great New Year.
You can e-mail me at
car926@aol.com.

Horse Health Problems Varied,
Widespread After Harvey Floods
By Ginger Elliott, DVM
Hurricane Harvey made
landfall in the Texas Coastal
Bend area on Friday night,
August 25, dumping 27 trillion
gallons of water — 50-plus
inches of rain — over parts of
the state by Sunday, August 27.
The Texas Agricultural Extension Service estimated the
storm affected 27 percent of
the state’s cow herd; the 54
Texas counties declared a
disaster area due to Hurricane
Harvey contain more than 1.2
million beef cows.
But Hurricane Harvey also
flooded the state with the
largest equine population;
approximately one million
horses live in Texas. Although
the death toll of horses was not
as high as that for cattle, the
Coastal Bend’s equine industry and population experienced
some of the same devastating
effects. Post-flooding equine
disease is high on that list of
Harvey aftermath problems.
Various equine medical
emergencies were due to
flooding and trauma. Equine
veterinarians recapped that
health problems due to the
hurricane conditions often
involve trauma from fallen
trees and power poles plus
lacerations, (especially to
the limbs), puncture wounds,
and eye injuries. Horses and
individuals were unable to
see debris under the moving
or standing water. Tetanus is
always “on the radar” when
treating injured horses that

have been in floodwaters.
Equine dehydration can
become a problem with horses
having limited or no access
to water without pollutants.
Many horses won’t drink flood
water that tastes or smells
polluted or perhaps different from their normal water
supply. In addition to hydration problems, veterinarians
encountered recurrence of
obstructive airway disease
plus anhidrosis flare-ups in
their equine patients.
Insects, especially mosquitoes, were major health issues
to address. “Hurricane variety
mosquitoes” seemingly arrived
in mass on one given day, taking on their new role as the official “State Bird of the Coastal
Bend of Texas”. A heads-up for
mosquito-borne diseases such
as West Nile disease and Eastern Equine Encephalomyelitis
was ever-present.
More insect problems for
horses and humans included
increased fire ant and tick
populations, making recovery
efforts inconvenient, annoying
or hazardous. Additionally,
household dryer sheets seemed
to be the “insecticide” of
choice when tucked into boot
tops, collars, sleeves and hats.
Hurricane Harvey’s stress
and weather conditions also
created a “perfect storm” for
hoof and skin disease in horses
due to prolonged rainfall, saturated ground, lack of shelter, and
the hardship of standing in water
for prolonged periods of time.
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Hoof disease, including
abscesses, coronary band disease and laminitis, increase
when horses’ feet are chronically exposed to mud or the
horses stand in water continually; subsequently, their
feet become extremely soft,
potentially causing bruising or
penetration of soles when stepping on foreign objects. Contaminated water, mud and sludge
can contain bacteria, animal
waste, sewage, pesticides, and
chemicals that can potentially
remain in horses’ environment
when the water subsides.
Skin problems are common
in horses exposed to excessive
moisture which leaches natural
oils and other protective factors
from the skin. This makes it
easier for bacteria and pollutants to invade. Severity of skin
disease can depend on the
concentration of detrimental
wastes and injurious materials
in the water. With water quality
altered, even small, normally
discounted wounds can become
significant infections.
Limb and pastern dermatitis
(“mud fever”, “greasy heel”,
or “scratches”) is typically
caused by the bacteria Dermatophilosis condolences, resulting in irritation and exudative
crusted lesions in the lower
limbs (pasterns, coronets
and heels). “Feather-legged”
horses and those with white
pigmentation on their lower
limbs seem to be especially
susceptible to those infections.
Dermatophilosis can also cause
similar, often less severe, equine
skin syndromes found over the
neck, topline, hindquarters, or
face, and often called “rain rot”
or “rain scald”.
Pythiosis, leeches “or
“swamp cancer”, can also
increase with excessive moisture and flooding. It is a severe
ulcerative, granulomatous
disease, primarily in the skin
and subcutaneous tissues of
the limbs. Prevention and
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WHERE THE FUTURE OF

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT BEGINS

At TCU, we don’t just produce great ranchers. We train serious
resource managers to tackle the challenges of our rapidly changing
global industry. Combining over 50 years of tradition with the latest in
ranching education, the TCU Ranch Management program offers nine
months of intensive training both in the classroom and in the ﬁeld.

To learn more about our programs and scholarship
opportunities, visit www.ranch.tcu.edu
or call 817-257-7145.
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treatment of this fast-growing
invasive disease is often difficult; consequently, diagnosis is
important with phythiosis, as it
can be mistaken for proud flesh
or sarcoids.
Texas A&M University College of Veterinary Medicine
Clinical Professor of Equine
Community Practice, Leslie
Easterwood DVM, is also
is a member of the TAMU
Veterinary Emergency Team.
This organization is the largest veterinary medical disaster
response team in the country.
Established during Hurricane
Rita in 2005, VET has been
deployed to many statewide
disasters, including hurricanes,
devastating floods, and fires.
Additionally, they aided with
the 2013 West, Texas chemical
plant explosion.
During Hurricane Harvey,
Easterwood deployed with the
team to Fort Bend, Chambers,
Jefferson, Orange and Hardin
counties, setting up care for
evacuated small and large animals. VET managed and gave
veterinary care to displaced
animals prior to and during the
flooding. They also gave relief
to stranded animals and those
unable to get to higher ground.
Some members of the team
had already been on-site closer
to the original hurricane strike
zone for about seven days.
Unlike Hurricane Ike, whose
devastation was related to
storm surge, Hurricane Harvey brought intense recordbreaking rainfall and flooding
with associated destructive
running water. This created
many situations where horses
that were unable to evacuate
may have stood in potentially
contaminated water for extended periods of time.
During Harvey and previous
catastrophic flooding in Texas,
Easterwood and other VET
members collected and evaluated field data on the effects of
horses in standing water. Their
conclusions demonstrated that
horses continually remaining
two to three days in standing water have poor to grave
prognosis regardless of area
of a horse’s body exposed.
Statistics were taken from
horses treated by boat rescues,
those able to eventually move
to dry land and/or transfer to
veterinary hospitals, including
equine referral centers. The
“water line” which becomes
apparent during this two to
three-day period can be present from the pastern all the way

up to the chest on horses, indicative of impending skin slough.
The quality of water in
many areas affected prognosis. Spilled chemicals and
waste were identified in some
areas. However, any damaged
product containers found in
flooded barns, outbuildings,
households, garages, etc. had
the potential of leaking bleach,
pesticides, cleaners, and other
chemicals that could enter
surrounding water and cause
infection or contact injury to
exposed skin of horses.
In addition to the abovementioned illnesses, retrospective findings demonstrated that
pneumonia and pleuropneumonia occurred due to the
inability of horses to lower
their heads significantly and
becoming unable to clear fluids that are normally present in
their airways.
With several months passing since Harvey began its
epic devastation of the Texas
Coastal Bend, it’s easy for
many that did not have to experience the hurricane to put
equine health problems in the
“out of sight … out of mind”
category. However many of
the diseases, though treatable
or manageable, present lasting
ramifications. But the impact
of and recovery from this
devastating 2017 storm will
be ongoing, perhaps chronic.
Although Hurricane Harvey
aftermath problems could appear unrelenting, many horse
owners appreciate that things
could have been worse. Equine
flooding-related health problems can sometimes fall into
“If it ain’t the mange, it’s the
fleas” category. But good communication with veterinarians
can offers some of the treatment options and prognoses of
these seemingly “inundating”
equine health problems associated with severe flooding.

165, 300-400 pounds $145-150,
400-500 pounds $140-143, 500600 pounds $128-135, 600-700
pounds $122-124.
Slaughter cows: good lean
utility and commercial $4450, cutters $53-55, canners
$35-42, low yielding fat cows
$48-52; bulls, yield grade
1-2 good heavy bulls $68-73,
lightweights and medium
quality $63-65.
Replacement cows: stocker
cows $750-1100 per head; cowcalf pairs $900-1200 per pair.

Goldthwaite Hair Lamb
Trend Steady To Higher
GOLDTHWAITE — (Dec.
14) — Wool lambs were
steady, Dorper and Barbado
lambs steady to $10 higher, kid
goats steady, slaughter nannies
$5 higher, replacement nannies
$5-10 higher. Sheep and goat
receipts totaled 3237 head.
Sheep: wool lambs 50-70
pounds $180-230, 70-90
pounds $140-190, 90-110
pounds $125-165; ewes $70115, bucks $70-110; Dorper
and Dorper cross lambs 4060 pounds $210-265, 6075 pounds $180-245, 75-90
pounds $140-200; slaughter
ewes $70-110, bucks $80-125;
replacement ewes $130-200
per head, bucks $200-500;
Barbado and Barbado cross
lambs 35-50 pounds $200-280,
50-70 pounds $170-240, 70-90
pounds $130-200; slaughter
ewes $70-110; replacement
ewes $65-120 per head.
Goats: Boer and Boer cross
kids 30-45 pounds $240-325,
45-60 pounds $230-300, 6070 pounds $210-260, 70-90
pounds $180-235; slaughter
nannies, light $115-170, heavy
$100-150, thin $60-90; slaughter billies, light $170-230,
heavy $180-225.

Better Cuero Calves
Sell At Steady Price
CUERO — (Dec. 15) —
Good calves were steady,
plainer cattle $1-3 lower, packer cows $1-3 higher. Receipts
totaled 2255 head.
Steers: 200-250 pounds
$178-200, 250-300 pounds $137180, 300-350 pounds $157-210,
350-400 pounds $152-210, 400450 pounds $153-190, 450500 pounds $149-182, 500550 pounds $146-172, 550600 pounds $142-162, 600700 pounds $135-154, 700-800
pounds $126-141.
Heifers: under 200 pounds
$168-265, 200-250 pounds $132154, 250-300 pounds $137-158,
300-350 pounds $141-220, 350400 pounds $136-188, 400450 pounds $136-158, 450500 pounds $130-170, 500550 pounds $127-160, 550600 pounds $126-250, 600-700
pounds $122-250, over 700
pounds $107-127.
Slaughter cows: canners and
cutters $49-63, light and weak
$35-47; bulls $60-75.
Replacement cows: bred
cows $90-108.

AMARILLO — (USDADec. 18) — Steer and heifer
calves sold steady, slaughter
cows and bulls steady. Receipts totaled 929 head.
Steers: medium and large
No. 1 400-450 pounds $161172, 898 pounds $144.35;
medium and large No. 1-2
300-400 pounds $163.50-170,
400-500 pounds $135-142.
Heifers: medium and large
No. 1 400-500 pounds $130159, 500-600 pounds $124128.50; medium and large No.
1-2 300-350 pounds $155.50156, 400-450 pounds $130,
768 pounds $136.

TexStar Sea Containers

INSTANT

H STORAGES
SIZES: 20’s — 40’s
866/468-2791 • San Angelo, Texas
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Slaughter cows: breaking
1300-1500 pounds $51.50,
boning 1000-1300 pounds
$52.50, low dressing $45,
lean 800-1200 pounds $53.50;
bulls, yield grade 1-2 15151785 pounds $67-73.
Replacement cows: medium
and large No. 1-2 young cows
1000-1100 pounds 1-6 months
bred $785-1025 per head,
aged cows 1200-1400 pounds
3-9 months bred $1000-1100,
short solid to broken mouth
cows 900-1100 pounds 3-9
months bred $625-875.

Boxed Beef Cutout
Prices Trend Lower
DES MOINES, Iowa —
(USDA) — The national comprehensive boxed beef cutout report
for last week showed prices down
$2.08 from the previous week at
$199.17. A year ago the cutout
value was $185.30.
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There were 6347 total loads
traded with 5493 domestic
loads and 855 loads for export. Of the total, 1905 loads
were slated for delivery within
21 days, 977 loads scheduled more than 21 days out,
3351 formula loads, and 115
loads were forward contracted.
Prime accounted for 141 loads,
branded 1129, choice 2026,
select 829, and ungraded 2223.
Prime was down 25 cents at
$228.32, branded up 31 cents
at $207.55, choice down $4.48
at $200.16, select down $1.54
at $183.63, and ungraded up
37 cents at $172.38.
Cutout values were mixed
with prime rib down $19.23
at $353.57, chuck up 16 cents
at $159.33, round down $1.37
at $163.80, loin up $2.24 at
$261.38, brisket up $1.76 at
$153.44, short plate down $2.16
at $122.84, and flank down $1.36
at $96.08.
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Amarillo Quotes Steer,
Heifer Calves Steady

would like to announce their

SINCE 1950

621 Longhorn Street • P. O. Box 454
Fredericksburg, Texas 78624

Sale: 830/997-4394 Fax: 830/997-5804
Website: www.gillespielivestock.com
Market Reports
CATTLE — 1512 HEAD SOLD WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 13
$1.00-$2.00 Higher
$ 5.00-$10.00 Higher
Strong
$48.00-$60.00 CWT
$68.00-$77.00 CWT
$1000.00-$1500.00 Head
$1200.00-$1500.00 Pair

Cows and Bulls
Steers and Heifers — Lightweight
Steers and Heifers — All Others
Cows
Bulls
Bred Cows
Cow/Calf Pairs

Medium To Large Frame #1

Gonzales Sale Steady
On Calves, Yearlings
GONZALES — (Dec. 16)
— Calves and yearlings were
steady, packer cows $1-2 higher. Receipts totaled 1413 head.
Steers: medium and large No.
1 150-300 pounds $185-210,
300-400 pounds $190-200,
400-500 pounds $170-185,
500-600 pounds $142-165, 600700 pounds $132-138, 700-800
pounds $128-130.
Heifers: medium and large
No. 1 150-300 pounds $145-
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Got Prickly Pear Or Broom Weeds?
We Can Help! Call To Discuss Effective Solutions!

AMERICA’S RANGE & PASTURE SPECIALISTS

200-300 Pounds
300-400 Pounds
400-500 Pounds
500-600 Pounds
600-700 Pounds
700-800 Pounds
Lower Quality Steers
Lower Quality Heifers

Representative Sales:

Offers Quality And Affordable Control Of:
• Mesquite • Prickly Pear • Greasewood • Weeds • Huisache

Cole Vestal
806/790-9395

Jeff Fox
817/271-1811

zwillard@alligare.com

cvestal@alligare.com

jfox@alligare.com

HEIFERS
$150.00-$185.00 CWT
$150.00-$170.00 CWT
$130.00-$160.00 CWT
$120.00-$155.00 CWT
$115.00-$140.00 CWT
$110.00-$125.00 CWT
$ 50.00-$ 75.00 CWT

4 Black Steers
1 Black Steer
1 Black Steer
5 Black Heifers
2 Charolais Heifers
2 Charolais Heifers

It’s about time to start looking at your broom weed and prickly pear
spraying needs for 2016. New tank mixes and technologies are available to increase the percentage kill of both. In addition we have solutions for mesquite and huisache too.

Zane Willard
325/656-2625

STEERS
$180.00-$200.00 CWT
$170.00-$219.00 CWT
$150.00-$207.00 CWT
$135.00-$170.00 CWT
$120.00-$158.00 CWT
$125.00-$139.00 CWT
$ 60.00-$ 90.00 CWT

405 Pounds @ $207.00 CWT
645 Pounds @ $158.00 CWT
730 Pounds @ $139.00 CWT
397 Pounds @ $169.00 CWT
440 Pounds @ $152.00 CWT
545 Pounds @ $148.00 CWT

SHEEP/GOATS — 2402 HEAD SOLD TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12
Steady
$5 Higher
Kids Steady, Light Kids Steady

Wool Lambs
Dorp Lambs
Kids

#1 Wool Lambs — 40-60 Pounds
#1 Wool Lambs — 60-80 Pounds
Barbado Lambs — 40-60 Pounds
Dorper Cross Lambs — 40-60 Pounds
Dorper Cross Lambs — 60-80 Pounds
Light Slaughter Lambs — 45-80 Pounds
Slaughter Lambs — 90-140 Pounds
Packer Ewes
Sheep Bucks/Rams
#1 Spanish/Boer Cross Kids — 20-40 Pounds
#1 Spanish/Boer Cross Kids — 40-60 Pounds
#1 Spanish/Boer Cross Kids — 60-80 Pounds
Spanish/Boer Cross Muttons
Angora Kids
Lower Quality Kids
Packer Spanish/Boer Cross Nannies
Stocker Spanish/Boer Cross Nannies
Angora Nannies
Boer Cross Billies

$170.00-$250.00 CWT
$130.00-$250.00 CWT
$120.00-$240.00 CWT
$180.00-$290.00 CWT
$160.00-$288.50 CWT
$160.00-$272.00 CWT
$105.00-$180.00 CWT
$ 30.00-$110.00 CWT
$ 70.00-$120.00 CWT
$180.00-$385.00 CWT
$200.00-$310.00 CWT
$185.00-$275.00 CWT
$200.00-$270.00 CWT
$140.00-$260.00 CWT
$130.00-$180.00 CWT
$ 60.00-$140.00 CWT
$120.00-$235.00 CWT
$ 50.00-$110.00 CWT
$140.00-$225.00 CWT

Shaun or Wayne Geistweidt Will Accommodate You Whether
You Have A Truck Load Or A Pickup Load!!!

Shaun Geistweidt
830/998-4233

Wayne Geistweidt
830/889-4394

Sales: Sheep and Goats Tuesday — 9:30 A.M.
Cattle Wednesday — 12 Noon
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December 21, 2017 ness — basically anything on
schedules B, E and F.
“A lot of our producers deduct
state taxes through their business side — usually through
Schedule F,” said Beck. “That
will be preserved.”
NCBA and other agriculture For individuals, however,
interests fought hard for a full that deduction will be capped
and permanent repeal of the at $10,000.
death tax, but that effort fell
Beck also said the bill reshort. The bill does doubles stricts like-kind exchanges to
the death tax exemption limits, real property only, and limits
but the expanded limits only interest deductions. For exremain in place for eight years; ample, right now businesses
after that they revert back to
the current exemption amount can take net operating losses
for individuals and couples. and carry it back five years.
The bill also includes an The new tax bill limits that loss
expansion of cash accounting deduction carryback to two
from $5 to $25 million, and the years. Additionally, as it stands
50 percent bonus depreciation now, that interest deduction
was raised to 100 percent for expensing could go against
full and immediate expensing 100 percent of the operating
income. Under the new tax bill
until 2023.
Additionally, Sec. 179 for that changes to 80 percent.
small business expensing was Interest deductions, she
raised from $500,000 to $1 added, were probably the most
million if an entity has gross talked-about restriction since
receipts less than $2.5 million. day one.
If gross receipts are above the “At one point the GOP blue$2.5 million threshold, the print talked about eliminating
entity is subject to a dollar for interest deductions outright,”
dollar deduction in the $1 mil- said Beck. “They are not belion expense allowance.
ing completely eliminated, so
Beck called the preservation that’s good.”
of step-up in basis a “huge win.” Finally, the new tax bill limThere was also considerable its the amount of net operating
discussion about the state and losses that can be deducted.
local property tax deduc- “If you have less than $25
tions during the months long million in average gross receipts
debate. As it stands, Beck
said, state and local taxes over three years, then you can
will be allowed as a deduction continue to exclude or deduct
only when paid or accrued in your business interest expense.”
carrying on a trade or busi- However, for businesses
with gross receipts over $25
million, there is a 30 percent
cap for the first three years on
EBIDA, “earnings before in-

NCBA Highlights Wins/Challenges
For 2017; More To Come In 2018
By Colleen Schreiber
WASHINGTON — By the
time this last issue of Livestock
Weekly for the year goes to press,
a comprehensive tax reform bill
is expected to be one step closer
to being on the President’s desk
with a final signature expected
well before Christmas.
Whether the new tax package
will turn out to be a Christmas
blessing or a lump of coal in
reality remains to be seen.
What’s in the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act and what’s not was
part of the discussion during the
National Cattlemen’s Beef Association year-end policy update webinar. Danielle Beck,
NCBA’s director of government affairs, told those on the
webinar that the tax package is
a “mixed bag” for agriculture.
“The GOP is celebrating this
effort as a huge win for the
American public,” said Beck.
“For agriculture I would give
it about a ‘B’. We’re not in a
terrible position, but we’re not
in the best position ever.”
She blamed that in part on the
fact that Republicans were trying to “shove” $2 trillion worth
of tax cuts into a $1.5 trillion
bill. They chose to move the
bill through reconciliation to
avoid a filibuster in the Senate;
it also allowed them to add to
the federal deficit.

West Texas Trailer Co. Inc.
Quality Trailer Repair Since 1933
• Lights
• Reflooring
• Hubs
• Rubber Boards
• Sandblasting / Painting

OWEN GRAY — 325/655-6445
1212 North Bell San Angelo, Texas

terest depreciation and amortization”, and after four years
it switches to EBIT, “earnings
before interest and taxes”.
“We were successful in
securing an exclusion so that
producers who want to deduct
interest who don’t fall under the
small business exclusion can
continue doing so,” Beck said.
“However, those individuals
have to make a one-time irrevocable election, and they will
have to give up 100 percent
full expensing,” she explained.
“So they will be forced to depreciate goods over a longer
schedule, but they can continue to deduct interest.”
The corporate rate, which
was lowered to 21 percent, will
be permanent. Also, the standard deduction for couples and
for individuals was doubled.
However, Beck pointed out
that it’s not just the death tax
provisions that sunset. All of
the tax cuts for individuals
meant to help the middle class
will also go away after eight
years. She added that there
will likely be future extenders
on other provisions.
Concluding, Beck said there
is more action to come.
“The final legislative package will require a number of
different technical changes, so
we’ll see legislation probably
in the short term, perhaps in
the next three to six months,
fixing various issues, and then
we can expect to see additional
legislation three to five to eight
years down the road.”
The discussion turned from
taxes to a particularly important bright spot within the
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• Prickly Pear
• Salt Cedar
• Mesquite
• Cuckle Burrs
• And Many More

Covering All Your
Spraying Needs:

TULIA LIVESTOCK AUCTION
MARKET REPORT

NOW APPLYING SPIKE!

Receipts From Thursday, December 14 — 2104 Head
Stocker and feeder cattle steady to $3 higher, cows about steady.
37
19
11
37
18
14
48
17
27
28
22
73
40
15
14
13
72
75

STEERS
538 lbs.
532 lbs.
529 lbs.
643 lbs.
568 lbs.
636 lbs.
583 lbs.
602 lbs.
633 lbs.
653 lbs.
730 lbs.
730 lbs.
572 lbs.
660 lbs.
785 lbs.
748 lbs.
715 lbs.
721 lbs.

$166.50
170.00
149.00
131.50
135.50
152.00
170.00
140.00
147.50
151.00
147.00
150.00
155.00
152.00
143.50
145.50
152.50
151.00

11
37
21
10
10
11
9
25
12
11
26
64
80
63
18
56
40

791 lbs.
651 lbs.
715 lbs.
HEIFERS
426 lbs.
531 lbs.
566 lbs.
308 lbs.
605 lbs.
413 lbs.
580 lbs.
521 lbs.
633 lbs.
692 lbs.
762 lbs.
763 lbs.
699 lbs.
528 lbs.

137.00
152.25
151.50
$154.00
131.50
127.50
172.00
124.50
156.00
127.00
144.75
138.00
146.50
143.75
144.00
142.00
145.00

Give Us Your Email Address And Get Instant Market Reports!
www.tulialivestockauction@yahoo.com
Watch Us Live On Thursday @ www.cattleusa.com
Mark Hargrave.........................M: 806/236-3021
Tyler Hargrave..........................M: 806/236-9405
Bob Schulte, Field Rep.............M: 806/647-8215

SALE EVERY THURSDAY AT 10 A.M.
Worship Service At 9:30 A.M.
View Our Sale Live Each Thursday At: cattleusa.com
— NEW RECEIVING PENS —
Snyder, Texas — Leddy Lewis: 325/207-6031
www.tulialivestockauction.com – Like Us On Facebook
P. O. Box 22 — Tulia, Texas 79088

806/995-4184 OFFICE

Mackey McEntire

325/378-2051

Dow Certified

Sterling City, Texas

FAA Certified Part 135 And 137

Don’t Drill
A Dry Well!

Trump administration, an
improved relationship with
the Environmental Protection
Agency. Offering that update
was NCBA’s chief environmental counsel, Scott Yager.
“We have a lot to be happy
about with where the Trump
administration is on environmental issues,” he told webinar participants.
He credited the new EPA Administrator, Scott Pruitt, the former Oklahoma attorney general,
with making it a top priority to
get industry stakeholders in the
room to hear their perspective
on various issues pertaining
to the environment.
“Nowhere has that been clearer
than with the Waters of the U.S.
rule,” Yager said. “We’ve had
the opportunity to sit down with
senior advisors and talk about this
issue on multiple occasions and
really weigh in on this issue in a
way we had not been able to in
prior administrations.”
Specific to WOTUS, EPA
has proposed a full repeal of
the 2015 WOTUS rule. Repeal must go through the formal executive administrative
rulemaking process, which
includes another comment period. The EPA received more
than 700,000 public comments
on the repeal proposal. Yager
said he expects the formal repeal process to be completed
sometime in the first quarter
of 2018.
The next step will be to
develop a new definition of
Waters of the U.S.
“Keep in mind, there has
to be a jurisdictional limit
on where the Clean Water
Act applies, and that’s what a
definition of Waters of the U.S.
does,” Yager explained.
The 2015 WOTUS rule was
“terrible,” he said, because it
went far beyond federal juris-

diction and tried to claim more
waters and land features than
had ever been claimed before
by the federal government.
“We now have an opportunity with Scott Pruitt’s EPA
to redefine those terms and to
really put proper limitations on
the Clean Water Act and the
federal government’s reach on
that issue.”
NCBA’s environmental
working group has developed
its own replacement language,
and that language that has already been offered to the EPA.
The other piece of the WOTUS saga is the ongoing litigation to determine whether the
case starts at the district court
level or the appellate court
level. The Supreme Court held
oral arguments on that issue
this fall.
“I sat in the room and really
got a feel for where the justices
are leaning on this issue,” said
Yager. “We think we’re going
to have a favorable outcome
on that effort, as well. Hopefully, we will be hearing back
from the Supreme Court in the
coming weeks on that.”
Yager also updated participants on two other issues —
RCRA and CERCLA/EPCRA.
The first revolves around environmental groups that used
the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act to litigate
against a group of dairies in
Washington State. NCBA has
been fully engaged working to
get a legislative fix to keep this
from happening again. To that
end, the Farm Regulatory Certainty Act was introduced by
Congressman Dan Newhouse
and a number of Democrats
earlier this year.
“We now have 67 cosponsors, including 11 Democrats,”
Yager said.
The bill has already had

CASH FOR USED

CATERPILLAR EQUIPMENT
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325/949-8188 or 325/450-5002

A. J. KOLLMYER & SON
Serving West Texas Since 1937
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Call: Steve or Joe Kollmyer — 325/655-9683

American Water Surveyors uses seismoelectric survey instruments that are
designed specifically to detect electrical signals generated by the passage of
seismic impulses through layered rocks, sediments and soils. The design of
our surveying equipment is portable and effective. In the past the only option
to find groundwater has been by drilling, often with a water witch, picking the
spot to drill — and that can be costly if your result is a dry well. Now there’s
a better way, using science and physics. If you’re a farmer, rancher, home
owner or developer contact American Water Surveyors today to find out
more about our very affordable service.
Since 2007 American Water Surveyors has conducted over 640 surveys
in 22 states: Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma, Iowa, Utah, Montana,
Kansas, Nebraska, Kentucky, Colorado, Arkansas, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, South Carolina, North Carolina, Ohio, Illinois, West Virginia, Maryland
and Wyoming. We can go anywhere. Members of the National Groundwater
Association and Better Business Bureau with an “A+” rating.

Call Us Before You Drill!
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www.wefindwater.com
ORDER THE BOOK! “What You Should Know Before You Drill a
Water Well-Questions To Ask Your Well Driller, Reasons To Test Your
Water” — $10.95 plus $4.00 p&h.
ORDER THE DVD! “Drilling a Water Well” Expert graphics and
narration which superbly exhibits how a water well is drilled and
constructed. 15 min run time. $20.00 plus $4.00 p&h.

Call us or go to www.wefindwater.com

Dealer Inquiries
Welcome
620-408-6387•• 1-800-665-0458
1-800-665-0458
620-408-6387
“WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL”

Ken Roberts: 970-781-4182
“WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL”

one subcommittee hearing
last month and Yager said he
expects to see a markup of the
bill in the near future.
With respect to CERCLA/
EPCRA, this issue, he said,
has been “sitting” in the background for a number of years
but “bubbled” back to the
surface in April due to a DC
circuit court decision that
rendered an EPA exemption
rule invalid. That ruling, he
explained, would have subjected
more than 100,000 agriculture
producers to reporting under
CERCLA and EPCRA for air
emissions from manure, specifically the ammonium and
hydrogen sulfide emissions.
NCBA, however, was successful
in delaying the issuance of the
court mandate by eight months.
“It was supposed to take effect back in May, but we got
it pushed back to January 22,
2018.”
Since then NCBA’s staff has
been working on developing a
legislative fix. To date they’ve
been successful, he said, in
getting an amendment in the
House appropriations package
to defund EPA’s enforcement of
those reporting requirements.
“That means EPA wouldn’t
be able to take an action against
you for not reporting, and that’s
helpful,” said Yager. “However,
it doesn’t fix the entire issue
because citizens can still sue you
for not reporting.”
Thus, NCBA continues to
work on a standalone piece of
legislation that they hope will be
introduced in the coming year.
Since the Trump administration took office in January,
there has also been a lot of
activity pertaining specifically to issues involving those
who utilize federal lands in
the Western U.S. Offering an
update on those issues was
Public Lands Council Executive Director Ethan Lane.
“As anyone operating in the
West knows, we tend to serve
as a laboratory for federal
overreach on a lot of these issues,” Lane told participants.
To that end PLC, which
works hand in hand with
NCBA and the American
Sheep Industry Association,
immediately set about to offer some direction to the new
administration on issues impacting those operating on
federal lands. On that list was

some guidance on the Bureau of Land Management’s
Planning 2.0 rule. This rule,
implemented at the end of
the Obama administration,
radically changed the way the
BLM does land planning.
In particular, Lane said, it
removed the local input component. That local input, he
noted, is critically important
in getting rules that make sense
on the ground. To resolve this
issue PLC used the Congressional Review Act.
“The CRA basically says
that Congress can disapprove
of a federal regulation issued
by the administration within
60 legislative days of it being
published,” Lane explained.
It was a very short window,
but PLC was one of the few
groups who got a CRA across
the finish line and to the President’s desk within the 60-day
time limit.
“That relieved a lot of pressure across BLM country at
the beginning of this year,”
said Lane.
Another issue that PLC
highlighted with the Trump
administration was the several
decade-long abuse of the Antiquities Act used for national
monument designations.
“We’re pleased to report
that as of about two weeks
ago the President took action
on a set of recommendations
issued by the Secretary of the
Interior and reduced national
monument designations by
two million acres thus far,” he
said. “We expect more leading
into the next couple of years.”
The first two reductions
were in Bears Ears in Utah, a
high-profile designation at the
end of the Obama administration, as well as almost a million acres of Grand StaircaseEscalante designated by the
Clinton administration.
“We have statistics from that
designation which shows that
since 1996 when that monument was created, grazing has
been reduced by 40 percent in
that area,” said Lane. “As a
result, 60 schools have closed.
It’s been absolutely destructive
to the local economies in the
area. To take a million acres
out of that monument and
start to restore that agricultural
footprint is a huge win for
producers in the West.”
More action is anticipated,

he said, starting perhaps with
the Cascade–Siskiyou National Monument in Oregon and
others in Nevada, and perhaps
even some on the East Coast.
PLC has not only worked
on getting the size of these
monuments reduced, he said, but
they’ve also put a lot of emphasis
and focus on changing the way
the Antiquities Act works.
“We want to ensure that future Presidents no longer have
a blank check to take these
actions without consulting local communities,” said Lane.
“You’ll hear me say that a lot,
because that’s been a lot of
our focus — trying to get the
administration back to paying
attention to input from the
local communities on federal
regulations, which is exactly
what we’re seeing across the
board from the Department
of Interior and the U.S. Forest
Service on these issues.”
Lane also offered an update on the land use plan
amendment to the greater sage
grouse, an issue impacting
producers in 11 Western states.
“For anyone in sage grouse
country, this issue has almost
dominated your day to day for
the last decade or more.”
Over the summer PLC asked
the Department of the Interior
to undertake a review of the
impacts of these plans. Those
recommendations have led to a
new plan amendment process
within DOI, and Lane said the
Forest Service has followed
suit. In the last 10 days or so the
USFS has gone a step further.
“They have said they will
stop implementation on 800
pre-written permit modifications that would have dramatically curtailed grazing in areas
where grazing is really needed
to reduce fuel loads and prevent sage grouse habitat from
burning up during fire season,”
said Lane. “We’re very pleased
with these actions, but it’s going to take a continued effort
over the next year to year and
a half to make sure that the
planning process moves in a

direction that continues to be
beneficial to producers.”
Finally, Lane talked about
ongoing work on comprehensive reform of the Endangered
Species Act, said to be one
of the most popular laws in
the country. The ESA, Lane
pointed out, no longer just
heavily impacts the West,
but with designations like the
northern long-eared bat and
the rusty patched bumblebee,
those on the East Coast are
also becoming more aware of
the negative consequences of
this long-outdated law. And
now there’s the potential listing of the monarch butterfly.
“We hear that milkweed
is becoming a huge industry
back in Iowa and throughout
the Midwest,” he quipped,
“as they start to create habitat
for the monarch butterfly in
anticipation of a status review
and potential listing.”
PLC and its affiliates have
been working with the Western Governors Association on
ESA reform. A set of recommendations crafted by these
groups was recently endorsed
17 to one by the WGA at their
recent winter meeting.
“The only no vote was
Governor Brown of California, probably not a shock,” he
noted. “Having that kind of
resounding bipartisan endorsement of these recommendations really gave a boost to
this effort on Capitol Hill. We
are hearing positive feedback
not just from Republicans but
Democrats as well.”
PLC anticipates that there
will be legislation coming out
of the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee in
the near future.
“We still have a lot of work
to do, and producers have to be
engaged to make sure we get
the point across as to why this
is such a critical concern for
those of us on the ground who
deal with the ESA on a day to
day basis.”
Other critically important
updates offered in the year-end
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wrap-up included concerns
over the Trump administration’s take on trade. While
reopening of the Chinese market to U.S. beef is a positive,
meaningful progress is expected to be slow for several
years, and agriculture interests
remain concerned about the
ongoing NAFTA negotiations.
“We’re trying to just make
sure that the high standards
and the great access that we
already enjoy under NAFTA
is not jeopardized, said Kent
Bacus, director of international
trade for NCBA. “Our message is pretty simple — leave
us alone.”
He added that agriculture in
general has the same message
which has enabled them to
largely stay out of the crossfire. However, Bacus said,
there is concern that the longer
the negotiations drag on, the
harder it’s going to be to conclude negotiations by March.
March is the critical date, he
explained, because Mexico has
a presidential election coming
up, and then there are our own
mid-term elections this fall.
Bacus also pointed out that the
longer NAFTA negotiations drag
on, the less time can be spent to
work on a bilateral trade agreement with Japan. Pulling out
of the Trans-Pacific Partnership
was one of President Trump’s
first actions, one which the
beef industry, he said, found

particularly troublesome.
“Under TPP we would have
seen the tariff rate on U.S. beef
into Japan go from 38.5 percent to nine percent,” Bacus
reminded. “That would have
been the greatest access ever
negotiated. Unfortunately, we
traded in all those benefits for
the promise of an even better
deal under a bilateral agreement. A year later we have
not seen a bilateral with the
Japanese, nor have we seen
any formal negotiations.”
NCBA’s executive director
of government affairs, Allison
Cooke, told participants that
NCBA continues to work with
Congress and the Department
of Transportation on a fix for
the electronic logging device
issue.
“NCBA was very instrumental in achieving a 90-day
waiver from the implementation day of these devices,” said
Cooke.
Initially, full implementation was set to take effect on
December 19.
Cooke and the NCBA team
have also been working for
almost a year on the farm
bill. NCBA’s priorities, she
said, are a $150 million foot
and mouth disease vaccine
bank and improvement to the
Conservation title, particularly
with respect to EQIP as well as
a continued push for adequate
funding for research.
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Dual Wheels
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Carry
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December 21, 2017 to find a Christmas gift she’d
like every year. And despite
her advancing years, she could
remember who gave her every
by Lee Pitts
single donkey.
“I never knew about the
lady who loved donkeys until
last year when I was traveling
through her town. Her grandson came up to me and told
me about this woman and her
fabulous collection. Then he
offered to pay me five dollars
Like the coming of winter, the Donkey Man tell you about if I would take one of my real
he arrives every year about his newest menagerie.
live donkeys over to where she
this time. Much the same as
“Those donkeys were left lived as a surprise Christmas
the shopping mall Santa, the to me in a will,” the Don- present from her grandson.
Donkey Man is a seasonal key Man explained to me, “a “I took the money, though I
ornament. And quite a colorful much-cherished collection of a probably would have done it
one, too.
lady I met only last year. That for free just to see her collecThe Donkey Man makes lady loved donkeys and she tion, being a lover of donkeys
himself at home at the city spent her lifetime collecting myself. So on a slow afterlimits and puts up a crudely them. Plastic, ceramic, wood, noon when all the kids were
lettered sign that reads simply and glass burros filled several in school, I walked one of
“Donkey Rides”. Whereas shelves in her small room at my little donkeys over to the
many of the bashful young kids the assisted care living facility. assisted care home. Her grandare afraid to have their picture “I really can’t tell you why son was there to meet me, as
taken on the knee of the shopping she loved donkeys so much had been previously arranged.
mall Santa, they are a little other than to say that she was “The grandson went into the
more willing to have their pic- a deeply religious person. She building and came out about
ture taken on the back of one thought it was significant that 10 minutes later with a very
of the Donkey Man’s burros. Mother Mary had ridden into old and fragile-looking womThis year instead of the Bethlehem on the back of a an, obviously in the twilight
usual four burros the Donkey donkey and Jesus had been of her life. The young man led
Man brought with him 85 little born in a manger in the pres- his grandmother over to my
donkeys, though 81 of them ence of donkeys.
four foot tall gray donkey and
were plastic and ceramic min- “Knowing her fondness placed her hands on his huge
iature versions that came in all for the creatures had made it ears and head.
shapes and sizes. But I’ll let much easier for her relatives “As if using braille, she ran
her hands all over that gentle
donkey, and as donkeys do,
it responded to her kindness
and affection with a lick with
its raspy tongue. The old lady
cupped that burro’s muzzle in
her hands and rubbed it against
her own. And she began to cry.
“Taking that donkey to see
that old lady was just about the
CATTLE SALES EVERY TUESDAY • 10 A.M.
best Christmas present I ever
received,” said the Donkey
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RANCH TOOLS THAT WORK
We Have A Complete Line Of Ranch Tools Including
Knives, Dehorners, Fencing Pliers,
Wire Stretchers And Much More.

BigIron

AUCTIONS

but the real-life experiences,
like the time I met the lady that
loved donkeys.
“As I turned to leave that
day with my donkey, the old
lady’s grandson asked his grandmother why she was crying.
“‘I’ve spent a lifetime col-

LAS VEGAS — (PRCA) —
For the second year in a row,
bull rider Sage Kimzey did
what no one has done before.
He actually did two things
nobody has done before.
At the age of 23, Kimzey
won his fourth consecutive
PRCA world title in his fourth
attempt, the first bull rider to
ever do that. He won the fourth
one in style, riding 4L & Diamond S Rodeo’s Girl Money
to the tune of 88 points to win
Round 10 and take home the
gold buckle at the Thomas &
Mack Center on Saturday in
front of 16,954 spectators.
His fourth title has him halfway to tying Don Gay’s record
of eight bull riding world titles.
In addition to the world title,
Kimzey also won the average
title with 601.5 points on seven
head. Girl Money was the first
bull Kimzey had ridden to the
whistle since Round 7. It was
his second outright round win
of the Finals — he also shared
the Round 3 victory — and he
placed in two other rounds.
Kimzey became the only
bull rider to break the $400,000
mark in a single season. The
champion won $192,134 at the
Finals to give him a PRCArecord for most money won
in bull riding in a year at
$436,479, smashing the record
he set of $327,178 in 2015.

www.bigiron.com
Theron Talley
254-413-4525 • 580-413-4525

No Reserves • No Buyer Fees • No Hidden Fees • No Freight Costs

B& CATTLE CO.
B

Call Today For
A Free Catalog

www.mooremaker.com

Tie-down roping: 1. Marcos Costa, $317,421; 2. Tuf
Cooper, $301,983; 3. Marty
Yates, $233,673; 4. Cade
Swor, $210,748; 5. Caleb
Smidt, $209,098.
Bull riding: 1. Sage Kimzey,
$436,479; 2. Trey Benton
III, $322,208; 3. Ty Wallace,
$305,352; 4. Joe Frost, $304,566;
5. Garrett Smith, $260,143.
Barrel racing: 1. Nellie
Miller, $308,498; 2. Hailey
Kinsel, $288,092; 3. Tiany
Thanks to placing second in Schuster, $285,339; 4. Amberthe average in tie-down rop- leigh Moore, $240,806; 5. Ivy
ing, Tuf Cooper locked up his Conrado, $232,521.
first all-around cowboy title.
Cooper, who trailed his
brother-in-law Trevor Brazile Oklahoma City Heifer
in the final days leading up Calves Steady To Off
to Round 10, scored $54,577
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.
with the second-place finish
— (USDA-Dec. 18) — Feeder
in the average.
C o o p e r f i n i s h e d w i t h steers and heifers traded un$341,560 in earnings while evenly steady, lightweight
Brazile finished with $319,337. steer calves mostly steady to
He was followed by Dakota $1 lower, 500-600 pounds
Eldridge, with $268,553; Erich $1-3 higher, all heifer calves
Rogers, $260,470; and Junior steady to $3 lower. Receipts
totaled 5947 head.
Nogueira, $256,923.
Steers: medium and large
Standings by event:
Bareback riding: 1. Tim No. 1 304 pounds $208, 400O’Connell, $371,416; 2. Rich- 500 pounds $182.50-192,
mond Champion, $268,511; 3. 500-600 pounds $164-180,
Tanner Aus, $235,715; 4. J.R. 600-700 pounds $151.50-162,
Vezain, $220,831; 5. Clayton 700-800 pounds $146-159,
Biglow, $200,557.
800-900 pounds $142-151,
Steer wrestling: 1. Tyler 900-1000 pounds $137.25Pearson, $265,457; 2. Ty Er- 141.75, 1017 pounds $136.75;
ickson, $263,267; 3. Dakota medium and large No. 1-2
Eldridge, $245,333; 4. Tyler 300-400 pounds $187-188,
Waguespack, $231,277; 5. 400-500 pounds $166.50-177,
Kyle Irwin, $194,819.
500-600 pounds $153-168,
Team roping (header): 1. 600-700 pounds $140-151,
Erich Rogers, $265,417; 2. 700-800 pounds $140-149,
Kaleb Driggers, $254,471; 800-900 pounds $140.503. Riley Minor, $220,183; 4.
Luke Brown, $216,804; 5. 142.25, 1027 pounds $120.50.
Heifers: medium and large
Clay Smith, $197,556.
Team roping (heeler): 1. No. 1 300-400 pounds $168Cory Petska, $265,417; 2. 175, 400-500 pounds $145Junior Nogueira, $255,201; 166, 500-600 pounds $1403. Brady Minor, $220,183; 4. 156.50, 600-700 pounds $140Jake Long, $208,275; 5. Travis 146, 700-800 pounds $138146; medium and large No.
Graves, $202,688.
Saddle bronc riding: 1. 1-2 300-400 pounds $152-166,
Ryder Wright, $284,938; 2. 400-500 pounds $140-152,
Brody Cress, $282,287; 3. 500-600 pounds $135-141,
CoBurn Bradshaw, $274,577; 600-700 pounds $133-139,
4. Hardy Braden, $262,966; 5. 700-800 pounds $130-137,
Jacobs Crawley, $233,274.
984 pounds $116.

Cooper Takes All-Around; Sage
Kimzey Wins Fourth World Title

We Ship UPS

1-800-658-9374

lecting donkeys,’ she replied in
a frail voice, ‘but this is the first
time I’ve ever met a real one.’”
I am reminded of that story
every time someone tells me
about all the Facebook friends
they’ve collected. — www.
LeePittsbooks.com

Feeder and Stocker Cattle
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Bobby Brotherton
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Premium Beaverr
Custom Fit

2701 B East Highway 90 — Alpine, Texas 79830
We are on the road alot, if we’re not here Big Bend
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Spradley hat!

(Right Next To Big Bend Saddlery)
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Why Feed At CAL-TEX FEED YARD?
We Deliver Right To Your Ranch!

Family Owned and Managed
Small Enough For Individual Attention
Lots of Grain on Hand
Small or Large Pens - Will Feed Any Number of Cattle
Cheap Growing Ration For Heifers, Cows or Bulls
Plenty of Available Buyers For Fat Cattle
Contacts For Video Sales
Good Order Buyers
Just a Phone Call Away:

CAL-TEX FEED YARD
Gates
Hardware
Barbed Wire

800/527-0990

Net Wire
Metal Posts
Sheep Panels

Cattle Panels
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Fencing Crews

www.twinmountainfence.com

381 County Road 373
Trent, TX 79561
(325) 862-6111 Feed Yard
(325) 537-9355 Rex Bland
(325) 232-6498 Rosemary — Night
(325) 862-6159 Terry — Night
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December 21, 2017 weighing close to 1100 pounds
at $200 with three out at $175
per head; these will calve early
next year.
————————
55 YEARS AGO
Vann Cattle Co., Fort Worth,
sold 400 steer yearlings
Looking Backward Through The has
expected to weigh about 675
pounds at $24.35 for May 1
Livestock Weekly Files . . .
Frank Robinson of Panhandle delivery to a Arizona feedlot.
65 YEARS AGO
————————
Parks Livestock of Stinnett, at $22.50, trucked 10 miles and Tom Cobb of Claude, Texas,
Texas, sold 25 feeder steers shrunk three percent. These sold 350 steer yearlings weighweighing 979 pounds at were shipped December 9, ing near 650 pounds at $27.50
$19.50 and 15 head weighing weighed 751 pounds, and went and delivered them last week
949 at $16.50 at Kansas City to Illinois feeders.
to an Amarillo buyer.
————————
last week.
————————
60
YEARS
AGO
————————
Triplett
Feeding Co., BoBrillhart and sons of Perry- Ernest Knott of Clovis, vina, sold two loads of fed
ton, Texas, sold 22 steer calves N.M., bought 85 cutback cows,
heifers averaging 945 pounds
weighing 420 pounds at $24 tip horned and thin, weighing
at $26.50 f.o.b. the lots, deand 44 heifers weighing 423 at 720 pounds at $11.25 cwt.
livered last week to Walter
from
Hank
Gowdy
of
Little$22, according to the Kansas
City Stock Yards Company. field, delivered off Gowdy’s Swearingen, buyer for the
ranch near Dell City, Texas. American Stores at Pueblo.
————————
————————
————————
Dee Graham of Amarillo
WW
Cattle Co., Dalhart,
Gene
Cluck
of
Gruver
sold
bought three loads of choice
Hereford yearling steers from 210 steers weighing 803 pounds sold 67 fed steers weighing
Cambern Cattle Company, at $22.25 to Colorado feeders, 1095 pounds at $27.75 f.o.b.
the lots to a Denver packer and
Pampa, Texas, for shipment delivered last Saturday.
delivered them this week.
————————
to Michigan feeders this week
————————
Charles
Merriman
of
Crowat $23.50 cwt., to be trucked
50 YEARS AGO
nine miles and shrunk three ell recently sold and delivered
Robert
Wheeless of San An50
Angus
cows
at
$210
and
percent. They were estimated
to weigh about 725 pounds seven heifers at $150 per gelo bought 400 Hereford, Anand were to be loaded at White head to Minor Alexander of gus and black baldface heifer
short yearlings weighing 470
Abilene, Texas.
Deer, Texas.
pounds at $23.50 from Harkey
————————
————————
Graham also bought two R.L. Barrow of Clovis sold Cattle Co., Sweetwater, this
loads of good yearlings from 23 choice Angus stocker cows week and shipped them to a
Cornbelt feedlot.
————————
Cotton
McDade of El Paso
Quality Made To Measure
bought, for shipment on Ne• From Wax Calf To Exotics • For Ranch Or Office
• Reasonable Prices
braska order, 750 good HerFor More Information:
eford steer calves weighing
Write: PO Box 14 • Tucumcari, NM 88401
351 pounds at $31.50; also,
Or Come By: 6520 Quay Rd AR • Tucumcari, NM
on Kansas order, 247 good
Or Call: 575/461-1889
Website: www.cowpuncherboots.com Email: bishops@plateautel.net
Hereford heifer calves weighing 307 at $25.50.
————————
Leroy Russell of San Angelo
Highway 281 North — Stephenville, Texas
bought about 1050 mixed
blackface lambs weighing
BABY CALVES
about 58 pounds at $23.50
Currently Selling 150+ Head Each Sale Day
late last week in the San AnBeef Cross: $300-350
gelo area to put on grain fields
Holstein Bulls: $35-60
Jersey Heifers: $75-200
and pastures.
Holstein Heifers: $75-175
Jersey Bulls: $3.50-$40
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Wednesday — Dairy Sales @ 1 P.M. • Stocker Sales @ 2 P.M.
Troy or Cheryl Moore: 800/343-0565 or 254/967-1950

OVERHEAD FEED TANKS
All 10 Gauge Metal
Heavy Angle Structure

CATTLE CALL
J J SIRENS REMOTE
CONTROL
&

• Made in a Texas machine shop from cast
aluminum.
• Most heavy duty cattle call made.
• Continuous duty cycle — no need to let cool
down.
• Installation kit available.
• Two year warranty, but siren can be repaired if
there is ever a problem.

Sales & Service

Jimmy & Jana Grisham
201 CR 138 — Old Glory, Texas 79540

940/989-3651 Night 940/200-0221
J&JSirens.com

972-740-4831

bought from Bryan Close, Shamrock, 72 Okie steer yearlings
weighing 525 pounds at $39.
————————
35 YEARS AGO
Rocksprings Wool & Mohair Co. sold 17,000 pounds of
fall kid hair at prices ranging
from $7.063 to $7.153.
————————
T-4 Cattle Co., Montoya,
N.M., sold to a Texas packer 240
cut cows, 3-10 years old, averaging 970 pounds at $33.50.
————————
Willie Gallegos, Logan,
N.M., sold to a local buyer
about 140 Hereford heifer and
steer calves weighing 500 and
525 pounds at $53 and $64.
————————
Colorado Beef Producers,
Lamar, Colo.: 170 heifers, 950
lbs., 70% choice, $58.50.
————————
JB Cattle Co., Abilene, sold
on a delivered basis to Kansas
buyers 120 No. 1 Okie steer
calves weighing 405 pounds
at $69.50, also 140 No. 1 Okie
steer calves weighing 458 at
$68; to California buyers 220
crossbred steer calves weighing 458 at $65.75, also 180
crossbred steers weighing 562
at $63.50.
————————
30 YEARS AGO
Cattle and calves on feed
December 1 in the seven
monthly reporting states totaled
8.41 million head, the USDA announced this week. This number
is up seven percent from a year
and two years ago.
————————
USDA figures show Texas
had 2,340,000 head of cattle
on feed December 1, up seven
percent from a year ago.
————————
Hitch Feeders No. 1, Hooker, Okla.: 1705 steers, 11001200 lbs., 65% choice, $66.50;
226 heifers, 1050 lbs., 65%
choice, $65.50.
————————
Caprock Industries, Gruver,
sold out of their Lockney
feedyard: 92 heifers, 1000 lbs.,
70% choice, $65.25.
————————
Bill Porter, Lebanon, Tenn.,
sold on a delivered basis the
following No. 1½ steers and

bulls; one load weighing 282
pounds at $95 to South Texas,
one load weighing 350 at $91
and one load weighing 425 at
$85, both to Central Texas;
and one load of No. 2 heifers
weighing 365 at $70 delivered
to Oklahoma.
————————
25 YEARS AGO
Approximately 200,000
pounds of feedlot lamb wools
sold recently at 50-75 cents
grease f.o.b. the Ballinger
warehouse.
————————
Texas Animal Health Commission records show 303,837
cattle came into Texas from
other states during November, while 152,733 head were
shipped out; 14,967 sheep
came in, 10,135 head went out.
————————
Henry Echeverry of Rupert,
Idaho reports Echeverry Sheep
Co. sold 1400 yearling ewes
last month for $93 per head to
a Utah customer.
————————
San Angelo Feed Yards, San
Angelo: 400 steers, 1000 lbs.,
$76; 150 Holstein steers, 1025
lbs., $73.
————————
H&H Feedlot, Roscoe: 65
heifers, 750 lbs., $77.50.
————————
Cal-Tex Feed Yard, Trent:
190 heifers, 1050 lbs., $79.
————————
20 YEARS AGO
Ty Jones Cattle Co., Canyon, bought in the Texas Panhandle for January delivery 280
No. 1 Okie and crossbred heifers
to weigh 725 pounds at $75.
————————
Bob Stallman was re-elected
to his fifth one-year term as
president of the Texas Farm
Bureau during the closing session of the organization’s 64th
annual meeting in Arlington.
————————
Total red meat production
under federal inspection last
week was estimated at 819
million pounds, 3.6 percent
less than a week earlier and .7
percent less than a year ago.
————————
Feeder cattle imported from
Mexico into the United States
reached 616,000 head last week,

KOLSTER WELDING D & M Outdoor Power Equipment
See At: 1024 North Bell
San Angelo, Texas

• Remote Activation Of Siren
• Works Up To Five Miles
• Works With Any Cattle Call Siren
“It Works Great With My J&J Siren.”
“It’s Like Hiring Another Hand.”
“It Was Simple To Install And Simple To Use.”
“It Paid For Itself The First Time I Used It.”
— Satisfied Customers —

Jim Taylor of Stratford sold
160 Hereford, Angus and a few
black baldface steers weighing
690 pounds last Saturday at
$24.75 and delivered them this
week to an Amarillo buyer.
————————
45 YEARS AGO
Boyd Colbert, Clovis,
bought in that area 250 Okie
heifers and 200 similar steers
expected to weigh 550 and 570
pounds at $40 and $43 for Jan.
1 delivery.
————————
Lloyd Patterson, Weinert,
Texas, reportedly sold to an
Amarillo buyer about 200
Hereford, Angus, and black
baldface steers expected to
weigh 900-950 pounds at $40
for May delivery.
————————
John Womack, Canyon,
bought and received Dec. 9 in
the Oklahoma City, Okla. area
90 Holstein steers weighing
about 800 pounds at $37.50
delivered price.
————————
Gordon Montague, Plainview, bought and received this
week in the Amarillo area 115
Hereford heavy springer cows,
7-10 years old weighing about
1000 pounds at $300 per head.
————————
40 YEARS AGO
Doc Hagan, Yoakum, sold
out of the local area 350 No. 1
crossbred steers weighing 725
pounds at $41.50, also 417 No.
1½-2 steers weighing 675 at $40.
————————
Davidson Feed Pens, Pecos,
bought in Central Texas 159
No. 1 Okie heifers weighing
334 pounds at $35.61 f.o.b. the
feedlot.
————————
Jarboe-Lackey Feedlot, Parsons, Kan., bought in that area
150 No. 1 Okie steers weighing 750 pounds at $39.50
and 146 No. 1 feeder heifers
weighing 580 at $35.80.
————————
Joe Rountree, Wellington,

325/895-1949 • 325/895-1521

Providing Top Quality, Comprehensive Service And
Repair To All Makes Of ATVs And Utility Vehicles
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801 Knickerbocker Road — San Angelo, Texas

325/486-9308

www.RanchRemotes.com

Made In Prosper, Texas

TY JONES CATTLE CO.
Bonded Buyers & Sellers
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Or Future Delivery

KADDATZ

AUCTIONEERING & FARM EQUIPMENT
www.kaddatzequipment.com
535 HCR 4223, Hillsboro, TX • 254-582-3000 • akaddatz@yahoo.com

“Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up.” Galatians 6:9
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JAMES GWINN, OWNER

(806) 622-0868 Office
FAX: (806) 622-1564

Call: 806/348-7316
After 5 p.m. Call: 806/469-5272

Keith Parrott, Owner
806/777-8513
Wendell Trammell, Manager
806/231-6483
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806/654-2965

Livestock Auction
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CATTLE SALES
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806/373-7464 Office
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up from 395,000 head during the
same period a year ago.
————————
Slaughter ewes were mostly
steady at Midwest terminals
but stronger in Texas markets.
Ewe exports to Mexico last
week totaled 7846 head. The
total for the year to date is
261,981 compared to 249,945
for the same period a year ago.
————————
15 YEARS AGO
The Texas Animal Health
Commission reports 267,907
head of cattle entering Texas from other states during
November and 71,598 head
leaving the state. Sheep inshipments came to 7963 head,
out-shipments 1393 head.
————————
A severe drouth ravaging
most of Australia’s rural sector
will slash farm exports by 13
percent this fiscal year, hurting
the incomes of most farmers and slowing the nation’s
economic growth, the government’s economic forecaster
has said.
————————
Domestic wool trading remains slow, mostly due to limited remaining supplies as the
season comes to a close. Texas
reported 120,000 pounds and
Colorado 25,000 pounds, original bag, bellies out and untied.
————————
The Texas Cattle Feeders
Association counted a little
more than 22,000 head of fed
selling in their trade area at
$72 and captives added another
35,100 head; the live showlist
began the week at 50,536.
————————
Fat lambs in San Angelo weighing 90-135 pounds
brought $83-90, a few at $94,
and 70-90 pounds $90-99.
Goldthwaite called 90-125
pound fats $79-87 and 4080 pounds $90-99. Midwest
markets moved shorn fats for
$83-87.35, 110-120 pound
wooled lambs $78-83.
————————
10 YEARS AGO
Total red meat production
under federal inspection last
week was estimated at 1003.4
million pounds, 1.3 percent
less than the previous week
and 5.8 percent below last
year. Cumulative meat production for the year to date was 2.4
percent above last year.

In direct trade, 2300 slaughter lambs weighing 130-145
pounds brought $92.15-98.
Eastern Cornbelt lambs, choice
and prime weighing 90-110
pounds, sold for $89, 110-130
pounds $88, and good and
choice 60-90 pounds $105.
————————
Goat meat imports for the
week ending November 3 totaled 53 metric tons, 37 from
Australia and 16 from New
Zealand. Goat slaughter under
federal inspection for the week
ending December 1 totaled
11,716 head.
————————
The Texas Cattle Feeders
Association counted 38,875
head of fed cattle on area
showlists, down 391 head from
last week. Captives were up
4584 head, however, at 42,464.
————————
Joplin, Mo., called 4000
head of feeder cattle $5-10
lower than the last sale two
weeks ago. A roundup of four
Florida auctions with 2708
head between them was steady,
and La Junta, Colo. was generally steady on 2698 head.
————————
5 YEARS AGO
JCO Livestock LP, Montalba, Texas, sold on a delivered basis to a West Texas
buyer two loads of No. 1 Okie
and one-eighth ear cutting
bulls weighing 594 pounds at
$143.33 and a load of similar
bulls weighing 538 at $149.17;
to an Oklahoma buyer one load
of No. 1 Okie and quarter cross
cutting bulls weighing 637 at
$144.65; to a Texas Panhandle
feedyard 11 loads of No. 1½
Okie and quarter cross heifers
weighing 723 at $136.75.
————————
The Texas Cattle Feeders
Association counted 19,931
head of fed cattle on area

showlists, up 1263 from last
week. Formulas were down
7261 head at 64,157.
————————
Fredericksburg reported
selection 1 20-40 pound kid
goats at $180-240, 40-60
pounds $180-240 and 60-80
pounds $175-235. Nannies
were $80-125, muttons $130170 and billies $125-160.
————————
Joplin, Mo. sold 4701 head
$2-5 higher on calves and
steady to $2 higher on yearlings. La Junta, Colo. receipts
came to 2654 head. Pickings
were slim in Texas; Amarillo
found a higher undertone on
819 head and Industry was $2-5
higher on 880 head. Three Rivers sold 1161 head but called
no trend and Crockett was $5-8
higher on 900 head.
————————
San Angelo’s feeder lamb
market had medium and large
1-2 lambs weighing 90-115
pounds at $93-95 and medium
and large 2 90-100 pounds
$85. Hamilton wool lambs
weighing 20-40 pounds were
$180-220.

Imported Meat Totals
36,066 Metric Tons
DES MOINES, Iowa —
(USDA) — Imported meat for
the week ending December 9
totaled 36,066 metric tons. The
following figures represent
metric tons.
Totals included the following: Australia 6372, Brazil
632, Canada 15,538, Chile
689, Costa Rica 227, Croatia
two, Denmark 716, France
four, Germany 13, Honduras
37, Hungary five, Ireland 237,
Israel 67, Italy 203, Japan four,
Mexico 3670, Netherlands
146, New Zealand 2198, Nicaragua 847, North Ireland 25,

Poland 1154, San Marino 15,
Spain 303, United Kingdom
118, and Uruguay 499.
Fresh beef totaled 15,234
with Australia 4405, Canada
4874, Costa Rica 227, Honduras 37, Ireland 48, Japan four,
Mexico 3078, New Zealand
1280, Nicaragua 847, and
Uruguay 434. Processed beef
totaled 1223, including Australia 58, Brazil 475, Canada
546, Mexico 42, New Zealand
47, and Uruguay 55.
Fresh pork totaled 9776
with Brazil 157, Canada 6999,
Chile 24, Denmark 505, Ireland 189, Mexico 319, Netherlands 108, North Ireland
25, Poland 1061, Spain 269,
and United Kingdom 118.
Processed pork totaled 1606,
including Canada 964, Croatia
two, Denmark 211, France
four, Germany 13, Hungary
five, Italy 203, Mexico 70,
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higher, Dorper lambs $5 higher,
light kid goats higher, heavier
kids steady. Sheep and goat receipts totaled 3404 head.
Sheep: No. 1 wool lambs
40-60 pounds $200-280, 6080 pounds $195-280; slaughter lambs 45-80 pounds $160315, 90-140 pounds $105200; Barbado lambs 40-60
pounds $180-265; Dorper
cross lambs 40-60 pounds
$180-315, 60-80 pounds
$160-295; slaughter ewes
$30-120; bucks $70-125.
Goats: No. 1 Boer cross kids
20-40 pounds $250-385, 4060 pounds $240-310, 60-80
pounds $200-275; muttons
$200-275; Angora kids $200275; lower quality kids $130Fredericksburg Kid
180; packer nannies $60-150;
stocker nannies $150-235;
Goats Steady To Up
FREDERICKSBURG — Angora nannies $50-110; Boer
(Dec. 19) — Wool lambs were cross billies $140-235.

Netherlands eight, Poland 93,
and Spain 34.
Lamb totaled 2091 with
Australia 1532, Canada 11,
New Zealand 539, and Uruguay 10. Veal totaled 537,
including Australia 17, Canada
182, Netherlands 30, and New
Zealand 308.
Goat meat imports totaled
148 with Australia 147 and
New Zealand two. Mutton totaled 237, including Australia
214 and New Zealand 23.
Poultry totaled 2788 with
Canada 1881, Chile 665, Israel
67, Mexico 160, and South
Korea 15.

Claudia Parker & Sister’s “East Pasture Mill”
Solar System
East Of Segovia, Texas

We Meet NRCS
Funded Specifications

30% SOLAR TAX
CREDIT AVAILABLE

Ronnie Sauer
103 South Divide • Eldorado, Texas 76936

Southwest Texas Solar

325/853-1000 • 325/650-9500

www.swtxsolar.com

JCO Livestock LP

Bonded Livestock Dealer

Montalba, Texas

800/335-2510

• Country Cattle Available •
Jay Davis — 972/965-3237
Justin Hill — 903/752-2379

Poly Pipe Installation
Let us bid on your water line project.

Like us on
Facebook!

P.O. Box 38 * 2701 E. Hwy 90
Alpine, Tx 79831

Get Organized in 2018 with a new
Day Planner
The perfect blend
of scheduling
and notes space!
Hardcover planner covered with
saddle leather.
Plain, Basket, &
Carlos Border
Stamp

Faxx 432.837.7278
432.837.7278

800.634.4502
800
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00

We can install 1” up to 4” HDPE poly pipe with our dozer and specialized plow. Our equipment is capable of burying pipe up to 5’ deep without trenching first. Ripping in poly pipe
is a fast and economical way to get water distributed where it needs to go. HDPE pipe is a
permanent and freeze proof solution to corroded or leaky pipelines that will give decades
of trouble free service. There’s not a better way to build a new ranch water system. We
can even bury poly pipe that has been previously laid on top of the ground. Call Symco to
design, price, and install your complete water system anywhere in Texas.

Concrete Tanks & Troughs
Monolithic Pour, No Joints In Concrete — Brass Plumbing — 3/8” Grade 60 Rebar
Six Sack Concrete — Specifications Meet Or Exceed NRCS/EQUIP Requirements
6” Wall & 6” Floor — Customize To Fit Your Needs — Swimming Pool Options
Concrete Storage Tanks
5’ Deep x 30’ Diameter — 25,000 Gallon Capacity
5’ Deep x 20’ Diameter — 11,000 Gallon Capacity

Concrete Water Troughs
1’ Deep x 2’ Wide x 10’ to 20’ Rectangle
2’ x 10’ and 2’ x 20’ Round

Symco Structural, Inc.
San Angelo and Sterling City, Texas
Ross McCrea — 325/277-0320
www.symcotexas.com

www.bigbendsaddlery.com
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December 21, 2017 which involved a 200-year
management system.
“They started planting six
trees for every one harvested,”
Vincent said. “What most
don’t realize is that there are
more trees now than at the turn
family came west from Mis- of the 19th century.”
souri in the 1850s. Some
Their plan has been so suclanded in eastern Oregon cessful, he said, that the World
and became ranchers; oth- Commission on Forestry studers moved to Montana and ies the area to learn what’s
became involved in logging worked and what hasn’t.
and ranching.
That reforestation effort
“The ecosystem that I live originally gave families in
in is shared with a bunch of the logging business great
charismatic megafauna that hope for the future — until
America is in love with — the conflict industry arrived
bears, elk, and moose — those on the scene. Vincent opined
kind of things,” said Vincent. that the conflict industry was
The town of Libby was actu- essentially born out of the fact
ally started by timber barons, that today’s society has time
who he says really did “cut and money.
and run,” a practice which was “For city folk, that time and
acceptable at the time.
money is spent on a two-week
“It was acceptable because at vacation to the rural countrythat time as a society we were side to commune with nature.
very committed to subduing They’re falling in love with the
the wilderness and civilizing very things we love about where
the continent,” he explained. we live — clean air, clean wa“They were pretty rough; it ter, abundant wildlife. Those
was rough on the ground and are things that they thought
rough on people, but it was the had been lost,” said Vincent.
way they did business. It’s not This first-time view for
the same anymore.”
many turns into a passion to
In the 1920s the timber protect and save.
barons realized that if they “I don’t blame them. I want
wanted the forest to be around to save it, too.”
for the long term, they needed Where Vincent and his felto figure a way to stay in one low loggers went astray when
place. The solution, they real- the conflict industry came to
ized, was to plant trees, and town was in wrongly assuming
that led to the development of that if these city folks wanted
a sustainable forestry program to save nature, truth was on
their side.
“What we learned the hard
way is that the public’s truth is
not defined by our reality; it’s
defined by the public’s perception of reality,” said Vincent.
“They’ve been taught that
nature is benign and good and
that man is inherently evil and
the destroyer of the environment. We’ve had 50 years of
that stuff.”
Part of the problem, he
pointed out, is that the public
doesn’t know a lot about for-

Logger Offers Thoughts On How
To Combat “Conflict Industry”
By Colleen Schreiber
DENVER — Bruce Vincent,
a third generation logger from
Libby Montana, a town of about
2800 in the northwestern part of
the state, offered some thoughts
during a webinar earlier this fall
on how those in agriculture can
counteract the influence that the
“conflict industry” is having on
today’s consumers.
The webinar was sponsored
by the National Cattlemen’s
Beef Association.
Vincent is no stranger to
the conflict industry. His family’s life and those of fellow
loggers was turned upside
down during the spotted owl
controversy. Vincent Logging
was started by his parents and
ultimately grew to include 65
other families.
“Right now we only operate
with the consent of the public,” said Vincent. “We have
what is called a ‘social license’, and that social license
was debated starting about 30
years ago. We lost that debate.
That’s where I learned about
the conflict industry and what
we were doing right, and what
we were doing wrong.”
He started his comments
with some family and logging
industry history. Vincent’s

estry. For centuries the forests
were managed with fire. When
the fires were stopped, the
result was an overpopulated,
unhealthy forest. Unhealthy
trees, he explained, attract
unwanted insects. One in
particular is the northern pine
beetle, which has killed off
millions of acres of trees.
“We now have 193 million acres of federally owned
timberland in the West that is
overstocked and unhealthy,”
said Vincent. “It doesn’t need
to be that way.”
He added that fire is a natural phenomenon and a good
thing for a forest when it stays
on the ground. The problem is
that the fire is not staying on
the ground. Instead, it climbs
up the trees that should have
been removed and gets into the
canopy, and instead of being a
stand-regenerating fire, it becomes a stand-destroying fire.
“This year 1.2 million acres
of Montana forests burned
up. That was a bad summer
for the habitat, for the elk, the
moose, and grizzly bears,” he
remarked. “It was a bad summer for the watersheds and a
bad summer for tourism.”
Because of the public’s notion that the loggers were destroying the environment, the
activists began filing lawsuits
against them, initially using
the Endangered Species Act to
further their cause. Their effort
was helped along by the Equal
Access to Justice Act, passed
during the Carter administration and originally meant to
help Vietnam veterans sue the
Veterans Administration.
It was modified during the
Reagan administration, Vincent said, to include groups
representing individuals, “and
the environmental conflict
industry was started. They
learned they could sue the
federal government on forest
management and have their
attorneys paid.”
They held the first environ-

mental law conference at the
University of Oregon, he said,
and 1200 attorneys showed up.
That was when they came up
with the solution to stop logging, and that solution was the
spotted owl.
“Because of their efforts,
we’re now crossing a thin
line between environmental
sensitivity and environmental
insanity in our rural areas,”
Vincent told listeners. “And
timber is no longer alone …
now your social license and the
rest of rural America, whether
it is in mining or fishing or
farming, your social license is
being debated at kitchen tables
around the country.”
Laws such as the Clean Air
Act, the Clean Water Act and
the Endangered Species Act
were all well-intentioned, Vincent said, but over the years
they’ve been “bastardized
through regulatory regimes
and through judicial acts until
they don’t even resemble what
they were supposed to be.”
Early on, he said, the leaders of the movement found
a way to “hijack” the social
movement and turn it into an
industry completely dependent
upon crisis and conflict and
making money. They learned
how to use social media to
their advantage to control and
manipulate the message. For
example, Vincent said, they
used these tools to offer the
American public choices.
One choice in the case of the
timber industry was portrayed
by showing a picture of a clear
cut while touting their propaganda, and the other option to
save the forest by showing a
pristine mountain scene with
a babbling brook.
“Every industry is treated
the same. Talk to what oil
looks like and they’ll begin
by talking about dead black
birds in the dead black filth,”
said Vincent. “The BP oil spill
is oil, and the guy who doesn’t
like it stands in front of a white
sandy beach and all he wants
to do is save the earth, and
America gets to pick.”
Specific to agriculture, what
is often shown is the YouTube
video with the stumbling Holstein cow or perhaps a crop
duster spraying a field of
crops, and then in the next shot
a beautiful plate of food that is

said to be organic. The Humane
Society of America uses its own
tactics by showing a picture
of a cute, lovable puppy while
begging for money to save the
puppy from death.
“America gets to pick,” said
Vincent, “but it angers me
because those aren’t the only
two choices. Those are the two
extremes. It’s a fertile marketplace for the fearmongering of
the conflict industry. They’ve
learned how to sell that fear.”
Early on, after the logging industry realized they
had it wrong, that the truth
wasn’t on their side, they
wrongly assumed that the
pendulum would swing back
to the middle. When they realized that wasn’t happening,
they wrongly assumed that
the public would realize that
jobs mattered. In the case of
Montana, the timber industry
was the second largest industry
in the state. What they found
was that if those timber jobs
were wrongly assumed to be
costing others their clean air,
clean water and a stable environment, the logging jobs had
to go.
The timber industry hired
so-called experts who told
them to show the public all the
good things they made from
the harvesting of trees. They
spent $40 million on a “wood
is good campaign” that Vincent said completely missed
the mark.
When that didn’t work,
the timber industry began to
sue. They won a few of the
early lawsuits, but what they
didn’t realize until much later
was that they while they were
winning in the court of law,
they were losing in the court
of public opinion.
“Ultimately, the court of
public opinion defines the
court of law,” Vincent pointed
out.
So then the loggers took to
the streets.
“We had convoys and rallies,” he said. “We had 80
miles of logging trucks bottling up Interstate 5. We had
15,000 people in downtown
Seattle. That went on until
we figured out we were in the
third ring of a three-ring circus
and someone else was taking
the gate receipts. We were the
tip for the conflict industry

4 L Cattle Co.
Buyers and Sellers of All
Classes of Livestock
Vic Choate — 325/656-7657
P. O. Box 1521 — San Angelo, Texas 76902
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tab. Without even knowing it we
made the eco conflict industry
billions of dollars by participating in their business strategy.”
The timber industry finally
learned that when attacked
they had to deliver a response
that didn’t just feed the conflict
industry but rather one that
leads to a solution. They also
learned what led people to take
action for them and not the
conflict industry.
Vincent said for those being
demonized to win against the
conflict industry they have
to offer a human face to humanize the discussion. He
encouraged listeners to share
their story “over the backyard
fence” with their neighbors.
Before attempting to educate,
he said, empathy is needed.
“We have to understand
what they see as the real issues.
It doesn’t matter what we think
in the initial conversations
because they are the ones who
give us the consent to operate.”
He added that for agriculture
to maintain their social license,
consumers need to be convinced that they’re listening,
that those in agriculture respect and share their concerns,
and then that agriculture is part
of the answer to their concerns.
Then the education process can begin, Vincent said,
by owning and showcasing
the environmental initiatives
that those in agriculture are
involved in — the everyday
initiatives that result in clean
water and clean air and an
overall healthy environment,
and that focus on animal welfare practices that lead to
healthy and safe food.
“They want to be sure that
the beef they’re eating, for
example, came from a place
where the animals are treated
fairly,” said Vincent.
He also noted that when
educating the public, agriculture must communicate in
understandable English.
“We can’t throw white papers at them. They don’t understand that; we need to give
them answers in language they
can understand,” he stressed.
He encouraged listeners to
begin the educational effort
with local media and local

leaders, and that effort, he said,
needs to be led by local ambassadors, meaning local farmers
and ranchers.
“I would encourage each of
you to add one line for activism to your business plan,”
said Vincent. “Make maintaining your social license part of
doing business.”
Vincent concluded his remarks telling listeners that the
conflict industry has turned
away from their “save the forest” campaign because every
summer they “smell the smoke
of failure. It’s no longer a profit
center for the conflict industry.”
He opined that the profit
centers for the conflict industry
are now largely about anything
pertaining to water and animals,
particularly food animals.
However, on a positive note,
he also opined that the public
is ready for a new vision, “a
vision built on hope instead
of fear, on science instead of
emotion, on education instead
of litigation, resolution instead
of conflict, and employing
rather than destroying human
resources. We can deliver that
by not participating in the
conflict industry strategy and
building one of our own.”

Hamilton Lamb Prices
Reported $10 Higher
HAMILTON — Lambs
were $10 higher Monday, ewes
steady, kid goats steady, nannies $10 higher. Sheep and goat
receipts totaled 1737 head.
Steers were steady Tuesday, heifers $5 lower, packer
cows and bulls steady, bred
cows and pairs steady. Cattle
receipts totaled 118 head.
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Fredericksburg, Texas 78624
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All tanks coated in-side for potable water
and meet fire safety codes.

Custom Fabrication Work
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ENVIRONMENTAL CUSTOM
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Graham Auction Sells
1782 Head Of Cattle
GRAHAM — (Dec. 18) —
Cattle receipts totaled 1782 head.
Steers: under 300 pounds
$175-205, 300-400 pounds $160195, 400-500 pounds $160-190,
over 500 pounds $135-165.
Heifers: under 300 pounds
$155-175, 300-400 pounds $160180, 400-500 pounds $145-165,
over 500 pounds $130-150.
Slaughter cows: cows $4565; bulls $70-90.
Replacement cows: cows
and heifers $850-1200 per
head; cow-calf pairs $12001600 per pair.

Joplin Yearling Steer
Trend Steady To Lower
JOPLIN, Mo. — (USDADec. 18) — Steer calves were
steady to $5 lower, yearling
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steers steady to $3 lower,
heifer calves steady to $3
higher, yearling heifers steady.
Receipts totaled 5753 head.
Steers: medium and large
No. 1 342 pounds $210,
400-500 pounds $180-200,
500-600 pounds $157-181,
600-700 pounds $150-160,
700-800 pounds $148-155,
800-900 pounds $145-153.50,
901 pounds $155.25; medium
and large No. 1-2 280 pounds
$195, 300-400 pounds $180187, 400-500 pounds $170-190,
500-600 pounds $145-176, 600700 pounds $143-158, 700-800
pounds $146-151, 800-900
pounds $137-152, 900-1000
pounds $135-154.
Heifers: medium and large
No. 1 300-400 pounds $150156, 400-500 pounds $146-158,
500-600 pounds $140-158, 600700 pounds $136-148, 700-800
pounds $140-144, 800-900
pounds $131-140.50; medium
and large No. 1-2 300-400
pounds $142-152.50, 400-500
pounds $140-149, 500-600
pounds $131-142, 600-700
pounds $130-143, 700-800
pounds $129-136, 800-900
pounds $131-134.50.
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medium yielding $72-76, low
yielding $68-72.
Replacement cows: bred
cows, choice $1200-1350 per
head, good $850-1200; open
cows $650-875; cow-calf
pairs, choice $1250-1450 per
pair, good $925-1250.

Tank & Fabrication

THE SHUTTLE
BUGGY
Maintenance, Rust and Worry Free ...
Livestock and Wildlife Tanks
Fresh and Potable Water Tanks
Feed and Fertilizer Tanks

THREE RIVERS — (Dec.
18) — Lightweight calves
were steady, heavy calves and
yearlings $2-6 lower, packer
cows and bulls $4 higher. Receipts totaled 880 head.
Steers: choice 200-300
pounds $178-208, 300-400
pounds $154-178, 400-500
pounds $154-172, 500-600
pounds $138-162, 600-700
pounds $126-144, 700-800
p o u n d s $ 11 6 - 1 3 4 ; g o o d
200-300 pounds $136-178,
300-400 pounds $128-154,
400-500 pounds $124-154,
500-600 pounds $118-138,
600-700 pounds $110-126,
700-800 pounds $104-116.
Heifers: choice 200-300
pounds $144-188, 300-400
pounds $130-158, 400-500
pounds $130-148, 500-600
pounds $124-142, 600-700
pounds $118-130, 700-800
p o u n d s $ 11 2 - 1 2 2 ; g o o d
200-300 pounds $126-144,
300-400 pounds $114-130,
400-500 pounds $112-130,
500-600 pounds $106-124,
600-700 pounds $104-118,
700-800 pounds $96-112.
Slaughter cows: utility and
boners $56-64, fat breakers $52-58, canners $40-56;
bulls, high yielding $76-80,

NEW 2017 CHEVY SILVERADO 1500

Delivery Charge
Quoted Separately
All Tanks Coated,
Primered and Painted

• Complete Systems To Replace
Windmill Starting At $1995
• Up To 40,000+ Gallons Daily
And Depths To 820 Feet
• Sales And Service On All
Brands / Free Lifetime Support
• Free Shipping
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Light Three Rivers
Calf Market Steady

RAINE

10 Ton — $4000
15 Ton — $4500
20 Ton — $5000
25 Ton — $5500
30 Ton — $6000
35 Ton — $6500

830/431-1525

CALL TOLL FREE:

Sheep: Dorper and Dorper
cross lambs 20-40 pounds
$190-275, 40-70 pounds $185275, over 70 pounds $150220; Dorper and Dorper cross
ewes $85-175 per head, rams
$90-140 cwt.; wool lambs 4070 pounds $170-225, over 70
pounds $125-185; slaughter
ewes $75-100; Barbado lambs
$190-240, ewes $70-125 per
head, rams $75-350.
Goats: kids 20-40 pounds
$190-280, 40-70 pounds $190280, over 70 pounds $185235; slaughter nannies, thin
$50-70 per head, medium
$75-120, fleshy $125-200;
Boer and Boer cross replacement nannies, medium quality
$125-150 per head, choice
$160-200; slaughter billies
$150-220.
Steers: No. 1 200-300
pounds $175-190, 300-400
pounds $170-185, 400-500
pounds $150-165, 500-600
pounds $140-150, 600-700
pounds $130-140, over 700
pounds $125-135.
Heifers: No. 1 200-300
pounds $145-155, 300-400
pounds $135-145, 400-500
pounds $130-140, 500-600
pounds $125-135, 600-700
pounds $115-125, over 700
pounds $110-120.
Slaughter cows: high yielding $50-54, medium yielding
$42-49, low yielding $35-41;
bulls, high yielding $67-72,
low yielding $40-65.
Replacement cows: bred
cows, choice $900-1100 per
head, medium quality $700900, aged $700-850; cowcalf pairs, choice $1100-1300
per pair, medium quality
$850-1100.
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#442883, MSRP $47,010, Pkg Disc $750,
Rebate $5,000, Anson Disc $5,265

#146130, MSRP $44,395,
Anson Disc $2,400

NEW 2017 CHEVY SILVERADO 1500

NEW 2018 CHEVY SILVERADO 2500

LTZ, Silver Ice Metallic, Crew Cab, Z71, 4x4

EMPLOYEE
PRICING!

WT, Summit
mmit White, Crew Cab,, 4x4, Duramax 6.6L V8 Diesel,
Spray-Inn Liner

*
AVAILA
2 000 TRADE IN ALLOWANCE AVAILABLE* $2,000
00 TRADE IN ALLOWANCE AVAILABLE
SAVE
SAVE
SALE
SALE
OFF
OFF
PRICE $45,995 $7,875 MSRP
PRICE $52 ,500 $3,105 MSRP

$ ,

#460757, MSRP $53,870,
Rebate $2,500, Anson Disc $5,375

#143305, MSRP $55,605,
Anson Disc $3,105

ASK US ABOUT GMC TRADE ALLOWANCE!
NEW 2017 GMC SIERRA 2500HD
Cardinal Red, Reg Cab, 4x4

$ ,

ALLOWANCE
AVAILABLE *

ALLOWANCE
AVAILABLE *

36,795

Summit White, Crew Cab, 4x4

2TRADE
000
IN

2TRADE
000
IN

$ ,

SALE
PRICE $

NEW 2018 GMC SIERRA 2500HD

SAVE

MSRP
4 700OFF

$ ,

#387882, MSRP $41,495,
REBATE $2,500, ANSON DISC $2,200

NEW 2017 GMC YUKON DENALI
Sparkling Silver Metallic, Open Road Pkg

SALE
PRICE $

40,995

SAVE

MSRP
3 310OFF

$ ,

#173148, MSRP $44,305,
REBATE $1,000, ANSON DISC $2,310

NEW 2018 GMC SIERRA 2500HD
Summit White, Crew Cab, 4x4, Z71, SLE, Duramax
6.6L V8 Turbo Diesel

OFFER
ENDS $ ,
12-18
TRADE IN

2 000

Seven-ton capacity, 11 hp Honda motor
with blower, 25 ft. stainless steel hose, 400
pounds per minute. Lights, brakes, fenders,
adjustable 2-5/16” hitch, jack, sight glass,
coated inside, Sherwin Williams paint on the
outside. 2824 CFM — $9000; 2293 CFM —
$8000; 1392 CFM — $7500.

903/945-2484 • 831/262-2270
We Deliver Anywhere And
FREE Delivery In Most Cases

ALLOWANCE
AVAILABLE *

SALE
PRICE $

59,995 $12 610
SAVE

,

OFF
MSRP

#340281, MSRP $72,605,
REBATE $6,667, ANSON DISC $5,943

61,995

SALE
PRICE $

SAVE

MSRP
5 340 OFF

$ ,

#101795, MSRP $67,335,
REBATE $1,000, ANSON DISC $4,340

Anson: 325-673-4511 • Toll Free: 800-822-3261
(*) Must own a ’99 or newer GMC Model to qualify See dealer for details.
All financing with approved credit. Prices + TT&L + fees. Offers expire 12/31/17
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. . . COMING UP
December 22-26 — Offices of the
Livestock Weekly will be closed
from Dec. 22 through the Monday
following Christmas Day.
December 25-January 2 — Closed
For Christmas Vacation, Producers Livestock Auction, San Angelo, Texas. FMI: 325/653-3371
December 30 — Special Stocker
Cow Sale, Tri-County Livestock
Market Inc., New Summerfield,
Texas. FMI: 903/726-3291; www.
tricountyls.net
January 1 — The Livestock Weekly
offices will be closed Monday,
January 1. FMI: 800/284-5268.
January 4 — First Cattle Sale For
2018 — Producers Livestock

December 21, 2017

Auction, San Angelo, Texas. FMI:
325/653-3371
January 8 — Special Stocker and
Feeder Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction, Mason, Texas. 325/3725159; www.jordancattle.com
January 11 — Special Stocker &
Feeder Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction, San Saba, Texas. 325/3725159; www.jordancattle.com
January 11 — Premium Weaned
Calf Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction,
San Saba, Texas. 325/372-5159;
www.jordancattle.com
January 13 — Texas AgriLife Wool
And Mohair Workshop, San
Angelo, Texas. FMI: Dr. Reid
Redden 325/653-4576.
January 12- February 3 — Fort
Worth Stock Show and Rodeo.
FMI: 800/433-5747.
January 18 — Special Bull Sale
Featuring Pat Griswold Ranch
Bulls, , Jordan Cattle Auction,
San Saba, Texas. 325/372-5159;
www.jordancattle.com
January 20 — West Texas Boys
Ranch, Ranch Ball featuring

Asleep At The Wheel, Wells
Fargo Pavilion, San Angelo,
Texas. FMI: 325/949-1936.
January 24-February 18 — San
Angelo Stock Show and Rodeo.
FMI: 325/653-7785.
January 27 — January Replacement
Female Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction, San Saba, Texas. 325/3725159; www.jordancattle.com
January 28 — Premium Whiteface
Replacement Female Sale, Fort
Worth, Texas. FMI: 817/831-3161
January 31-February 2 — NCBA
Convention and Trade Show,
Phoenix, Arizona. FMI: 303/6940305
February 1 — Special Stocker and
Feeder Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction, San Saba, Texas. 325/3725159; www.jordancattle.com
February 3 — Rio Grand Classic
Invitational All Breed Bull, El
Paso, Texas. 915/858-0590;
www.riograndclassic.com
February 6 — Noble Foundation
Scholars in Agriculture application deadline for summer 2018;
FMI: Amy Hays, 580/224-6521.
noble.org

February 8 — Special Bull Offering Featuring Schumann Angus
Ranch and Texas Stardance
Hereford Bull Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction, San Saba, Texas.
325/372-5159; www.jordancattle.
com
February 10 — Bradley 3 Ranch
Ltd. Annual Bull Sale, Estelline,
Texas. FMI: 806/888-1062
February 13-14 — San Antonio
Livestock Show All Breeds Sale.
FMI: 210/648-5475, 210/524-9697
February 15 — Special Bull Sale
Featuring Martin-Bruni Cattle
Company, Jordan Cattle Auction,
San Saba, Texas. 325/372-5159;
www.jordancattle.com
February 24 — Early Spring Replacement Female Sale, Jordan
Cattle Auction, San Saba, Texas.
325/372-5159; www.jordancattle.
com
February 27-Mar. 3 — World Brangus Congress, Houston, Texas.
gobrangus.com
February 28 — Houston Livestock
Show And Rodeo’s All Breeds
Sales, Houston, Texas. FMI:
979/482-2018.

March 1 — Special Stocker & Feeder Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction,
San Saba, Texas. 325/372-5159;
www.jordancattle.com
March 1 — Premium Weaned Calf
Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction, San
Saba, Texas. 325/372-5159;
www.jordancattle.com
March 2 — Spring Catalog Horse
Sale, Paris Livestock Horse
Auction, Paris, Texas. FMI: Scott
Campbell — 903/724-4776
March 3 — South Texas Cattle Marketing’s Cattlemans Opportunity
Female Sale, Nixon Livestock
Auction, Nixon, Texas. FMI: Lew
Thompson — 830/334-8227;
830/965-3058; www.southtexascattlemarketing.com
March 8 — Special Bull Offering Featuring Cattleman’s Kind
Black Simmental and SimAngus
Bulls, Jordan Cattle Auction,
San Saba, Texas. 325/372-5159;
www.jordancattle.com
March 13 — 12th Annual McKenzie
Bull Sale, Fort Stockton, Texas.
FMI: 915/637-3845, 432/5536670.
March 15 — Special Replacement

Female Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction, San Saba, Texas. 325/3725159; www.jordancattle.com
March 15 — McKellar Angus Production Sale, Mt. Pleasant, Texas. FMI: 630/675-6559.
March 17 — Doyle Hereford Ranch
Production Sale, Wolfe City,
Texas. FMI: 214/240-4538.
March 17 — Hales Angus Farms
Sale, Canyon, Texas. FMI:
806/488-2471.
March 20 — Flying S Herefords
Production Sale, Paluxy, Texas.
FMI: 214/533-9669.
March 22 — Special Bull Offering
Featuring J E Red Angus Ranch
Bulls, Jordan Cattle Auction,
San Saba, Texas. 325/372-5159;
www.jordancattle.com
March 23-25 — Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Convention, Ft. Worth, Texas. FMI:
817/332-7064.
April 5 — Special Bull Offering Featuring Knox Brothers Hereford
and Angus Bull Sale, Jordan
Cattle Auction, San Saba, Texas.
325/372-5159; www.jordancattle.
com
April 14 — 16th Annual Special “Best
Of The Best” Replacement Female Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction,
San Saba, Texas. 325/372-5159;
www.jordancattle.com
April 18 — Muleshoe Ranch Bull
Sale, Breckenridge, Texas. FMI:
254/559-9739.
April 19 — Special Bull Offering,
Jordan Cattle Auction, San Saba,
Texas. 325/372-5159; www.
jordancattle.com
May 5 — May Replacement Female
Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction, San
Saba, Texas. 325/372-5159;
www.jordancattle.com
May 10 — Special Stocker and
Feeder Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction, San Saba, Texas. 325/3725159; www.jordancattle.com
June 1 — Summer Catalog Horse
Sale, Paris Livestock Horse
Auction, Paris, Texas. FMI: Scott
Campbell — 903/724-4776
June 2 — June Replacement Female Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction,
San Saba, Texas. 325/372-5159;
www.jordancattle.com
June 4 — Special Stocker and
Feeder Sale, Jordan Cattle
Auction, Mason, Texas. 325/3725159; www.jordancattle.com
June 14 — Special Stocker and
Feeder Sale, Jordan Cattle Auction, San Saba, Texas. 325/3725159; www.jordancattle.com
June 15-16 — TSCRA summer
meeting, Marfa, Texas. FMI:
800/242-7820.
August 17-18 — Texas A&M AgriLife’s Fourth Texas Sheep and
Goat Expo, First Community
Federal Credit Union Spur Arena, San Angelo, Texas. FMI:
Steve Byrns — 325/653-4576;
s-byrns@tamu.edu or Marvin Ensor — 325/653-4576; m-ensor@
tamu.edu.
October 5 — Fall Catalog Horse
Sale, Paris Livestock Horse
Auction, Paris, Texas. FMI: Scott
Campbell — 903/724-4776

New Holland Kid Goats
Mostly $10-15 Higher
NEW HOLLAND, Penn. —
(USDA-Dec. 18) — Slaughter
kid goats were mostly $10-15
higher per head, slaughter nannies mostly steady to $10 higher
per head, slaughter bucks under
150 pounds mostly $10-30
higher per head, heavier bucks
sharply higher. Goat receipts
totaled 2999 head.
Slaughter goats: all sold
by the head; kids, selection 1
40-60 pounds $150-175, 6080 pounds $170-210, 80-100
pounds $185-225; selection
2 20-40 pounds $100-115,
40-60 pounds $130-155, 6080 pounds $155-180, 80-100
pounds $170-185; selection 3
40-60 pounds $115-135, 60-80
pounds $125-155; nannies,
selection 1 130-180 pounds
$200-245; selection 2 80-130
pounds $150-182; selection 3
50-80 pounds $95-120, 80-130
pounds $110-165, 130-180
pounds $170-185; billies,
selection 1 100-150 pounds
$260-325; selection 2 100-150
pounds $200-255; selection 3
80-100 pounds $130-170, 100150 pounds $185-220.
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ROSWELL LIVESTOCK AUCTION
900 North Garden

P. O. Box 2041

E-mail: rla@dfn.com
Announcing Our
New Webpage:
www.roswelllivestockauction.com

Roswell, New Mexico 88201

Cattle Sale — 9 A.M.

575/622-5580

575/623-5680 FAX
Benny Wooton

NEXT REGULAR SALE

Cell: 575/626-4754

Smiley Wooton

MONDAY, JANUARY 8

Cell: 575/626-6253
We sold 1704 head of cattle Monday, December 18 on an uneven market, with excellent buyer attendance. This is the top of the market and prices range down
from this according to quality, condition, and fill. Compared to last week: stocker calves: weaned - $4.00 to $6.00 higher; unweaned - $3.00 to $5.00 lower;
feeder cattle: $1.00 to $3.00 lower; packer cows and bulls: steady.
HEIFERS
STEERS
$175.00 To $204.00 300-400 Pounds
300-400 Pounds
$160.00 To $176.00
$158.00 To $170.00 400-500 Pounds
400-500 Pounds
$145.00 To $156.50
$147.00 To $155.50 500-600 Pounds
500-600 Pounds
$138.00 To $141.00
$139.00 To $146.50 600-700 Pounds
600-700 Pounds
$125.00 To $136.00
$129.00 To $138.00 700-800 Pounds
700-800 Pounds
$118.00 To $125.00
$ 52.00 To $ 59.50 Feeder Bulls
Packer Cows
$ 65.00 To $ 69.50
$ 48.00 To $ 50.00 Cow/Calf Pairs — Top Half
Canner & Cutter Cows
NOT WELL TESTED
$ 70.00 To $ 74.25 Bred Cows — Top Half
Packer Bulls
NOT WELL TESTED
STOCKER CALVES AND FEEDER YEARLINGS:
Wyatt Ranches of Texas, Realito, TX
3 blk strs
Berry Lucas, White City, NM
3 blk strs
Jason Able, Carlsbad, NM
3 blk strs
La Mansion De Sarita, Ft. Worth, TX
4 blk/red strs
Wyatt Ranches of Texas, Realito, TX
18 blk/red strs
Circle Bar Partnership, Balmorhea, TX 4 blk strs
Berry Lucas, White City, NM
8 blk strs
Kent Gillespie, Mayhill, NM
4 blk strs
Don Davis, Tularosa, NM
2 blk/red strs
Henry McDonald, Loving, NM
9 blk/red strs
Bruce Treadaway, Balmorhea, TX
5 blk & bmf strs
Robert Bamberg, Roswell, NM
4 blk strs
Becky Walker, Sierra Blanca, TX
4 blk strs
Casabonne Ranches, Hope, NM
13 blk/red strs
La Mansion De Sarita, Ft. Worth, TX
11 blk/red strs
El Capitan Ranch, Graham, TX
3 blk strs
Casabonne Ranches, Hope, NM
9 blk & bmf strs
J & K Vicente, Vaughn, NM
4 blk mxd strs
Casabonne Ranches, Hope, NM
39 blk & bmf strs
Wes or Karla Bruton, San Antonio, NM 4 char x strs
Wyatt Ranches or Texas, Realito, TX
7 blk mxd hfrs
W.I. Johnson, Lake Arthur, NM
4 bmf hfrs
Wyatt Ranches of Texas, Realito, TX
26 blk/red hfrs
W.I. Johnson, Lake Arthur, NM
7 blk mxd hfrs
Kent Gillespie, Mayhill, NM
4 blk hfrs
Berry Lucas, White City, NM
2 blk hfrs
Dee Don Bates, Mayhill, NM
2 blk hfrs
Circle Bar Partnership, Balmorhea, TX 16 blk/red hfrs
Gilbert Archuleta, Santa Fe, NM
8 mxd hfrs
Circle Bar Partnership, Balmorhea, TX 12 blk hfrs
Casabonne Ranches, Hope, NM
4 blk hfrs
Blue Springs Ranch, Carlsbad, NM
4 mxd hfrs

318#
288#
312#
375#
381#
399#
434#
468#
455#
504#
555#
568#
585#
618#
623#
643#
691#
781#
748#
778#
318#
336#
378#
404#
405#
438#
455#
460#
482#
526#
529#
609#

204.00
197.00
191.00
188.00
184.00
172.00
170.00
163.00
156.50
155.50
151.00
150.00
148.00
146.50
146.50
143.00
139.25
138.00
137.75
130.50
176.00
173.00
170.00
156.50
156.50
151.00
146.00
144.50
143.00
138.00
137.00
136.00

Pud Schneider, Ruidoso Downs, NM
Circle Bar Partnership, Balmorhea, TX
G & S Farms, Artesia, NM
G & S Farms, Artesia, NM
Pud Schneider, Ruidoso Downs, NM
PACKER COWS AND BULLS:
Gents Cattle Co., Roswell, NM
Gents Cattle Co., Roswell, NM
O Bar O Ranch, Nogal, NM
Baeza & Baeza Co., Van Horn, TX
2 T Cattle, Pecos, TX
Richardson Cattle Co., Carlsbad, NM
Lacy Read Mesa Rch LLC, Capitan, NM
Gents Cattle Co., Roswell, NM
STOCKER COWS:
Dee Don Bates, Mayhill, NM
Donald Carlson, Alamogordo, NM

3 blk hfrs
10 blk hfrs
4 mxd hfrs
11 blk/red hfrs
4 blk hfrs

587#
622#
718#
790#
654#

135.00
133.00
130.00
131.00
130.00

blk bull
red bull
red bull
2 brinmf cow
Char x cow
blk cow
bmf cow
3 mxd cows

1620#
1875#
1585#
1215#
1040#
1185#
1010#
1088#

74.25
74.25
73.75
59.50
58.75
58.50
56.00
55.75

blk bred cow
blk pair

1025.00
1175.00

HOLIDAY SCHEDULE
FIRST CATTLE SALE FOR 2018 – JANUARY 8
SPECIAL CONSIGNMENT FOR MONDAY,
JANUARY 8TH & JANUARY 15TH
900 CALVES – reputation set of ranch calves –
80% – 85% black/black whiteface calves out of mostly English
crossbred cows and excellent quality Angus bulls – weaned 60 to 90
days – BS Gold/7way Somnus at branding and weaning – PI Negative – medium condition – straightened out on grass and short
wheat – 400 to 600 pounds – approximately 450 calves each week.
ROSWELL LIVESTOCK AUCTION PRECONDITIONED CALF PROGRAM
The RLA Preconditioned Calf Program has been a great success.
Call Benny to see how you can get your calves enrolled.

ROSWELL LIVESTOCK AUCTION TRUCKING
For All Your Trucking Needs Contact:
Smiley Wooton: 575/626-6253
50’x102” Pots • Straight Decks • Flatbeds and Dry Box Vans

RECEIVING STATIONS

Producers hauling cattle to Roswell Livestock Auction Receiving Stations need to call our toll free number
for transportation permit number before leaving home. This number is answered 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Just ask for hauling permit number.

Toll Free Number: 1-800-748-1541
PECOS, TEXAS
For information to unload, Jason Heritage at
575-840-9544
Or Smiley Wooton at 575-626-6253
Receiving cattle every Sunday. No Prior Permits
Required. Trucks Leave Sunday At 4:00 P.M. CT.
SAN ANTONIO, NEW MEXICO
Nine Miles East of San Antonio on US Hwy 380
Michael Taylor — 575/418-7398
Receiving Cattle 2nd & 4th Weekends of Each
Month
Trucks Leave Sunday At 3 P.M. MT

VAN HORN, TEXAS
800 West Second -- Five blocks west of Courthouse.
Smiley Wooton • 575-626-6253
Receiving cattle 1st and 3rd Sundays of each
month.
Trucks leave at 3 P.M. CT.
LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO
Hwy. 90 at MM #3 - East Side of Hwy. (20 Bar
Livestock)
Receiving Cattle 2nd & 4th Weekends of Each Month

Truck Leaves At 2 P.M. MT Sunday
Smiley Wooton: 575/626-6253 Cell • 575/6225580 Office

MORIARTY, NEW MEXICO
Two Blocks East, One Block South of Tillery Chevy
Smiley Wooton — 575/626-6253 Cell • 575/622-5580 Office
J. C. Burson — 505/681-7424
Trucks Leave Sunday At 4 P.M. MT
New Mexico Stations Receive Livestock Sunday

